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FOREWORD

NASTRAN® (NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS) is a large, comprehensive, nonproprietary,

general purpose finite element computer code for structural analysis which was

developed under NASA sponsorship and became available to the public in late 1970.

It can be obtained through COSMIC (Computer Software Management and Information

Center), Athens, Georgia, and is widely used by NASA, other government agencies,
and industry.

NASA currently provides continuing maintenance of NASTRAN® through COSMIC.
Because of the widespread interest in NASTRAN®, and finite element methods in

general, the Tenth NASTRAN@ Users' Colloquium was organized and held at the

Marriott Hotel, New Orleans, May 13-14, 1982. (Papers from previous colloquia
held in 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1978, 1979, and 1980, are published in

NASA Technical Memorandums X-2378, X-2637, X-2378, X-2893, X-3278, X-3428, and

NASA Conference Publications 2018, 2062, 2131, and 2151.) The Tenth Colloquium
provides some comprehensive general papers on the application of finite element

methods in engineering, comparisons with other approaches, unique applications,

pre- and post-processing or auxiliary programs, and new methods of analysis with
NASTRAN®.

Individuals actively engaged in the use of finite elements or NASTRAN® were

invited to prepare papers for presentation at the Colloquium. These papers are
included in this volume. No editorial review was provided by NASA or COSMIC,

however, detailed instructions were provided each author to achieve reasonably

consistent paper format and content. The opinions and data presented are the sole
responsibility of the authors and their respective organizations.
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OPERATING IN THE AGE OF NASTRAN

T. G. Butler, BUTLER ANALYSES

NASTRAN was born at a time when technology was advancing rapidly.
It is interesting to reflect on conditions prevailing then. At year zero
in the age of NASTRAN (1964) the role of analysis in mechanical design
was to make rough estimates. Testing was relied on for proof of design.
Analysts were known as intellectual eggheads, but test people were called
practical, down-to-earth types. Popular analytical methods at the time
were Hardy-Cross and Hrenikoff for statics; for shaft vibrations they
were Mykelstad and Holzer. Analog computers were the most advanced
analytical tools. Electrical engineers were doing remarkable things with
network analyzers, and similar success was enjoyed with hydraulic
networks. Finite elements had only recently appeared, and all programs
were company-proprietary and limited in solution range. Aerospace
companies dominated the finite element scene. The workhorse computer was
the IBM 7094, but third-generation computers were developing a competi-
tion between IBM 360, CDC 6600, and UNIVAC ll08. Time sharing was on the
drawing boards. Terminal inputs used card readers. Universities were
preoccupied with solving boundary value problems, but a small nucleus of
about 20 professors worldwide were taking finite elements seriously.

NASA's Office of Advanced Research and Technology (OART) under Dr.
Raymond Bisplinghoff sponsored a considerable amount of research in the
area of flight structures through its operating centers. Representatives
from the centers who managed research in structures convened annually to
exchange ideas. I was one of the representatives from Goddard Space
Flight Center at the meeting in January 1964. I detected a pattern that
seemed to need redirection. Center after center described research
programs to improve analysis of structures. Shells of different kinds
were logical for NASA to analyze at the time because rockets are shell- i
like. Each research concentrated on a different aspect of shells. Some
were closed with discontinuous boundaries. Other shells had cutouts.

Others were noncircular. Others were partial spans of less than 360°•
This all seemed quite worthwhile if the products of the research resulted
in exact closed-form solutions. However, all of them were geared toward
making some simplifying assumption that made it possible to write a
computer program to give numerical solutions for their behavior. The
popular phrase at the time was "solutions to within engineering accuracy."
Each of these computer programs required data organization different from
every other program; e.g., they were not oompatible. Each was intended
for exploring localized conditions rather than complete shell-like
structures, such as a whole rocket. My reaction to these programs was
that if the end products were all accurate only to within engineering
accuracy, technology was currently available to give engineering solu-
tions to not just localized shells but to whole, highly varied structures.
The method was finite elements. I proposed that finite elements be used
for obtaining engineering solutions and research be upgraded to making
fewer simplifications and aim for closed-form solutions, which are always
needed. This caused a furor, but Headquarters responded by setting up a
committee to investigate the subject of numerical analysis of structures.



The ad hoc committee was composed of a representative from each NASA
Center. There was some change of personnel before the committee's work
was completed. Names of members were:

Center Representative
Ames Dick Beam and Perry Polentz
Flight Dick Rosecrans
Goddard Tom Butler (Chairman) and Pete Smidinger
JPL Mickey Alper and Bob Bamford
Langley Herb Cunningham
Lewis Bill Scott and Jim McAleese
Manned Tom Modlin
Marshall Bob McComas

The committee was commissioned to investigate what the state of analysis
was in the aerospace industry at the time. We were to determine if
analog computing should be promoted more or if the finite elements method
was more suited to NASA's analyses. We were to try to find an existing
finite element program of a quality that would be worth recommending to
all NASA Centers.

We wanted to visit all aerospace companies, but under out-time and

budgetary constraints we were obliged to limit ourselves. We visited
Boeing in Seattle, Lockheed in Burbank, Douglas in Santa Monica, Philco
in Pasadena, North American in Columbus, Bell in Buffalo, and Martin in
Baltimore. All these companies were extremely cooperative and candid.
At the completion of the investigation we felt assured that there was
enough information at hand to come to a consensus.

The committee's recommendation to Dr. Bisplinghoff, Mel Rosche, and
Doug Michel at NASA Headquarters was that NASA sponsor the development of
its own finite element program to update the analytical capability of the
whole aerospace community. The program should incorporate the best of
the state of the arts, which were currently splintered, and incorporate
them into a single program. Headquarters endorsed the committee's
recommendation and asked the committee to draw up specifications. The
committee convened in a stormy session at Manned Space Flight Center to
hammer out a rough set of specifications. Then Headquarters asked three
NASA Centers -- Ames, Goddard, and Langley -- to submit proposals to
manage the program. Headquarters selected Goddard. Goddard appointed me
to manage the project, which was then called the General Purpose
Structural Analysis Program.

After our Goddard office refined the specifications, teams of
aerospace companies were asked to propose on design plans for the program
with the stipulation that the two top companies from the design phase
would then compete for the implementation contract. Much credit goes to
Bill Doles of the Goddard Computing Support Contracting Office for
displaying extreme skill in getting this program under contract smoothly
and in record time. Computer Sciences, Martin Company, and MacNeal
Schwendler Corporation formed the winning team that started coding in
July 1966. Parts of the program were first put into operation at Goddard



in May 1968. By autumn of 1968 deliveries of the statics portion were
made to other NASA Centers. A year later all centers had the complete
program and had been given onsite instruction on how to analyze with it.
A debugging period followed before the release of NASTRAN to the general
public began in 1970. This was year 6 in the age of NASTRAN.

What was accomplished? It lived up to all its promises and more by
a long shot:

It gathered together all the best in the state of the arts and
incorporated them into a single program.

It pioneered the concept of the General Purpose Program, which
is to say that all parts of the program were commensurable for
structural models up to 2,000 degrees of freedom (d.o.f.) and
beyond. This meant that a model of a large structure could be
started with a static analysis and finish with a transient
analysis without having to reduce its size to accommodate
dynamics.

It demolished many barriers that had curtailed the early
programs.

It opened static analysis from a size of 100-600 d.o.f, to sizes
beyond the specified 2,000 d.o.f, and out to lO,O00 d.o.f, by
using spill logic.

It opened eigenvalue analysis from core-sized problems of lO0
d.o.f, yielding 15 roots to hundreds of reliable roots from
problems beyond order 2,000 d.o.f.

It advanced the solution of matrices in the complex domain from
Order 25 d.o.f, far beyond the specified 2,000 d.o.f.

It introduced the use of nested sets of displacement variables.

It pioneered the concept of a general purpose plotter
(independent of any particular piece of hardware).

It closed the door on the force method, regrettably.

It set new standards of input data formats.

It separated the handling of problem control data from the data
describing the structural model.

It incorporated a matrix abstraction mode (DMAP) so that
structural modules could be addressed through other than rigid
formats.

It set new standards for documentation. Distinct manuals were

published for users, programmers, theory, and demonstration
problems.



It abounded with service code to provide user conveniences.
Service code exceeded operational code in the ratio of lO : 1.
No redundant information was required.

It was modular. Internal parts of the program could be changed
without disrupting other parts.

It was open ended. New elements, new modules, and new rigid
formats could be added.

It was maintainable and capable of being updated, both for
advances in computers and in the science of mechanics.

It had its own execution log so that aborts could be related to
the structural phase of solution.

It had its own measures of solution integrity (Epsilon sub E).

It put finite elements into the public domain. It was free to
anyone.

It promoted the use of finite elements in the auto and machinery
industries.

It introduced an entirely new method of eigenvalue extraction,
inverse power with shifts, which allowed a root of any harmonic
to be calculated with equal accuracy over the frequency range so
that errors were due to modeling, not to computing.

It provided transient analysis of structures by means of the
direct integration of coupled equations without having to
transform to the modal approach.

It contained multipoint constraints, which was novel for its
time but is taken for granted today.

It contained scalar elements distinct from geometrically based
elements.

So much was accomplished by this devoted team of engineers and
programmers, it is fitting that they be remembered for their accomplish-
ments. Individual attention is given to the people who were the prime
developers.

Bob Peabody was the architect of NASTRAN's system design. It was
his perception that limited a small section to interface with the
computer so all else is machine independent. No communication within
core lets all modules be sequence independent. The internal management
of tapes, discs, and memory optimizes resources at each step. The
importance of parameter control of operations gives flexibility and keeps
overhead low. The famous OSCAR (Operating Sequence Control Array) was
entirely his invention. He was head of the team during the design phase.



Dick MacNeal designed the solution structure of NASTRAN. He blended
the mathematical operations with the physics for each type of solution.
He invented the concept of nested displacement sets. He originated the
inverse power method as a stand-alone technique for eigenvalue extrac-
tion. He included modules beyond the specification for multipoint
constraints, scalar elements, and individual nonlinear elements. He was
the author of the theoretical manual.

Eeith Redner was the master programmer of NASTRAN and head of the
implementation team. He spearheaded the coring of FORTRAN for compati-
bility on all computers. He designed the internal input/output concept.
He designed the overlays and links. He saved the single program concept
when he wrote the loader for the CDC 6600. He set the high coding
standards that everyone emulated. He coauthored the CHKPNT/RSTRT design.

Mac McCormick was the author of the decomposition technique for
banded matrices with active columns. He was a pioneer in finite element
analysis, a programmer of finite element code, and highly involved with
computer hardware. As such, he was an all-round man who oversaw the
transformation of the engineering mathematics into algorithms suitable
for programming specifications, He was constantly concerned with
efficiency, both programming-wise and hardware-wise. He supervised the
installation of NASTRAN on the computers at the NASA Centers and
supervised the training of center engineers in the use of NASTRAN. He
was the author of the user's manual.

Tom Clark was the inventor of the general purpose plotter. He
devised spill logic for handling large matrices. He was the author of
the Givens eigenvalue extraction technique. He was instrumental in
devising the overlay structure. He was highly involved with matrix
packing.

Steve Wall and Dick Pyle were tireless programmers. They were the

chief lieutenants to Keith Redner. They were prime implementors and
innovators, getting solutions to knotty problems daily as they came up:
adapting to new computers, adapting to operating system changes, adapting
to new issues of compilers, setting up hierarchies of memory management,
handling machine language conversions, building overlays, managing update
levels, and handling liaison with many computing centers.

Carl Hennrich set up the engineering data inputs, wrote demonstration

problems, coauthored CHKPNT/RSTRT design, set up training, and ran the
engineering check problems.

Ken Yale wrote the DMAP language that put such a singular stamp on
NASTRAN.

Dave Herring is an unsung hero who was busily engaged in transcribing
the engineering design concepts of Dick MacNeal into step-by-step working
operations. He was involved in the engineering mathematics from statics,
buckling, eigenvalues, transients, random, and many others. He organized
the rigid formats for various solutions.



Frank Douglas had the important job of coding all the elastic
element routines in NASTRAN. He was the author of the programmer's

manual. He designed the expansion concepts of dummy elements and dummy
modules.

Howard Diehlman's work was pivotal for the whole program. He wrote
the code for the workhorse routine within NASTRAN, the decomposition for
symmetric, nonsymmetric, real, complex matrices. It was under constant
modification as it was applied to statics, to eigenvalues, to buckling,
and to transients. He also did much of the machine-dependent aspects of

adapting NASTRAN to the UNIVAC ll08.

Howard Longacre developed the general purpose output file processor
that was adaptable to any module. He wrote the code for the X-Y
plotter. He teamed with Keith Redner to write the CDC 6600 loader.

Loren Kuusinen, Don McLean, and Howard McCoy were utility men that
did the lO1 things of a technical nature that always needed doing. They
smoothed the way for the principals.

Betty Dunbar nee Reisinger and Grace Hunter were the secretaries who
were so indispensable for the voluminous documentation, for travel
accommodations all over the country, and for report preparation.

Bob Schwendler, Erwin Allen, and Ron Deiss were the administrators
that took all the heat for all the irregularities that are bound to creep

up in a vast enterprise such as this.

Before the completion of this project, Goddard management overruled
me and amputated the force method part from NASTRAN. The team at the
Martin Company, who had labored so long and hard, had all their work
aborted. They were Dave Hall, Stan Kaufman, Bo Bata, and Skip Wenk.

Later in the development some of the unique axisymmetric elements
from the Bell Company were added to NASTRAN. The people from Bell
included Steve Jordan and J. Batt.

The Goddard NASTRAN project staff, who worked for me, were Bill Case,
Bill Cooke, Jim Mason, Dick McConnell, Reg Mitchell, and Ed Puccinelli.

The Goddard Award Fee Review Panel, to whom I reported, were Eugene
Wasielewski, Jim Fleming, John New, Bill Huston, Cliff Shorter, and Buddy
Payne.

The NASA Headquarters people were Ray Bisplinghoff, Mel Rosche, Doug
Michel, Milton Ames, Red Rowsome, Harry Rowell, Martha Dwyer, and John
Stern.



One thing that must be mentioned about the project, that is remark-
able, pertains to the spirit that infused it everywhere. Every man
thought that he was the key man on the whole project. As it turned out,
every man was key because for the whole to mesh no effort was incon-
sequential. The marvelous thing was that every man felt it inside.
There was a feeling of destiny on the project. We knew that we were
doing something big and important that was due to have lasting effects.
It turned out that we were right. When Keith Redner's sons asked him
what he was doing, his reply was, "I am helping to build the world's
largest computer program." Keith invented a phrase that gave flesh to
that spirit. When anyone tried to submit ordinary code to him he would
say, "Not up to the NASTRAN standard." This became a catchphrase on the
project. The other catchphrase that we used was "Think general."

The past has many wonderful stories connected with it that are
tempting to dwell on, but that temptation must be suppressed to keep this
article from becoming shaggy dog in character. The next topic is the
present, year 18 in the age of NASTRAN. It commemorates the 12th

anniversary of the public release and the lOth colloquium. What is the
climate of analysis at present? One of the most remarkable and hopeful
signs that has occurred is that testing does not monopolize design
certification. A lion's share of designs are now proven by analysis.
Testing still has exclusive control over fatigue predictions and damped
transient responses. There is a revolution in analysis. It used to be
that decisions were based upon extrapolations from too little analytical
information. Now the tables have turned and decisions are being made
from a flood of information so that skills have to be developed for
culling the essentials from the distractions of a surplus of information.
Analysts are now respected members of the profession and are no longer
disdained as fuzzy-minded, egghead intellectuals. Analyses run the full
range from quick and dirty, coarse estimates to single large runs of
8,000 to lO,O00 d.o.f., then out to substructuring runs embracing from
80,000 to lO0,O00 d.o.f. The displacement method of finite element
analysis definitely dominates the scene. The number of finite element
programs available to the analyst has mushroomed. They are listed here
and start with the many versions of NASTRAN:

COSMIC NASTRAN The current public domain version
MSC/NASTRAN MaeNeal Schwendler proprietary version
UAI/NASTRAN Universal Analytics proprietary version
UNIVAC NASTRAN Sperry UNIVAC proprietary version
DTNSRDC NASTR_N David Taylor Naval Ship Research &

Development Center version
MARC NASTRAN Marc Analysis & Research proprietary

version
NKF NASTRAN NKF Engineering Associates proprietary

version
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Other than NASTRAN, the finite element programs being rented
commercially in order of vintage are:

ASKA
STRUDL
DET VERITAS NORSKE
STARDYNE
MARC
SPAR
ANSYS
SAP
ATLAS
EASE
SUPERB

What does this competition amount to in terms of total solution
capability? As a point of reference, examine the solution capability of
Level 17.7 of NASTRAN in terms of major types of analyses:

Mechanical structures: Linear stress, weight, eigenvalue,
transient, random, acoustic, hydroelastic

Thermal structures: Steady state, radiation, transient
Aerodynamic loads: Subsonic, transonic, supersonic, gust
Extended capability: Substructuring, modal synthesis, DMAP

matrix solutions of any discipline

Viewed from the standpoint of the tools that an analyst needs today to
solve the problems with which he is confronted on a day-by-day basis,
NASTRAN Level 17.7 can accommodate him with 95 percent of those tools.

During the period in which NASTRAN maintenance decisions emphasized

the intensive debugging of existing capability in preference to adding
new capabilities and conveniences, the competitive programs strove hard
to excel in something that NASTRAN didn't. They succeeded. They added
some elastic elements, e.g.:

Bending plate with offsets, tapered thickness, and a 10 : 1
aspect ratio

Pipe elbow element
Tapered beam element
Membrane without excessive stiffness
High-order hexagon

These new elements make it a bit easier to do some analyses in the
category of mechanical structures, listed above. They added an
additional feature called dynamic reduction, which can take some of the
guesswork out of condensing a large-order model to a small-order one
before engaging in eigenvalue analysis in the mechanical structures
category above. They added a distinct new solution category called
nonlinear analysis. They are marketing tutorial manuals to help the
neophyte get familiar with finite element methods.

8



The effect of delaying the addition of new capability during this
"scrubbing up" period is to temporarily lose the ability to serve the
analyst in about 5 percent of his work with the tools that he needs. In
the meantime NASTRAN has achieved a good state of health due to the
caring efforts of P. R. Pamidi and Bob Brugh.

In year 18 what is the status of NASTRAN vis-a-vis the rapidly
moving computer hardware field? NASTRAN adopts to the large mainframe
computers with a configuration using overlay 7 deep within each array of
15 links. NASTRAN adopts to the minicomputer in either an interactive or
an overlay configuration. Editors for refining and correcting model
input data have become indispensable to the analyst as we have moved away
from card input to remote terminal input. There has always been dog-work
associated with the assembling of engineering data to create the
mathematical model for analyzing a structure. To us who had hungered to
be able to obtain accurate analytical results, the penance of dog-work
was a small price for the sweet satisfaction of having reliable answers.
Then came the inheritors of our legacy. I am peeved. The ingrates never
hungered so they don't appreciate the treasure at their disposal. They
would rather not have good analysis if they have to be burdened with all

that dog-work. Well, I did get over my peevishness and came eventually
to be glad for these ingrates. They created a market. Aggressive
entrepreneurs are fulfilling a need to take the drudgery out of data
preparation, to speed up its preparation, and to take the confusion out
of extracting the significance of voluminous output. Such activity goes
by the general heading of pre- and post-processors. By far the most
vigorous aspect of these is in the field of graphics, as opposed to the
pure software packages. However, I would compare the state of graphics
pre- and post-processors today with the state that finite elements were
in before NASTRAN came on the scene in 1964. Many good features exist.
There is much to be desired in each available package. Each operates
under a cloak of proprietary secrecy. There is much duplication of
effort that could be redirected toward advancing the whole field in
generaI•

In year 18 what is now being offered in the public domain? NASTRAN
through COSMIC is one. There is a promise that the G-Prime graphics
program will be offered to COSMIC for distribution by DTNSRDC.
Documentation appears to be the only thing holding up this promise. Now
we come to a disgrace. There is a graphics program called PATRAN that is
uniquely versatile. NASA paid for this around 1978. It was delivered to
NASA. It was given an official announcement at the Sixth NASTRAN
Colloquium held in 1977 at the Lewis Research Center. The public has
been waiting to subscribe to it through COSMIC ever since. It can't. It
is being peddled commercially_ How is this possible? It sounds like it
ought to be investigated.

Finally, how does the academic world compare in year 18 to the times
in year zero? Finite element courses are being offered. Finite element
analys&s are being performed. Academic research embraces finite element
support. Finite element modeling is still an art; there is no text that
teaches how to come to grips with the decisions that an analyst has to

9



make in ensuring that elasticity, mass, constraints, and loads are
faithfully represented vis-a-vis the limitations that the finite elements
have built into them. If the academics don't publish one soon, one of us
will have to come forward to fill the gap.

I have been asked to make some predictions about the future. At the
outset I will tender a disclaimer for any ability to predict the future
based upon my poor record of the past. I began using digital computers
as soon as they became commercially available. In 1950 I wired my own
boards for the control of three algebraic steps at a time on the IBM 402
with card input and card output. Fifty boards for a problem was a
respectable size. When the CPC (Card Programmed Calculator) was marketed
in 1951 it was such an extraordinary improvement over hand wiring of
boards that I predicted we couldn't go any further. In 1953 when the IBM
650 drum computer replaced all those cards it was like magic. I
predicted we couldn't go further. In 1955 when IBM called its electron
tube computer the GIANT, it solved problems so fast that it boggled the
mind. I predicted we couldn't go further. In 1957 when solid state
replaced the electron tubes in the computer, the speed and size were
staggering. I predicted we couldn't go further. In 1963 when computers
were used to control computers, like the coupling of the IBM 7044 to an
IBM 7094, it sounded like Big Brother was finally taking over. I
predicted we couldn't go further. When in 1965 third-generation 360,
6600, and ll08 computers surpassed the predecessors again by orders of
magnitude, I gave up doubting; so I predicted that the manufacturers
would ultimately give up binary logic and escalate to trinary logic. It
hasn't happened. In 1965, when I was asked to take on the NASTRAN
project, I predicted that finite elements would survive only 10 years
before design synthesis would supersede analysis. When the lO years were
up in 1975, not only was analysis not superseded, it was entrenched.
With such a record I offer predictions tongue in cheek.

I predict that a new professional society will be born to represent
the community of interest amongst engineering analysis over all of the
traditional societies. It will be called ASEA--the American SOciety of
Engineering Analysis.

I predict that there will be a handbook reference on damping, such
that analysts will be able to model damping distribution at the element
level so that transient response can be performed with confidence.

I predict that when a piece of machinery such as a pump is delivered
it will be expected that a finite element analysis of that machine will
be made a routine part of that delivery. When a company like Eastman
Kodak has a system problem, they can perform a substructure analysis by
lifting the analytical model for each component off the shelf and model
the linkages between major components.

lO



I predict that NASTRAN will become operational on a microcomputer.
Every engineer will have his own microcomputer as he now has his own hand
calculator. These microcomputers will solve problems of increasing size
by starting at the local level, pooling micros into a network for larger
problems, then dispatching them to big mainframes for huge problems.
Input of model data will be directly from graphics data bases in response
to interactive prompts. Help references will be available on call.

I predict that NASTRAN maintenance updates will be delivered by
small ROM cards. There will be enough competition amongst finite element
computer programs that COSMIC will satisfy some of its enhancements
commercially, similar to the way that competing automobile manufacturers
sell to each other. Documentation will not be delivered in printed
volumes. It will be available for access as a data base by dialing
COSMIC or a local central computer.

I predict that NASTRAN will be available to undergraduate engineers
on microcomputers. Finite elements will be used to demonstrate
engineering principles in the lecture hail.

I predict that there will be an evolution away from finite element
analysis as we know it today toward one of three or maybe to all three of
three different channels. One possibility will be to have a network

analyzer of passive analog elements and constraints that can be set by
buttons and read out any response at any network node. Another

possibility is that computer memory will grow so large and cheap that a
direct assault on the differential equations could be considered without
having to corrupt the problem with finite elements approximations. The
third possibility will be the advancement of design synthesis to the
simultaneous consideration of multiple merit functions wherein current

finite element codes will be embedded as a callable utility.

However the future goes, it promises to be as exciting as the past
18 years.

ll



RECENT IMPROVEMENTS AND ENHANCEMENTS TO NASTRAN

P. R. Pamidi*
Computer Sciences Corporation

ABSTRACT

Several improvements and enhancements made to NASTRAN
recently are discussed in this paper.

INTRODUCTION

Many improvements and enhancements have been made to
NASTRAN recently with a view to increasing its usefulness.
These are all incorporated in the latest release of the pro-
gram (Release Apr. 1982). Some important features resulting
from these changes are discussed in this paper. This discus-
sion will be incorporated in the NASTRAN documentation soon.

STREAMLINED RIGID FORMATS

This represents one of the most significant and notice-
able improvements made to NASTRAN in recent years. As part
of this effort, all 20 of the Rigid Formats in NASTRAN were
completely revamped. The result is a set of Rigid Formats
that incorporate all of the features of the improved DMAP
capability and that are both elegant and streamlined in
appearance. The important features incorporated into all of
the Rigid Formats as part of this work are as follows:

i. All CHKPNT instructions were deleted from the DMAP
and replaced by a single global PRECHK ALL instruc-
tion resulting in automatic checkpointing of all
output data blocks. (See Reference 1 for a detailed
discussion of this feature).

2. ALL SAVE instructions of the form SAVE FLAG in the
DMAP were replaced by automatic SAVE features of
the form /S,N,FLAG/ in the immediately preceding
DMAP instructions.

3. All numerical constant parameters of the form
/C,N,M/ in the DMAP were replaced by /M/.

4. All BCD constant parameters of the form /C,N,B/ in
the DMAP were replaced by /*B*/.

*Present affiliation: RPK Corporation
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IMPROVED RIGID FORMATS

The effort to streamline all Rigid Formats (discussed
above) was utilized to incorporate several improvements to
the Rigid Formats. Some of these are listed below.

i. Heat R. F. 9 was expanded to handle multiple dynamic
loading cases in a manner similar to that in DISP
R. F. 9.

2. The processing of OMITs in AERO Rigid Formats i0
and ii was made more efficient.

3. HEAT R. F. 1 and R. F. 3 were modified to yield
contour plots of temperatures.

4. DISP R. F. 8 was expanded to yield plots of frequency
deformations.

5. PURGE instructions were inserted at several appro-
priate locations in the DMAPs of all Rigid Formats.
This, in conjunction with the PRECHK ALL instruction
discussed earlier, results in more efficient restarts.
(See Reference 1 for a detailed discussion of this
feature).

CHANGES RELATED TO PLOTTING

Several changes have been made in the program with re-
gard to the plotting capability. Some of these are summarized
below.

i. The CALCOMP and SC plotters are no longer supported
in NASTRAN; only the NASTRAN General Purpose Plotter
(NASTPLT) is supported. This relieves NASTRAN of
the need and burden of keeping up with changes and
developments in plotter hardware.

2. The default plotter is a NASTPLT microfilm plotter
with typing capability.

3. The CSCALE feature has been made fully operational
both in structure plotting and in XY plotting. How-
ever, instead of being a real value, the CSCALE
parameter is now an integer value. This integer is
the factor by which the normal (or default) size of
the characters is multiplied before plotting. (Each
character is, by default, assigned a space of 0.08"
width x 0.16" height and within this space the
character is derived from a 0.06" square). Note
that this factor is used to multiply both the width
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and the height of the characters. Thus, a CSCALE
value of 2 gives a character which takes up an
area that is four times the area taken up by the
default size.

4. The CSCALE value is made available in the PLT2
plotter output if the plotter has typing capability
so that this value canbe used by the external
translator program.

5. The plot summary now shows not only the plotter
name (NASTPLT), but also the model (microfilm,
drum or table) as well as the typing capability
(with or without typing capability). In addition,
the CSCALE value used is also indicated.

6. Structure plotting data is now checked for errors
much more extensively than was being done earlier.
(In many ways, this is similar to the manner in
which XY plotting data has all along been checked
for errors). As a result, conditions that earlier
resulted in cancellation of plots but continuation
of the job or creation of erroneous plots now result
in cancellation of the job with appropriate user
fatal messages.

CHECKING OF REQUIRED PARAM BULK DATA CARDS

Several Rigid Formats require that certain PARAM bulk
data cards be present, but this was never checked by the
program. This checking is now done in the preface so that
if the required PARAM bulk data cards are not present in the
data, the program terminates with appropriate user fatal
messages.

CHECKPOINT!RESTART CAPABILITY

Several improvements and enhancements have been made to
the checkpoint/restart capability in the program. These are
discussed in detail in Reference i.

UNSORTED AND SORTED BULK DATA DECK ECHO

ECHO=BOTH (in the Case Control Deck) has been made the
default for restart runs and for runs employing the UMF.
Since the only bulk data cards that the user submits in a re-
start run or in a run using the UMF are those that represent
deletions from and/or additions to the Bulk Data Deck already
on the OPTP (Old Problem Tape) or the UMF, the unsorted echo
of the Bulk Data Deck is the only way of identifying these
deletions and/or additions. (The user can, of course, over-
ride the default by specifying, for example, ECHO=SORT or
ECHO=NONE).
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AUTOMATIC OUTPUT OF THE DMAP SOURCE LISTING

The LIST option on the XDMAP card (see page 5.7-14 of
Reference 2) has been made the default for restart runs and
for runs using the DMAP approach (APP DMAP) or the substruc-
ture capability (APP DISP,SUBS). This causes the DMAP
source listing to be automatically output on the print file
in these cases. There is no longer any need, therefore, to
turn on DIAG 14 (in the Executive Control Deck) for this
purpose.

The DMAP source listing is useful in restart runs since
the user can identify the DMAP instructions that are initially
flagged for execution (see Reference i). In the case of APP
DMAP runs, the DMAP is part of the input data submitted by the
user. In the case of runs using the substructure capability,
DMAP ALTERs are automatically generated by the program. It
is, therefore, useful to obtain a listing of the DMAP resulting
from these ALTERs.

ELIMINATION OF LINK SWITCHING CAUSED BY USE OF UTILITY MODULES

Certain utility modules like MATPRN, TABPT and others
have so far been a part of only Link 8 in the program. As
a result, use of these modules by means of ALTERs in Rigid
Formats or in DMAP runs has almost always caused additional
link switching during execution. This unnecessary link swith-

ing has now been completely eliminated (and the program there-
fore made more efficient) by incorporating these modules in
all links but Link i.

PAGING OF THE NASTRAN OUTPUT

Proper paging of the NASTRAN output, while simple in
concept, is difficult to achieve fully in practice because
of the size of the program and the fact that the output is
generated in so many areas of the code. Considerable work
has been done in this regard recently so that proper paging
is now done much more extensively than was the case in earlier
versions of the program.

PROCESSING OF MIXED-RECORD DATA BLOCKS
BY INPUTT2/OUTPUT2 MODULES

The INPUTT2/OUTPUT2 modules were designed to process
tables and matrices, but not mixed-record data blocks (that is,
data blocks in which non-string-formatted and string-formatted
records occur alternately). An example of such a data block
is the PPHIG data block generated by the SDR2 module in DISP
R. F. 3. The logic in these modules has been expanded so that
they can now process mixed-record data blocks as well as tables
and matrices.
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MODULE EXECUTE FLAG INCLUDED IN OSCAR LISTING

The OSCAR (Operation Sequence Control ARray) listing
resulting from the use of DIAG 4 (in the Executive Control
Deck) or the use of an XDMAP card with OSCAR option has been
expanded so that it now includes the additional important
information as to whether a module (or DMAP instruction) is
flagged for execution or not. This is of interest and
relevance in restart runs.

USE OF MULTIPLE XDMAP CARDS IN THE DMAP

Multiple XDMAP cards are permitted in the DMAP. Thus,
by using multiple XDMAP cards with LIST and NOLIST options,
the user can selectively obtain listings of only portions of
a DMAP. Similarly, by using multiple XDMAP cards with DECK
and NODECK options, the user can obtain punched output of
only selected portions of a DMAP.

SUMMARY

Several improvements and enhancements have been made to
NASTRAN recently. Some of the more important of these features
are described in the paper. These changes increase the use-
fulness of the program.
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ABSTRACT

This paper presents two specificNASTRAN pre- and post-processors. The
first section of this report presentsa post-processorfor dynamic analysis;
the second, a graphicalinteractivepackage for model generationand review of
results.

Section 1

RESPONSE SPECTRUMANALYSIS

INTRODUCTION

Many dynamic analysisproceduresused today are statisticalin nature
rather than deterministic. Of these methods, there exists a shock analysis
technique in which a response spectrum is used in place of a force or motion
time history. Two common examples are the U.S. Navy Dynamic Design Analysis
Method (DDAM) and the proceduresused in the design of earthquake-resistant
structures.

Describedbelow is a computerprogram that provides this analysis capabil-
ity based on data obtained from a NASTRAN finite elementmodel. A brief devel-
opment of the theoretfcalbasis is provided for completeness.

THEORETICALDEVELOPMENT

The relative displacement of a linear elastic undamped structure subject-
ed to arbitrary independent multiple support motion, [X} (Reference I), is:

t

[_}a {Xla[MI[A]f [_(r)} sin a (t - r)dr

Ix}- -_ a o (I-I)
a [Ml[ Ia

where: [_}a = elgenvector associated with mode a (column vector)

{_]a = transpose of [X-_a (row vector)

_a = circular frequency associated with mode a

[M] = mass matrix of structure

[A] = matrix relating motion at a free degree of freedom due to a

unit motion of a foundation degree of freedom

[_(T)} = acceleration of foundation degree of freedoms
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The notation used here, { ] indicates a row vector, { } indicates a scalar

quanity, [ } indicates a column vector, and [ ] indicates a general matrix. A

matrix multiplication, { ][ ][ } results in a scalar, as indicated by the left

and right elements; similarly, [ } { ] would indicate a matrix result. In the
text a scalar will often be written without the braces.

In many situations the integral in Equation (i-I) is replaced by a "design"

shock response spectrum. The design shock spectrum is derived from test data.
An excellent discussion of test data interpretation for the purposes of deriv-

ing a design shock spectrum is given in Reference 2. Since this spectra is
commonly defined in terms of velocity versus frequency, let:

t

[v}a = I f [Z(T)} sln._ a (t- T)dz I (design max over time) (1-2)
O

Utilizing this definition, the response equation can be rewritten as:

I a a
Ix}=1-7 [i}a PiVi (1-3)

a _ i=l

where:

{p]a = {x]a[M][A] (I-4)
{x]a[M][X}a

The sums indicated by Equation (I-3) are no longer algebraic since the

phase information has been lost by taking the absolute value as indicated in

Equation (1-2). Various types of summing schemes are commonly used as dis-
cussed below.

The matrix denoted by {p]a, as defined by Equation (i-4), may be con-

sidered a modified participation factor in the ath mode; it is a row matrix

with one entry for each degree of freedom of foundation input.

Equation (I-3) presents a means to determine the probable maximum dis-

placement of a structure due to arbitrary multiple support motion. The use of

the term "probable" is a result of the response spectra approach being statis-
tical in nature rather than deterministic. The summing convention used will

determine how co_servatlve the calculated response is.

The forces and stresses of a structure resulting from a shock input can be

computed from the modal forces and modal stresses by the following:
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f
1 a a

[F} = _ -_ [F}a _ Pi Vi
a 0J i=l (I-5)

f
I a a a

=[-7 [ Pivl (I-61a _ i=l

If the required modal response values are made available and the shock

response spectra at each foundation degree of freedom is defined, the remaining
question in determining the response of the structure is how to perform the
summations in a manner which is conservative but not excessively so. Common
summation types currently used in industry and defense are the square root of
the sum of the squares (SRSS), sum of the absolute values (ABS), and the Naval
Research Laboratory (NRL) sum,

F = (Fl)max + _ [_(F2) ] - [(Fi)max]

Reference 3. With these three types of summationavailable, there exist nine
possiblemethods Of determiningthe response of a structurebecause two summa-
tions must be performed. One summationmust be performedover the foundation
inputs and another over the modes.

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF RESPAN

RESPAN uses as input the resultsof a NASTRANmodal analysis (Displacement
Solution 3). The results of the NASTRAN modal analysis are made available to
RESPAN by the use of the OUTPUT2module inserted into the rigid format by a
DMAP alter. This alter is shown in Figure I-I.

RESPAN is able to account for the modificationof the response spectradue
to the effectivemodal mass of a structure. This influenceis discussedin
Reference 2. For a structuresubjectedto independentmultiple supportmotion,
the effectivemodal mass in the alh mode is given by:

[Ma] = [R][M][_}a{p]a (i-7)

where: [R] = matrix relating the reaction force at a foundationdegree of
freedom due to a unit force at a free degree of freedom.

The effective modal weight associated with the ath mode at the fth founda-

tion degree of freedom is given by:

f

Wfa _- ( _ Mfl) * acceleration due to gravity
i=l
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The effect on the spectral velocity, Vo, of the effective modal mass is
assumed to have a general form of

+ a+ a2
ao alW f a2(W f)

v = c (I-8)

o o bo + blWf + b2(w'2f)2

where: ai, bi, co = user-deflned coefficients for a specific problem

For a system with a single input (i.e., a rigid foundation no rotation),
the response equations reduce to the following:

1 a pa Va[x}= Y.---ff[Y,} (I-9)

1 pa Va (i-I0)[F}= Y.--ff[_)a
a

1 a pa Va (i-Ii)[_}= X --_[_}
a_

wit h:

pa = {_]a[MI[C} ([A]= I) (I-12)
{_]a[Mli_}a

where: [C} = direction cosines relating shock direction to the structure
coordinate system

For this single input system, the effective modal mass reduces to:

Ma = {Rla[M][¢}pa ([R] = I) (I-13)

Inputs to RESPAN

The inputs to RESPAN are provided in two segments. The first input seg-

ment, the Control Deck, allows for input of the parameters required to control
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the analysis and the output of the shock analysis. The second input segment,
the Data Deck, is used to define the specific response shock spectra to be
input at each foundation degree of freedom.

Analysis Control Deck

•Inputs to RESPAN in this segment are accomplished by the use of identifi-

cation mnemonics. The valid mnemonics are shown in Figure 1-2. These mnemonics

allow for the above-mentioned functions of controlling the analysis and the out-
put of the shock analysis. Also, several of these mnemonics are utilized to

define parameters which are in the analysis.

Input Data Deck

The Data Deck defines the shock response spectra that will be input through

the foundations into the structure. The shock response spectra can be described

in two ways. The spectral values may be determined by tables of spectral value

pairs of frequency and acceleration, displacement, or acceleration. In multi-

ple support analysis, multiple spectra may be input along with identifying

which input spectra are to be applied to each foundation degree of freedom. In

addition, the shock response spectra can be formed or modified by the procedure

defined in Reference 2 and generalized as Equation (1-8).

This weighting function is based upon the effective modal weight of each
mode and is input by providing the seven coefficients of Equation (1-8). If
both this weighting function and a table of spectral values are input, then the
product of the value from the spectral table and this weighting function are
used to define the input to each foundation degree of freedom.

Outputs from RESPAN

Through the use of the Control Deck mnemonics, the user specifies the type

and amount of output that results from a RESPAN analysis. The output of RESPAN
is also controlled by the modal data produced by NASTRAN.

The Control Deck controls the following outputs: the geometry of the
NASTRAN model, the resulting modal shock accelerations, displacements, reac-
tions (spc forces), elemental forces and elemental stresses, the SRSS, NRL or
ABS summation of the modal results (accelerations, displacements, etc.)
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ALTER 7

OUTPUT 2 GPL, GPDT _GEOM2 ,EPT _MPT//C ,N,-I /C,N, 11/V _N,LABL=SMODES $

ALTER 74,74

READ KLL,MLL, ,,EED, ,CASECC/LAMA, PHIL,MI ,OEIGS/*MODES*/S ,N,NEIGV $

UMERGE USETD, PHIL, /PHIA/V, N,MAJOR=A/V ,N,SUBO=L/V ,N,SUB I=R $

MPYAD PHIL,MLL, /TEMP /V,N,T=I /V,N,SIGNAB=I /V,N,SIGNC=O /

V,N,PREC=0 $

MPYAD TEMP _DM, /PARTFC/V,N,TI=0/V,N, SlGNAB I=I/V,N, SIGNCI=0/

V,N,PRECI=0 $

MPYAD DM,MLL,/TEMPI/V,N,T4= I/V,N, SIGNAB4=-I/V,N, SIGNC4=0/

V,N _PREC4=O $

MPYAD TEMPI ,PHIL,/MMASS/V,N,T5=O/V,N,SIGNABS=I/V,N,SIGNC5=O/

V,N _PREC5=O $

ALTER 84,84
DIAGONAL MGG/DMGG// $

OUTPUT2 OGPWG, OEIGS ,LAMA,PHIG, DMGG//C ,N,O/C ,N,11/V,N,LABL $

OUTPUT2 PARTFC ,GENMS 1,MMASS,USET,//C,N,O/C,N, 11/V,N,LABL $

OUTPUT 20QGI,OEFI,OESI,,//C,N,O/C,N,U/V,N,LABL $

$ THE USE OF THE FOLLOWING TWO LINES ALLOW FOR OUTPUT OF ONLY THE
$ EIGENVECTORS BY NASTRAN

$
OFP OPHIG,,,,,//V,N,CARDNO $

EXIT $

ENDALTER

Figure I-I. NASTRAN DMAP Alter
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TITLE - Allows for a 64-character title to be printed with
the page header

SYMFACT - Assigns a value to the symmetry factor parameter

WTMASS - Assigns a value to the WTMASS parameter

SAMPLE - Identifies a mode to be output as a sample of the
modal computations

GEOMETRY - Controls geometry output

CUTOFF - Controls the percentage of structural weight to be
used

SELECT - Selects the minimum or maximum value of Equation
(i-8)

SUM - Controls the types of summations to be performed

GRAVITY - Assigns a value to gravity

ABS,MODAL, NRL and SRSS - Selects items for output

Figure 1-2. Analysis Control Deck Mnemonics
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Section 2

INTERACTIVE GRAPHICS PACKAGE - GIFTS

INTRODUCTION

The NASTRAN program is capable of analyzing very large and complex struc-

tures. Models of large structures require large amounts of data to be input

and result in an equally large amount of output. The model generation process

is time consuming, error prone, and requires extensive checking to assure an

accurate model. In addition, the review of printed output is, at best, diffi-

cult. Over the past several years several graphic processors have been pro-

vided to facilitate this data handling. One of these processors that has been

introduced to augment NASTRAN is the GIFTS system. The following section is

intended to acquaint the reader with the GIFTS/NASTRAN program.

BACKGROUND

The Graphlcs-orlented Interactive Finite Element Time-sharlng System,

"GIFTS", is a finite element package that has been developed in recent years at

the Interactive Graphics Engineering Laboratory of the University of Arizona,

Tucson, Arizona, under research efforts sponsored by the Office of Naval

Research and by the United States Coast Guard. This finite element package en-

compasses finite element pre-processlng, analysis, and post-processlng that has
been designed to run on a large variety of minicomputers and mainframes.

The GIFTS system is not a single program; instead, it is a collection of

several program modules that reside in a program library. Each program module

has been designed to perform a specific task and to run independently of other

program modules. Communication between the various modules is accomplished

through the use of a United Data Base, UDB. A complete finite element analysis
utilizing the GIFTS system requires that the user execute a number of these

program modules in a specified order. Program modules allow for model genera-

tion, display, editing, verification, model analysis, and the display of re-
sulting displacements and stresses.

One consideration addresed during the design of the GIFTS system was the
availability of a large number of finite element codes, each with a different

capability. In general, each finite element code has its own input scheme; and

if a model is initially built in a form acceptable to one finite element code,

a considerable amount of effort is required to reformat the data if it decided

to perform analysis using a different finite element code. Because the GIFTS

system stores data in a data base for communication within its program modules,

all that is required to utilize this system as a pre- and post-processor for

any finite element code is two interface programs. One interface program would

read the GIFTS UDB and reformat the data into the input form acceptable to a

given finite element analysis code, and the other interface program would take
the analysis results and store these results into the GIFTS UDB for post-

processing. This ability to readily interface the GIFTS system of program
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modules with any availablefinite elementcode allows the finite element model-
let to utilize several finite element codes with one standardizedinput.

CAPABILITIESOF THE GIFTS-NASTRANINTERFACE

The current GIFTS-NASTRAN interface examines the GIFTS UDB and produces a
NASTRAN input deck. The NASTRAN elements that this interface will produce are
ROD, BAR, TRMEM, TRIA2, QDMEMI, and QUAD2. The NASTRAN input deck produced
requires no modifications for a static analysis utilizing NASTRAN Rigid Form i,
assuming that the loads and boundary conditions were defined utilizing the ap-
propriate GIFTS module.

The storage of the NASTRAN analysis results for accessing via the NASTRAN-
GIFTS interface is accomplished via the use of the NASTRAN OUTPUT2 module

through a DMAP alter. This DMAP alter is automatically inserted into the
NASTRAN input deck by the GIFTS-NASTRAN interface. The NASTRAN-GIFTS interface

currently recognizes the results of a Displacement Solution I analysis.

To summarize, the GIFTS-NASTRANinterfacingallows for eliminationof much
of the time necessary to produce error-freeNASTRAN finite element models util-
izing a user friendlygraphical package.
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Appendix A

SAMPLE RESPAN ANALYSIS

Figure A-I shows the spring and mass problem that was used for this sample.
A model of this system was constructed; and following a NASTRAN modal analysis
of this model, a RESPAN analysis was performed. The following pages of this ap-
pendix show the output obtained from RESPAN.
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_**_******_**_*_********************************_***_***********************************************************************
NKF ENGInEERINg ASSOCIATES, INC. .

ENGINEERINg AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION .
RESPAN LEVEL 1.0

TRIAL OF RESPAN PROGRAM USINg SPRINO-MASS SAHPLE

ANALYSIS CONTROL DECK

TITLE = TRIAL OF RESPAN PROGRAM USINg SPRINg-MASS SAMPLE
$
$ COMHENTS
$
HODAL = ALL
NRL = ALL
$
$ MORE COMHENTS
$
WTMASS = 0.002588

gEOMETRY = YES
o SUM = I

CUT=98.
BEGIN DATA



NKF ENGI_EERINO ASSOCIATES, INC.
ENGINEERINg AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION *

RESPAN LEVEL 1.0 *
TRIAL OF RESPAN PRO_RAH USINO SPRIN@-MASS SAHPLE *

**********************************************************************************************************************************

INPUT DATA DECK .....

$ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
$234567 1234567 1234567 1234567 1234567 1234567 J234567 1234567 1234567 J234567
ORIENT 0.7071 0.7071 0.0
SPECA _ 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.50 10000. 50.0 END
ENDDATA

{_o



NKF ENGIREERIN@ ASSOCIATES, INC.
ENGINEERING AND COHPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION

RESPAN LEVEL t.O
•_ TRIAL OF RESPAN PROGRAH UBINO SPRIN_-HAS_ SAHPLE

*_** NASTRAN OEOHETRY _

CODE FOR CODE FOR
LOCATION _RID COORDINATE, RESTRAINT

COORDINATE COORDINATE RESTRA|NT
CODE GRID ID, SYSTEH X! X2 X3 SYSTEH

I 0 O. O0000E+O0 O. O000OE+O0 O. O0000E+O0 0 2345_
2 0 0.25000E+02 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 0 23456
3 0 0.50000E+02 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 0 23456
4 0 0.60000E+02 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 0 23456
5 0 0.75000E+02 O. O0000E.O0 O. O0000E.O0 0 23456
6 0 O. IO000E+03 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E.O0 0 23456



_*_***********_*_***_***_*_*_************_************_********************************************************************i

NKF ENginEERING ASSOCIATES, INC. *
ENGINEERING AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION *

RESPAN LEVEL 1.0 *
TRIAL OF RESPAN PROGRAM USING SPRING-MASS SAMPLE *

**** NASTRAN GEOMETRY **.2

GRID POINTS COMPONENT

CELA_I ID END A END B END A END B ELASTIC VALUE DAMPINg COEFFICIENT STRESS COEFFICIENT

1 1 2 1 1 0. I0000E+03 O. O0000E+O0 O. OO000E+O0
2 2 3 1 1 0.75000E+02 O. O00OOE+OO O. O0000E+OO
3 3 4 1 I 0.12500E+03 O. O0000E+O0 O. O000OE+OO
4 3 5 1 I 0.75000E+02 O. O0000E+O0 O. OO000E+O0
5 4 6 1 1 O. lOO00E+O3 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0

L,o
L_



NKF ENginEERINg ASSOCIATES, INC. *
ENgINEERINg AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION *

RESPAN LEVEL 1.0 *
TRIAL OF RESPAN PROGRAM USINg SPRINg-MASS SAMPLE *

CUHULATIVE
MODE FREQUENCY NODAL HEIGHT HODAL WEIGHT PARTICIPATIf_I SHOCK FACTOR
(CPS) (KIPS) (PERCENT) (OEES)

L 4.5674 0.29508E-O! 90.7967 0.102192E+01 0.22837E+OG
2 8.9773 0.18587E-02 96.5159 -0.3014_6E+00 0.44886E+OG
3 11.8822 0.49200E-03 98.0297 0.161330E.00 0.50933E+0_

*_ NUMBER OF MODES REGUIRED TO ACHIEVE 98.0 PER CENT OF WEIGHT IS 3 MODES ****
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NKF ENOI_EERIN@ ASSOCIATES, INC. *
ENOINEERINg AND COHPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION .

RESPAN LEVEL 1.0
TRIAL OF RESPAN PROORAM USINO SPRINO-MABS SAMPLE

NRLoDISPLACEHENTS DUE TO SHOCK

QRID _D DISPLACEMENTS
TI T2 T3

I O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0
2 0.44092E-01 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0
3 0.81213E-01 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0
4 0.67771E-01 O, O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0
5 0.12612E+00 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0
6 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0



NKF ENgINEERINg ASSOCIATES, INC.
ENgINEERINg AND COHPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION *

RESPAN LEVEL 1.0 *
TRIAL OF RESPAN PROGRAM USINg SPRINg-MASS SAMPLE

**********************************************************************************************************************************

NRL.ACCELERATIONS DUE TO SHOCK

gRID ID. ACCELERATIONS
T1 T2 T3

1 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
2 0.17441E+00 O. O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
3 0.21399E+00 O. O0000E+O0 O.O0000E+O0
4 0.23909E+00 O. O0000E+O0 O_O0000E+O0
5 0,4051_E+00 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+00

O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0 O. O0000E+O0



-, " NKF EN@INEERING ASSOCIATES_ INC.
ENGINEERINO AND COMPUTATIONAL SCIENCES DIVISION *

RESPAN LEVEL l.O
TRIAL OF RESPAN PROORAH USINO SPRINO-HASS SAHPLE

NRL.CELASI FORCES DUE TO SHOCK
KLEHEH] FORCES

1 0 44091SE+01
0.3_6274E+01

3 0.391000E+01
4 0.373512E+01
5 O.&7770_E+01

L_



Appendix B

SAMPLE OF GIFTS/NASTRAN

Figure B-I shows the commands required to constructthe model used for
this sample, along with a brief descriptionof each command. The model is
shown in Figure B-2. For clarity, only one-half of the model is shown in this
figure.

Figure B-3 shows the commands required to define the boundary conditions

and three separate loading cases. One of these loading cases, loading case 2,

is shown on Figures B-4 and B-5.

Figure B-6 shows the stress contours resulting from loading case 2 super-
imposed on the deflected structure as computed by NASTRAN. Each contour is
labeled by a letter, and the table identifies the percentage of the yield
strength that the stress level associated with each letter represents.
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$
$ BULKMSOURCEFOR PIPETDEMO
0 EFIIIET4-MAY-1982
$
ETH,I/I/.50/ DefineselementthicknessgroupnumberI as 0.5 inch
MSTEEL/I/ DefineselementmaterialgroupnumberI as mildsteel
KPOINT
1 / 6.5 1.0 0o0 |
2 / 6.5 0.0 -I.0
3 / 6.5 -1.0 0o0
4 / 6.5 0.0. 1.0
5 / 2.5 I.o OoO
6 1 2.5 0.0 -I.0
7 / 2.5 -I.0, 0o0
8 / 2.5 0.O Io0 Definesthe locationof 16gridpoints
9 / 2.5 5.0, 0.0
10 / 0.0 5.0 -2.5
Ii /-2.5 5.0, 0.0
12 / 0.0 5.0 2.5
13 / 2.5, -5.0, 0°0
14 / 0.0 -5.0 -2.5
15 /-2.5 -5.0 0.0
16 / 0.0,-5.0, 2.5/

CARC _1

CII/1,2,3,7
C12/3,4,1,7
C21/5,6,7,7
C22/7,8,5,7 Connects grids using circular arcs (8 circular arcs
C31/9, i0,11,11 defined)
C32/II,12,9,11
C41/13,14,15,11
C42/15,16,13,11/ '_
SLINg
LI5/1,5,7
L37/3,7,7 Connectsgridswithstraightlines(5 straightlines
L59/9,5,3 deflned)
L713/7,13,3
LII15111,15,11/
CONE

BRANCH 1

2.5, 0.0, 0.0/1.0
6.5, 0.0, 0.0/i.0 Identifies2 rightcircularcones
MAIN
0.0, 5.0, 0.0/2.5
0.0, -5.0, 0.0/2.5/
LPROJECT _ Projectslines"C21"and "C22"onto the intersection

C21/BRANCH,MAIN / of the previouslydefinedconesC22/BRANCH,MAIN/

COMPLINE )LA/L59,C22,L713 Formstwo singlelinesfrompreviouslydefinedlines
LB/L59,C2I,L713/
GETY _ Indicatesthattriangularbendingelementsare to be
TB3 J usedwithmaterialgroupI and thicknessgroupI
I,I

GRID4 1

BRANCH1/CI 1 ,L37,C21,LI5

BRANCE2/CI2,L37,C22,LI5 Generates4 four-sidedgridsby definingboundarylines
MAZNI/C31 ,LI115 ,C41,LB
MAIN2/C32,LI115,C42,LA/

GPROJECT 1

MAINI/MAIN Projectsgridsontorightcircularcones
MAIN2/MAIN/
END

Figure B-I. GIFTS Commands for Model Generation
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C,

VIEW DIR.,
58 58 58
VIEWING DIST.

1.000E+20
PLOT LIMITS

X -2.540E+006.600E+00

y -G.OOOE+00

MODEL _.000E+00.000E*00
tY Z 3.000E.00
I JOB, PIPET

_'J"_X 5-MAY-B2
_.000E+00 MODEL 15:57,30

Fl_reB-2. _e-_if of GIFTSModel



$
$ BULKLBSOURCEFOR PIPETDEMO
$
$ EFHIRT4-MAY-1982
$

SUPL,O 1

C31

C32 Suppress all degrees of freedom along 4 lines
C41

C42/

LOADL,I _ Appliesa 1000-poundload in direction1 to two lines

CII/1000.,1000. _ for loading case 1C12/I000.,I000./

LDCASE/2 1

LOADL,2 Applies a 1000-pound load in direction 2 to two lines

CII/1000.,1000. for loading case 2
C12/I000.,I000./

LDCASE/3 1

LOADL_3 Appliesa 1000-poundload in direction3 to two lines
CII/1000.,1000. for loadingcase 3
C12/I000.,I000./
END

Figure B-3. GIFTS Commands for Loading and Constraining
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#

.-3.{T.eOE+02 LOADING CASE 2 LOAD PLOT

_._ RESULTANTS• X
LOADS

,\

• __ VIEW DIR.,
58 58 58
VIEWING DIST.

\ 1.000E+20
PLOT LIMITS

X -2.537E+006.500E+00

y -5.000E+00
MODEL 5.000E*00

.g33E*00
JOB= PIPET

X 5-MAY-82
1.000E+00 LOADS 15=53,32

Figure B-4. _plted Loads



I 6,,BOOE..02 LOADING CASE 2
LOAD PLOT

!.,/f._ RESULTANTSX

_,_ _ VIEW DIR.=

58 58 58
VIEWING DIST.

1.000E+20
PLOT LIMITS

X -2.537E+006.500E+00

MODFL y -5.000E.00- 5.000E+00

Z -2.O33E+00
2.g33E*00

L X JOBz PIPET5-_AY-82
1.000E'00 LOADS 15s48s46

Figure B-5. _plled Loads
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MODEL 

AX 1 .000E+03 

LOADING -CASE 2 ~ S ~ R E S S  CONTOURS 

DEFL. AND STRESSES (MIDDLE) 
Figure B-6. Resulting Stress Analysis 



AN INTERACTIVE REVIEW SYSTEM FOR NASTRAN

Lawrence L. Durocher

University of Bridgeport

Bridgeport, CT 06601

Andrew F. Gasper
Hamilton Standard

Division of United Technologies Corporation
Windsor Locks, CT 06096

SUMMARY

An interactive review system that addresses the problems of model display,
model error-checking, and postprocessing has been described. The menu-driven

system consists of four distinct programs whose advantages and limitations

are detailed. In particular the interface between NASTRAN and MOVIE-BYU, the

modifications required to make MOVIE usable in a finite element Context, and

the resulting capabilities of MOVIE as a graphics postprocessor for NASTRAN
are illustrated.

INTRODUCTION

While the linear analysis capabilities of NASTRAN are excellent, its

effective use is hampered by the lack of several essential, general purpose

software modules; namely (a) a mesh generator, (b) a model display and

preliminary error-checker, and (c) a postprocessor for interrogating and
graphically displaying the analysis results. Considerable effort has been

devoted to mesh generation; however, items (b) and (c) warrant as much, if not
more, attention.

A menu-driven, interactive system that addresses the problems of model

display and verification and postprocessing is described herein. The system
consists of several distinct programs outlined below:

i. NASTVIEW-bulk data review program,

2. PLANIT-three-dimensional sectioning program,

3. SUPERPOS-output superposition and postprocessing program, and

4. MOVIE-BYU-hidden-line graphics display program.

The interface problems and the advantages and limitations associated with the
various software packages are discussed. In particular the interface between

NASTRAN, SUPERPOS, and MOVIE-BYU is discussed in detail. The modifications

required to make MOVIE usable in a finite element context are detailed and
the resulting capabilities of MOVIE are illustrated.
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THE SYSTEM

The review system at United Technologies' Hamilton Standard Division is

part of a larger, more general Finite Element Analysis (FEA) System which
includes mesh generators, programs to create JCL for various analysis programs,

etc. The system is operational on an IBM 370/168 and is menu-driven via IBM

command procedures. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the overall (FEA) and review

systems, respectively. The individual programs associated with the review
subsystem are discussed in some detail in the following sections.

NASTVIEW

NASTVIEW is a commercially-available program supplied, by the first

author of this paper, in FORTRAN source form for a one-time fee. This program

is a menu-driven, interactive, NASTRAN (COSMIC and MSC) bulk data review

utility and is currently available for use with Tektronix 40XX series
terminals (with cross-hair cursor) or IBM 32XX terminals with attached

graphics units. It will read and interpret any NASTRAN deck, perform basic
error-checking, and display the geometry of any NASTRAN model comprised of
2-D and/or 3-D elements.

The standard scene manipulation capabilities are available (window

definition, scaling, rotation, clipping, etc.). Further, selected groups of

elements may be displayed with or without element and node numbers.

In addition, the user can rotate the model to get the correct orientation

for NASTRAN output plotting; the proper viewing angles to be used in the case
control VIEW card are listed on the graphics screen with each view. This

feature eliminates many reruns and restarts due to incorrect viewing angles.

In addition to interpreting the bulk data and displaying the model,

NASTVIEW performs the following functions:

(a) bulk data syntax checking,

(b) fundamental error-checking of model,

(c) display of correct NASTRAN viewing angles for any given view of a

model, and

(d) display of fundamental model statistics.

A significant amount of syntax checking is performed on all supported

element cards, GRID cards, GRDSET, and coordinate system definition cards.
NASTVIEW checks all the fields needed to define the geometry of the problem

to ensure that the correct data type is in the field; in addition, continuation

fields are checked for compatibility. If any type of inconsistency and/or

data conversion error is found an appropriate message and the card image will

be displayed.
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The model can be checked for the following types of modelling errors:

_a) missing GRID card,

(b) disconnected GRID point,

(c) duplicate GRID and/or element identification numbers,

(d) inconsistent coordinate systems, and

(e) coincident nodes, i.e. nodes within a user-specified capture radius.

The number of nodes, number of elements, and number of auxiliary coordinate

systems are listed if the user selects the statistics option.

Representative samples of NASTVIEW displays are shown in Figures 3, 4,

and 5. Figure 3 is a view of an impeller, Figure 4 is a window view for

detail examination of one portion of the impeller, and Figure 5 is a view of

the gearbox from Figure 7 showing only selected elements.

NASTVIEW has a number of competitive features that may be absent in other

display programs:

(a) code is ANSI standard (1966) FORTRAN and can be run on virtually any

mainframe or mega-minicomputer;

(b) JCL, EXECUTIVE, CASE CONTROL do not have to be removed before

reading the file;

(c) bulk data does not have to be any specified order;

(d) both COSMIC and MSC!NASTRAN are supported by same program;

(e) essentially all structural element types (including new MSC elements

such as CHEXA, CQUAD8, etc.) are supported;

(f) GRID coordinates do not have to be in the basic system, all NASTRAN

coordinate system definition cards are interpreted and grid

coordinates are converted to basic system;

(g) any selected elements or groups of elements can be kept or deleted
from the display;

(h) NASTRAN viewing angles are listed on every view;

(i) node and/or element numbers can be shown on any view of the model;

(j) arbitrary node and element numbering is accommodated by NASTVIEW; and

(k) all user responses are prompted, no commands or mnemonics must be
remembered.
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Since the code is virtually machine-independent no conversion and/or

interface problems exist. While the software is extremely useful, some
limitations should be mentioned:

(a) all continuation cards must follow their parent card;

(b) only continuation data is allowed in field i0;

(c) only small field (8-column) data is currently supported; and

(d) model displays do not incorporate hidden-line removal techniques.

The primary use of NASTVIEW is to debug the geometric model definition
prior to execution of NASTRAN and verify that element definition, node

definition, and coordinate system definition have been correctly specified.

PLANIT

PLANIT is an interactive FORTRAN program developed, under the support of

the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, by the Department of Mathematics

and Statistics at the University of Pittsburgh. The primary function of

PLANIT is to interactively interrogate 20-noded brick finite element models to

detect modelling errors. The user is allowed to define any sequence of planes

and to view the intersection of each plane with the finite element model on a

Tektronix 40XX graphics terminal. Interior voids and grossly distorted or
overlapping elements may be detected and corrected prior to costly analysis.

The general strategy employed is as follows (reference i):

(a) A geometry file for the proposed finite element idealization is

constructed (NASTRAN format to PLANIT format conversion).

(b) The user views this idealization and chooses a cross-sectional plane

of the structure for close scrutiny.

(c) The user can specify those brick elements he wishes scanned or the

program will consider all the bricks from the geometry file.

(d) The intersection of each brick with the specified plane is

determined (if such exists) and is displayed.

(e) The user labels each component of the intersection which is then

appended to a master plot file.

(f) After considering the totality of bricks to be scrutinized, the

master plot file is displayed. Voids between elements, or over-

lapping of elements will appear as unlabelled or multiply-labelled

subregions.

(g) The NASTRAN bulk data file is corrected if errors are found.
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An additional option, that is not currently supported at Hamilton

Standard, is to have PLANIT build a geometry file for a companion program,

STRSIT (reference 2), which plots stress contours on the intersections

determined by PLANIT.

PLANIT was written for a DEC-SYSTEM-10 computer and requires an initial

programming effort to eliminate nonstandard FORTRAN. PLANIT'S input format is

straight-forward and the conversion between NASTRAN CIHEX2 element and PLANIT

format is an easy task.

The primary disadvantages of PLANIT are:

(a) considerable amount of user interaction, and

(b) point plots rather than line plots are obtained.

In spite of these disadvantages the program can be very effective in locating

geometric modelling errors in very complex models. Figure 6 shows a point

plot of a typical intersection, in this case a section through the impeller,

also shown in Figures 8 and i0.

SUPERPOS

SUPERPOS is an interactive FORTRAN and PL/I program developed by the

Scientific Programming Group at Hamilton Standard and the Computer Aided

Design and Manufacturing Center at_the University of Bridgeport. The program
serves two distinct functions:

(a) NASTRAN postprocessor, and

(b) MOVIE-BYU preprocessor. (MOVIE-BYU is described in the next section)

The program name, SUPERPOS, was chosen because in addition to postprocessing a

given NASTRAN output, the user is allowed to superpose a sequence of NASTRAN
OUTPUT2 files in an interactive manner.

Before postprocessing the output the user interactively creates a review

(superposition) table indicating the files to be combined, the subcase(s) from

each file, and the scalar multiple by which each subcase is to be multiplied.

The commands by which the review table is created allow a user to review what

NASTRAN files are available and to combine scalar multiples of subcases from

the same or different NASTRAN runs, assuming the geometry and boundary

conditions are compatible.

Superposition is particularly important when used in conjunction with a

flexibility type of approach to the selection of applied loads. This approach

can eliminate reruns, restarts, or laborious hand calculations when the exact

ratio of loads applied in different directions is unknown or uncertain in the

early stages of analysis.
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Many postprocessors focus exclusively on employing computer graphics to:

(a) display the finite element model and

(b) illustrate the analysis results.

While graphic displays of this type are absolutely necessary they are

insufficient by themselves. In most cases more detailed quantitative
information is needed after the stress and displacement fields have been

visualized. The analyst then frequently is required to pour over great stacks
of printed output to locate important characteristics. The SUPERPOS-MOVIE

combination gives the user more interactive capabilities beyond those of model
and output displays.

In general the user will use SUPERPOS for one or more of the following
purposes:

i. Combine scalar multiples of subcases of various NASTRAN runs.

2. Obtain averaged nodal stresses.

3. Obtain all displacements in basic coordinate system.

4. Postprocess the NASTRAN output to create a MOVIE-BYU file for later

viewing (perspective, 3-D, hidden-line views with or without scalar
contours).

5. Interrogate displacement data, locate nodes where displacement

component is in specified range.

6. Interrogate averaged nodal stresses, locate nodes where stress

component is in specified range.

7. Interrogate element stresses, locate elements where stress component
is in specified range.

8. Calculate net applied force vector or component in any direction and

net applied moment vector about any point.

By the list of uses it should be clear that after combining NASTRAN runs, an

analyst will employ SUPERPOS to interrogate the output and/or to create MOVIE

files for later display.

SUPERPOS provides an effective interface between NASTRAN and MOVIE-BYU

and resolved the following problem areas.

i. NASTRAN OUTPUT2 files must be allocated, read, interpreted, and

combined "on the fly", via the superposition table and stored in a
compact but usable form.

2. To overcome the interpretation phase of item #i, general purpose
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NASTRAN OUTPUT2 table read routines must be created to interpret the

unformatted output and place it in high speed memory in a usable form.

3. MOVIE requires sequential node numbering and NASTRAN models with non-

sequential node numbering must be renumbered, transparent to the user.

In addition the correspondence between the original and sequential
schemes must be passed to MOVIE.

4. MOVIE requires nodal values of any scalars to be contoured; nodal
stresses must be calculated.

5. MOVIE employs displacements in the basic system; nonbasic displace-
ments must be transformed.

6. MOVIE uses "parts", where a part is a group of MOVIE "elements"; an

_lement is a polygon or "warped polygon". All NASTRAN elements must

be converted to polygons and the resulting polygons grouped as parts.

7. Elements with nonplanar faces (CIHEX2) must have center node data,

i.e. coordinates, displacements, and stresses, calculated and passed
to MOVIE.

8. If the MOVIE "poor-man" hidden line technique is to used, element-

polygon conversion must result in consistent directions for polygon
normals.

The following elements are currently supported by SUPERPOS: CBAR, CQUADI,
CQUAD2, CTRIAI, CTRIA2, CIHEXI and CIHEX2. Other elements are ignored for
display and calculation purposes.

In calculating averaged nodal stresses, the following decisions were made:

i. CBAR stresses are ignored.

2. Plate stresses:

(a) membrane stresses are calculated in addition to Z = ZI,
Z = Z2 stresses.

(b) element stresses are transformed to six fundamental components
in basic system.

(c) element stresses are distributed equally to all element nodes.

(d) Z - variations between adjacent elements are ignored.

3. Brick nodal values are simply allocated to appropriate nodes and then
averaged.

For models containing plates, three sets (Z = 0, ZI, Z2) of nodal stresses are
calculated and passed to MOVIE. Each set contains seven stresses, the six
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fundamental components of the stress tensor and the equivalent stress.

Only the plate stresses require some additional computations before the

stresses can be lumped to the nodes° and averaged. The direction cosines
between the local element axes and the basic system must be calculated and then

the stresses can be transformed to the basic system.

In most cases the user will employ SUPERPOS in both a listing and a

MOVIE mode, that is the user will want to interrogate the NASTRAN output to

create printed summaries and create MOVIE files for later display and/or plots.

After the user has defined the review table and the program has done all the

preliminary phases of postprocessing, the user is asked to choose one of two
nonexclusive options, PRINT or MOVIE.

In the PRINT option the user can interrogate the output to get printed

listings or terminal display of the following quantities:

i. Node numbers and displacements where a nodal component (selectable)

or the magnitude of the displacement is in a user-specified range;

displacements can be bounded in original or basic systems.

2. Element numbers and stresses of those elements where an element

stress component (selectable) or equivalent stress is in a user-

specified range. For plate stresses the user can bound the membrane

or membrane-bending stress at Z = Z. or Z2. For bar elements the
bound can be on axial or axial-bendin_ stresses.

The PRINT option allows the user to interrogate the NASTRAN output in a

very efficient manner and can essentially eliminate the need for NASTRAN output

listings. SUPERPOS, used in conjunction with MOVIE-BYU, has proved to be a

very effective tool for postprocessing NASTRAN output.

MOVIE-BYU

MOVIE-BYU is a system of FORTRAN programs available from Brigham Young

University (Provo, Utah). The primary function of the MOVIE system is to

provide continuous tone shading and hidden surface representations of
mathematical models. The system consists of six programs (DISPLAY, MOSAIC,

SECTION, TITLE, UPDATE, and UTILITY) which allow creation, editing,reformatting,

and scene manipulation (rotation, scaling, etc.) of data shared in a common
data file.

SUPERPOS, the finite element interface to MOVIE-BYU, is a seventh program

which transforms the finite elements to one of the MOVIE display primatives

(n-sided polygons) and outputs the polygons and scalar functions of interest
(displacement and stress components) in the required central file format.

The MOVIE-BYU source is FORTRAN and was written for a DEC-SYSTEM-10

computer. The early versions (prior to version 3.6) required considerable
effort to eliminate nonstandard FORTRAN. The newest release (3.7) apparently

is much less machine-dependent.
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A number of modifications are required to make the MOVIE-BYU DISPLAY
program usable in a finite element context:

(a) MOVIE employs a sequential node numbering scheme and to display the
actual node numbers on plots the input data format of the central

file must be changed to include the correspondence between the
original and sequential set.

(b) Contour selection is not user oriented and it is necessary to add

menus for contour selection, (for example for the x-stress contour).
The plot modules also must be expanded to label the plots as to which
contour is being plotted and what numerical value is associated with

each contour. Hamilton Standard added the CONTOUR command to choose

contour data and NOCONTOUR to stop contour display.

(c) During the conversion from elements to polygons, when brick elements

are present, correspondence between element numbers and part numbers

is lost. There is no remedy, short of making each brick a part
(collection of polygons), for this problem.

(d) The display program is part oriented and it is useful to change the
central file format to contain a list of which finite elements

belong to which part. The ELEMENT command was added to display a list
of the elements belonging to each part.

(e) The display program and the associated data reside in high speed

memory and the available memory limits the problem size. Hamilton

Standards' version of MOVIE-BYU allows a maximum of 500 parts and
7500 polygons.

(f) It is not possible to draw the deflected geometry on top of the
undeformed geometry. The SUPER command was added to achieve this
effect.

With these changes implemented, MOVIE-BYU, used in conjunction with the NASTRAN

postprocessor (SUPERPOS), has proved to be a very attractive graphical

interrogation tool for three-dimensional analysis. Figures 7 and 8 illustrate

the hidden surface removal for plate and brick meshes, respectively. Figures

9 and i0 demonstrate stress contours drawn on visible surfaces. Figure 9
shows that users may use the MOVIE-BYU explode feature to render internal
parts usable.

Figures 7-10 would be a meaningless jumble of lines without the hidden

lines removed; model verification and stress interpretation are clearly an
order-of-magnitude easier by the use of the MOVIE system.

POSSIBLE ENHANCEMENTS

While the review system is very effective, a number of enhancements,
particularly in the SUPERPOS-MOVIE combination, are possible:
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(a) Recovery and interrogation of constraint actions and element forces.

(b) Support of other element types and other rigid formats (only rigid

formats i, 3 are currently supported).

(c) Recovery, interrogation, calculation, and contouring of other

quantities such as strain energy density, element strain energy,

temperatures, etc.

(d) Interface with "rebreak" and "patch" programs for model refinement.

(e) Interface with a "semi-automatic" report generation program.

(f) Merger of several NASTRAN models and results into one MOVIE file.

(g) SUPERPOS interface to model generation programs.

(h) Interactive stress axes definition and subsequent contouring and/or

listings.

(i) Use of some type(s) of economizing techniques to minimize the number

of MOVIE polygons.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An interactive review system for NASTRAN has been described in as much

detail as space allows. This system has proven to be very effective in

locating errors in models prior to analysis and interpreting the stress and
displacement output from very complex models.
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ON THE USE OF HAP_IONIC EXPANSIONS IN _iAGNETIC

FIELD PROBLEMS IN NASTRAN

Myles M. Hurwitz, Dolores R. Wallace and Ernest W. Brooks

David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

SUMMARY

When field problems with infinite exterior domains are solved by

the finite element method, the domain must be modeled to "infinity,"

i.e., to a boundary far enough away from the structure so that the boundary
condition does not distort the solution near the structure. For economic

reasons, the density of the finite element mesh usually decreases as

t_e distance from the structure increases, thus degrading the results

in the far field. This paper demonstrates tileuse of a prolate spheroidal

harmonic expansion to compute far field results in magnetics problems
with the DTNSRDC version of NASTRAN.

INTRODUCTION

The determination of the magnetic field in and about ferromagnetic

bodies is an important computation in both government and industry.

In commercial applications, knowledge of the fields in and near transformers
and electrical machinery is often desired. In naval applications, the

ability to determine the magnetic field about a naval vessel could

lead to methods for reducing the field.

The governing equations of classical electromagnetic wave theory

are _xweli's equations:

v • D = p (z)

v • = o (2)
_B

V x E = - 3t (3)

3D

V x H = J + _t (4)
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where

D = electric displacement

B = magnetic flux density

E = electric field intensity

H = magnetic field intensity
J = current density

p = charge density
t = time

(Upper case letters denote vectors; lower case, scalars.) The present

work is concerned oniy with time-independent fields, thereby decoupling

equations (i)-(4) into one pair of equations governing the electrostatic

field _I) and (3)) and a second pair governing the magnetostatic field

((2) and (4)). interest here is in the latter pair and the appropriate
constitutive equation:

v x H = J (5)

V •B = 0 (6)

B = _H (7)

where _ is the magnetic permeability.

Numerical techniques for solving equations (5)-(7) include integral
equations (ref. I) and differential equations (ref. 2). A summary of

the advantages and disadvantages of the two tecLmiques is given in

reference 3. The present work uses the differential equation approach
w_lich was incorporated into NASTRAN as described in reference 4.

In the theoretical aspects of the analysis as presented in reference

4, i was defined as the scalar potential of the magnetic field anomaly
II , i.e.,m

H = vl (s)
m

where Hm is the modification, or anomaly, due to the presence of ferro-
magnetic material, to a Biot-Savart field. It is i which is solved for by
NASTRAN's heat transfer approach.

In the anticipated applications of this method, accurate values

of i will be required in both the near field and far field. A major
drawback of using the finite element method for solving magnetostatic

problems is that the infinite domain surrounding the ferromagnetic material

must be modeled (at least, to the point at which i may be considered
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small). These accuracy and modeling requirements mean that the finite

element mesh must be very fine in all regions. In addition, the results

near the finite element boundary may not be as precise as desired because
of the imposed i = 0 boundary condition.

Two methods which could avoid the need for modeling the vast majority
of the exterlor domain are the use of infinite elements (ref. 5) and

the coupling of integral and differential techniques (ref. 6). These

methods are presently being investigated, but meanwhile a third method,

harmonic expansions, is being used to avoid fine modeling to "infinity".
In the present applications, all ferromagnetic material and sources

are enclosed by a suitably shaped surface, usually spherical or prolate
spheroidal. Then, NASTRAN is used to solve for the potentials i at

the grid points on the enclosing surface. Finaliy, Lapiace's equation

2

V i : 0 (9)

may be solved, in the proper coordinates, using the potentials on the

enclosing surface as an interior boundary condition.

PROLATE SPHEROIDAL HARMONIC EXPANSIONS

Most naval applications require only prolate spheroidal coordinates.

The solution of Laplace's equation in these coordinates is (ref. 7):

(1o)
¢ = r r [A cos (m0) + B sin (m0)]P (n)[qn (6o

n=0 m=0 mn mn m )

where

1 / /i :A _ (n-m) !

mn = m (2n+l) " cos (m6)de !o (4'i)P (4)d4B 4_ (n+m) ! sin
mn 0 -

P, Q = associated Legendre functions of the first
and second kinds, respectively

= l,m=0
m 2, m> 0

_,D,0 = prolate spheroidal coordinates (See Figure I)

!o = potential on prolate spheroidal reference surface _ =
O
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With the use of this expansion, the finite element model can become
coarser as the distance from the prolate spheroidal reference surface
increases. In addition, the model need not extend "too far", since
the concept requires an accurate potential distribution only on the
reierence surface, which is placed as close as possible to the ferromagnetic
material. However, the discretization of the reference surface itself
must be line enough to allow for an accurate representation of the integrals

in the computation of the coefficients Amn and Bmn •

As indicated in reference 4, the DTNSRDC version of NASTRAN was
modified to perform the magnetostatic analysis. It has since been further
modified to include the computation of the series coefficients _nn ,
Bmn of equation (I0). The coefficients are placed on an external
file using the OUTPDT2 functional module and are used in a separate
post-processor to compute the potential at selected points exterior
to the prolate spheroidal reference surface. The magnetic field at
the point is computed from the potential using a simple differencing
scheme.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

At the time this paper was being prepared, a finite element mesh

of a magnetostatics problem with an enclosing prolate spheroidal reference

surface was still being generated. However,_to demonstrate the concept,

461 grid points were generated so that they represent half a prolate

spheroidal reference surface of _ = 1.02 from 0 = 0° to 0 = 180° .
The intersection of the X-Y plane and the prolate spheroid is an

ellipse with a major axis of I0 meters and a minor axis of 2 meters.
A circular loop with a radius of .5 meters and a current of 2 amperes

is assumed to lie in the X-Z plane centered about the Y-axis.

The scalar potential at a point, due to a current loop of radius
a with current I at a distance r from the center of the loop and at

an angle 4 from the axis of the loop, is (ref. 8):

I a cos _ 3a 3
= 2 - --4 (5 cos i - 3 c6s 4) + --- (ii)
2 2r 16r

This potential was enforced at each of the 461 grid points with
SPC cards and the prolate spheroidal harmonic coefficients were computed.

One measure of accuracy is to compare computed coefficient All with

the analytical coefficient obtained by using the magnetic dipole moment
of the current loop (ref. 9). (The magnetic dipole moment is equal

to the product of the current and the area enclosed by the loop). In

the present case, the analytical coefficient is .035407 and the computed
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coefficient was .034946, an error of 1.3%. Table I shows the comparison

of the exact potential at various points as given by equation (Ii) and

the potential computed by the series expansion of equation (10). Also

included is a comparison of the magnetic field components Hx , Hy ,
H z and magnitude IHI. It can be seen from Table I that the only
questionable results are at points which are both very close to the

prolate spheroidal reference surface and _lich have relatively small

potential values. As soon as we start moving away from the surface,
the results improve dramatically. In fact, at distances far from the

current loop, the loop appears as a magnetic dipole, allowing very accurate

computations with only the dipole coefficient All. _wever, being very

close to the surface requires many accurate coefficients. Therefore,
it is anticipated that the poor results could be improved by a finer

modeling of the reference surface and by theuse of more series coefficients.

However, it should be remembered that the major purpose of the series
expansion is to provide accurate results in the far field. In the near

field, accurate results should be expected in the finite element analysis
because of the finer modeling.
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TABLE I - COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTICAL AND COMPUTED RESULTS

Point % Error

No. x y z _ Hx Hy Hz [HI

1 0. i. 0. 0.5 1.4 1.4

2 O. 1.1 0. 0.9 0.2 0.2

3 0. 1.5 O. 1.3 1.9 1.9

4 0. 2. 0. 1.3 2.0 2.0

5 0. 5. 0. 1.3 1.6 1.6

6 0. 20. 0. 1.3 1.4 1.4

7 5. 0. 0. 65.6 65.6

8 5. 0. 0.i 2.3 2.3

9 5. 0. 0.2 8.5 8.5

i0 5. 0. 0.5 1.4 1.4

ii 5. 0. i. i.i l.i

12 5. O. 2. i.i i.i

13 5. 0.1 0. 43.9 1306. 9.5 24.2

14 5. 0.2 0. 8.4 40.4 20.8 20.1

15 5. 0.3 0. 2.4 6.1 1.5 1.7

16 5. 0.4 0. 1.7 1.8 0.i 0,2

17 5. 0.5 0. 1.4 1.5 0.5 0.6

18 5. 0.6 0. 1.2 1.3 0.8 0 9

19 5. 0.7 0. 1.2 1.3 1.0 i.0

20 5. 0.8 0. i.i 1.3 I.I i.i
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TABLE I - (Continued)

Point % Error

No. x y z _ Hx Hy Hz IHI

21 5. 0.9 O. i.i 1.3 i.i 1.2

22 5. i. 0. i.i 1.3 1.2 1.2

23 5. 5. 0. 1.2 1.4 0.9 I.3

24 5. 20. 0. 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.4

25 5.1 0. O. 9.1 9.1

26 5.2 0. 0. 4.1 4.1

27 5.5 0. 0. 1.5 1.5

28 6. 0. O. 1.2 1.2

29 2. i. 0. 0.2 1.5 7.3 2.0

30 2. 2. 0. 1.0 1.4 0.7 1.2

31 2. 5. 0. 1.3 1.3 1.5 1.4

32 2. 20. 0. 1.3 l.l 1.4 1.4

33 3. i. O. 0.7 0.2 1.2 0.6

34 3.5 0.85 O. 0.6 1.9 2.4 0.6

35 4. 0.61 0. 0.4 29.5 1.8 4.9

36 4. 0.65 0. 0.5 15.6 2.7 1.5

37 4. i. 0. 0.9 1.0 1.5 1.3

38 4. 5. 0. 1.3 1.4 i.1 1.3

39 4. 20. 0. 1.3 1.2 1.4 1.4

40 4.5 0.44 0. 5.0 32.0 30.5 26,5

41 4.5 0.5 0. 2.2 3.2 9.0 8.4

42 2. 0. i. 0.5 0.5

43 2. O. 2. 1.2 1.2

44 2. 0. 5. 1.4 1.4

45 2. 0. 20. i.3 i.3

A blank indicates an analytical quantity of 0.
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,1+,2 _)_,2 ,rl = +y2 +z 2 Y =-_ _(_2-1) (1- r/2) cosO$=
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FIGURE 1 - PROLATE SPHEROIDAL COORDINATE SYSTEM



IMPROVING A NASTRAN DYNAMIC MODEL

WITH TEST DATA USING LINWOOD

B.H. Ujihara, M.M. Dosoky, and E.T. Tong
Shuttle Orbiter Division

Rockwell International

SUMMARY

A recent concept expresses a test-measured mode as a linear combination of

analytical modes for the same prototype. This approach is extended to predict
associated changes to math model mass and stiffness. Success in its

application depends upon selection of the right "unit" structures upon which

corrections are based. The method is demonstrated by application to test

data/math model of the quarter-scale solid rocket booster model of the Space
Shuttle.

INTRODUCTION

Ground vibration testing (GVT) affords an important means of verifying
structural dynamic math models. Such testing seeks to establish natural

frequencies and mode shapes in the frequency range of interest. These

characteristics, in turn, form the basis for assessing math model
acceptability. Depending upon circumstances, this may be either "pass" or "no

pass." Correspondingly, the corrective course of action may range from a
simple "as is," to a drastic rework of the entire finite element model.

A simple comparison of frequencies and mode shapes may suffice for a

"pass" rating of acceptability. It is only with a rating of "no pass" that the

problem begins to demand concern. Even so, a substantial percentage of such

"no pass" judgments may often be tracked by "eyeball" to areas of specific

stiffness and/or mass distributions. In such cases, enough clues of a
circumstantial nature may be evident that math model improvements can be

efficiently incorporated. The remaining "no pass" judgments stem from
discrepancies for which the cure is not immediately obvious.

This paper describes a method intended for application to this last area.

It is an extension of a recently introduced modal correlation technique

(ref. i). Essentially, it expresses a given test mode as a least-squared error
linear combination of analytical modes (LCM). The present extension lies in

the use of LCM to predict dynamic math model corrections based upon test data.
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The nonuniqueness of these predictive corrections are a result of

limitations of the test data in describing all the eigenvectors of the math

model. Presumably, if these limitations could be eliminated, the predicted

eigenvectors and frequencies could, in principle, be uniquely corrected to the
experimental values.

The application is intended for linear systems whose dynamic math models

are nearly correct. Their modification must, therefore, be of a perturbative

nature. By virtue of the least-squares technique employed, gross errors in the
test data may be systematically detected by their lack of fit. On the other

hand, effects of real world nonlinearities, nonproportionality of damping,
etc., remain unaccounted for. As already noted, the method assumes a test mode
shape is expressible as an LCM.

For this assumption to be meaningful, the analytical set must be "nearly
correct." That is, one mode of the analytical set must correspond closely with

the experimental mode being considered. In statistical terms, a single mode

correlation in excess of 0.7 or so would be desirable. Supplemental modes in

the selected linear combination would then be expected to produce a multiple
correlation near 1.0.

Interestingly, the math models of today can contain dynamic degrees of

freedom far in excess of the number used for experimental mode definition.

Then, the task of modal correlation by this scheme would appear to be one of

underspecification; that is, more modes would be available than data points.
However, in the perturbation sense described above, only a few modes are needed

to achieve high correlation (say, half a dozen). In an extreme case of perfect

correlation, only one mode (the correct one) would be needed. Adding more

modes would not improve the correlation. It should be clear that by its very
nature the correlation becomes one of overspecification leading naturally to
the present approach.

METHOD OF ANALYSIS

Ref. 2 describes the least-squared error expression of a test mode in
terms of a linear combination of analytical modes. For continuity, the
pertinent features of that concept are summarized.

Known in statistics as linear regression in multiple variables, ref. 3
states that four inherent assumptions are involved. Of these, the first two
are:

(I) A linear relationship exists between the independent variables, xij ,
and the estimated displacement

Yi = bo + Xilbl + Xi2b2 + "'" + Xinbn* (I)
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(2) The observed value, Yi, is related to Yi by

Yi = Yi + ei (2)

where ei is a random error

Then the residual, or sum of differences between observed and estimated

displacement is

m

i=l

with i being summed over all m accelerometers.

The sum of their squares is

m 2

RSQ = _ (Yi - Y) (4)i=l

Inclusion of a weighting parameter leads to

m 2

RR = _ MilYi - Yi) (5)i=l

Substituting eqs. (I) into (5)

m Mi \ Xilbl )2RR = _ (Yi - - Xi2b2 ..... Xinbn (6)
i=l

Minimization of RR with respect to each bj results in n linear

simultaneous equations in the coefficients bj, j = 1,2 -'' n.

T T

[Xij ] [Mi] [Xij ] [bjl = [Xij] [Mi] lyil (7)

The multiple correlation coefficient for independent variable, i, is

2 J=l

Ri = (8)

m ( )2_ Yj - y
J=l

summed over all m accelerometers.
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As noted in ref. 1, a sophisticated IBM Share program (LINWOOD) performs

this linear regression analysis. LINWOOD has been incorporated into NASTRAN
via Dummy Module, (ref. 2).

Selection of analytical modes to represent a given test mode is a matter

of judgment by the analyst. Several trial combinations may be required.
Kinetic energy tables are useful in this process. The number of test modes

with which LCM are to be fitted is also up to the analyst of the problem at

hand. At any rate, determination of the LCM constitutes the first phase in the
process of modal correlation. The second and final phase, described here, is
directed towards the isolation of specific math model deficiencies. Of first

concern are naturally those responsible for the greatest observed differences
between experimental and analytical data.

If an eigenvector, _, and corresponding frequency _ are known for a given
K and M, then

I[K] {_} --[M] {_} _2 I = 0 (9)

[K] and [M] are analytically derived; but suppose a certain number of test

modes have been obtained from a prototype. Suppose further that each test

mode has been matched with "acceptable accuracy" by a linear combination
of a subset of the math model modes.

{_TEST} = [_ANALYT] {b} _ {LCM} (I0)

Various ramifications of LCM have already been discussed. Then an

expression similar to eq. 9 may be written for an LCM in which changes to
[K] and [M] are inferred

i 21[K + k] {LCM} - [M + m] {LCM} _T = 0 (II)

Separating the incremental quantities,

2

where {Ro} are the residual forces required of the incremental [k] and

[m] to satisfy eq. Ii.

For simplicity, the case first considered is that with a correct mass
matrix, i.e., [m] = NULL

then [k] {LCM} = {Ro} (13)

{Ro}, the residual force vector, is the primary source of information

defining degrees of freedom at which stiffnesses need to be changed. It should
be safe to assume that those with the largest residual forces are the ones to
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be changed first. Further, any stiffness changes invoked must not affect

physical realizability of the resulting system, symmetry, and other known

requirements.

Rather than the deficiency of individual degrees of freedom, the objective
is to define characteristic deficiencies. These may involve specific

structural areas or types of stiffness (i.e., bending, axial, etc.). If a few

such characteristic deficiencies can explain the major differences, the

correction task is correspondingly easier. Realistic stiffness distributions

covering the characteristic deficiencies may then be matched against {Ro} in

the least-squared error sense. The multiplication constants which result then
determine the level of stiffness corrections.

For lack of a better name, the realistic stiffness distributions required

here are identified as incremental unit structures (IUS). They are essentially

partial derivatives of the correction stiffness matrix. The independent
variables are selected generalized degrees of freedom, a i representing the

characteristic deficiencies. In a physical sense, the IUS ai represent
actual structure to be either added to or removed from the existing structure.

[_] = [IUSI] al + [IUS2] a 2 + -.- + [IUSn] a n (14)

substituting eq. 14 into eq. 13

[IUSI] {LCM} aI + [IUS2] {LCM} a 2

+ --- + [IUSn] {LCM} a n = {No} (15)

with {Ci} = [IUSi] {LCM} , eq. 15 becomes (16)

{Cl} al + {C2} a 2 + ... + {Cn} a n = {Ro} (17)

In matrix form,

n

m [Cij ] {aj} = {Ro} (18)

In simple cases wherein the unreduced stiffness matrix is also the dynamic
stiffness matrix, it may be possible to solve eq. 18 in closed form. For

practical cases, however, eq. 18 is best satisfied by a least-squared error

fit, since n>>m generally. Then

n

m [Cij] {aj} _ {Ro} (18a)

It would seem intuitively that the correlation coefficient for this fit

should be fairly high. Otherwise the selected IUS would be suspected of not

telling the full story. Once the IUS are acceptably determined, eq. 14 may be
used to construct [K].

The case of corrective mass terms follows similar lines. Analogous to

eq. 14.
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[m] = [IUMI] _1 + [IUM2] _2 + "'" + [IUMn] 8n (19)

where [IUM] is "incremental unit mass." Going back to eq. 12

[IUSI] {LCM} _i + [IUS2] {LCM} _2

+ "-" + [IUSn] {LCM) _nl (20)

- [[IUMI] {LCM} 0J2B1 + [IUM2] {LCM} 002_2

+ "'" + [IUMn] {LCM} _28 n ] = [Ro}

with {Di} =- [IUM] {LCM} _02 together with eq. 16 (21)

[Cij " Di(j+N )J +N- = IRO I (22)

By induction, the case of several test modes becomes

1 1 1 1

CiJ2 Dij2 _J I Rot2Cij Dij Bj+N I :o

• "l
n n n I

Cij Dij Ro J (23)

A SIMPLIFIEDEXAMPLE

For further clarification, a simple example is treated. In the two-degree

of freedom system, the equations of motion in one of its two normal modes is

\\\\\\_\\\\

+ = 0 (24)

I m_2 IkP -m2_2 X2 -k2 _2 X2

Let the math model values be

kI = K2 = 1.2 (25)

ml = m2 = 0.8 (26)

Without bothering to compute the eigen solutions, let: it be assumed that a
"test measured" mode is

xlj001-- (27)
X2 [I .0
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and the "measured" frequency is _1.5. In this simple case, there is no
need for an LCM since "measurements" exist at all math model degrees of

freedom. So eq. II becomes

1 0]i001i,- (1.5)= Ro (28)
- .2 1.2 1.0 0 0.8 1.0

= Ro (29)
0.72

Assuming for the present that m = 0

o;01
[i I_2 = = (31)

X2 - .0 1.0 .0 0.4

Combining eqs. 30 and 31 with 29 in 18

[00 = (32)
0 0.4 _2 _0.72

Simultaneous solution of eq. 32 yields

_I = 2.0 (33)

_2 = 1.8 (34)

so that

[,°°l ]kz_l = (2.0)= (35)
0 0.0 0.0 .0

k2 _2 : (1.8) : (36)
-1 - .8 1.8

Adding these to the original [K] matrix shown in eq. 28

[62II 1 = (37)
tKFINAL J - .0 3.0J

This, together with the given [M] does indeed possess the "measured" mode

and frequency as eigensolution.
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By the same token, an equally valid solution may be obtained by requiring
all the adjustment to be in the mass matrix. In order to define unique

corrections, it is necessary to obtain "test measurements" for the remaining

mode. This would then lead to four equations and four unknowns _I, _2, _i, _2"
In any practical case, this condition cannot be met. Neither is it practical

to pull apart a highly reduced stiffness matrix to isolate its separate

constituents. These two limitations are what lead to least-squares analysis
and the concept of incremental unit structure and mass.

The decisions for selecting particular IUS and IUM are up to the analyst.

In conjunction with any contemplated mass corrections, their effects upon rigid

body mass coefficients must be kept in mind. Thus the importance of

independently verifying rigid body mass coefficients against measured

quantities of the prototype cannot be overemphasized. Mass changes may be

highly constrained depending upon the precision of this comparison.

APPLICATION TO A SPECIFIC CASE

The Space Shuttle quarter-scale ground vibrations test program included

fabrication and test of quarter-scale replica models of all elements of the

lift-off configuration. Of these the cantilevered lift-off quarter-scale solid
rocket booster (QSSRB) showed puzzling differences between predicted and

observed natural frequencies. This configuration was therefore chosen as a test

case for the method. The relatively small size of this dynamic model (222 DOF)
was also attractive.

Figure 1 is a sketch of the QSSRB with its accelerometer locations. The
model is of stainless-steel construction loaded with inert simulated solid

propellant. Radius of the cylindrical section is 0.46 meters (18 inches) and

overall length is 12.2 meters (480 inches).

A total of 59 accelerometers were installed generally as indicated by the

arrows of figure I. Figure 2 shows sketches of the cantilever support

structure in views looking forward. The forward support is a ball and socket
taking translational loads in all three coordinate directions. Pin ended

struts form the aft attach to react side forces and rolling moment. Taken

together, the support system is essentially determinate.

The math model formulated in Cosmic NASTRAN resulted in 222 dynamic

degrees of freedom. Initial modal predictions were obtained by simply fixing

the attach degrees of freedom. No allowances for tare properties were made.

Table I shows measured test frequencies and their modal description.
Analytical frequency predictions from the initial model are matched against the

test data. Associated simple correlation coefficients based upon modal
displacements at accelerometer points are shown in the last column.
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Following the method of ref. 1 best fit (least-squared error) linear

combinations of these analytical modes were obtained to represent the first

y-bending mode at 10.25 Hz, and the Z-translation with roll mode at 5.89 Hz.
In selecting candidate analytical modes to form the combination, it was noted

that modes 3 and 6 (not shown) contained more than 90 percent of kinetic energy

in nozzle rotation. Since the cantilever test configuration contained a

pressure bulkhead in place of the nozzle, these two modes were excluded from

the combination. Using analytical modes i, 2, 4, 5, and 7 through i0, the

multiple correlation coefficients obtained for these fits were 0.994 and 0.992

for the 5,89 Hz and 10.25 Hz modes respectively.

SELECTION OF INCREMENTAL UNIT STRUCTURE

Substitution of these LCM into the right hand side of eq. 12 resulted in

residual forces shown in figures 3a and 3b. An unexpected characteristic noted

in the plots of residual forces was that the dominant forces are primarily in
plane. This suggested an IUS obtained by reducing the basic stiffness to

in-plane DOF only.

The large residual moment in nozzle 0z at mode 53 figure 3a, was provided

for by reducing the basic stiffness to nozzle ez and support DOF. Tare
stiffness was accounted for by reducing the basic stiffness down to individual

strut stiffnesses as separate IUS in y and z directions. Proceeding in this

manner, a total of 12 IUS were defined.

With these as independent variables, least-squared error linear
combinations were obtained to match residual forces for the two test modes. In

turn, the resulting changes to the stiffness matrix were incorporated into the

basic stiffness matrix. The entire analysis was accomplished with DMAP in

Cosmic NASTRAN and dummy modules for nonmatrix operations.

It is reiterated that the equivalent physical process involved here is the

addition or removal of structure. Any known restrictions such as that from

symmetry or boundary conditions should be preserved. Inherently, then, it
would seem advisable to base IUS on the basic stiffness or mass matrix wherever

possible.

The method is still largely untried, but results are encouraging. Lacking

at present is a definitive approach to the designation of IUS. Hopefully this

would reduce the trial and error involved, and the insight required for their
selection.

Figure 4 shows percentage error in predicted frequency relative to test

frequency versus test frequency. Predictions both before and after correction

are shown. Simple correlation coefficients are shown in a similar way.
Although a dramatic improvement is indicated, the simple correlation of 32.2 Hz

has actually fallen off. Nevertheless, corrections dictated by only the first

two test modes show a consistent improvement with all corrected frequency

errors lying in the +__I0percent band.
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Surprisingly, one of the more important corrections was shown by this

analysis to be stiffnesses of in-plane degrees of freedom_ Because these are

not directly associated with attachment structure, its incorporation in the

unrestrained stiffness matrix should show improvement in frequency correlation

with the unrestrained configuration test data.

Figure 5 shows this frequency comparison for the unrestrained QSSRB. The

message to be gained here is that predicted corrections are only as good as

demonstrated. While some improvement is evident, it is clear that a separate

analysis first, of the unrestrained QSSRB, should be made.

CONCLUSIONS

The concept of expressing test modes as a linear combination of analytical

modes has been applied to the prediction of corrective terms in math model mass

and stiffness. Test data for the Space Shuttle quarter-scale solid rocket

booster was analyzed by this method demonstrating significant improvements in

frequency and mode shape correlation. In this context, applicability of the
method is believed to have been demonstrated.
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Table I. - QS SRB LIFT-OFF CANTILEVERED MODES

Initial

Model

Test Analytical
Shell Freq.

Seq. Mode. C/ Freq.
No. No. Description cc Hz Hz R

1 1 ist Y bending 9.75 10.13 (0.60)

2 3 ist Y bending 10.25 I0.13 (0.60)

3 8 Z-TRANS w/roll 0.073 5.89 7.03 (0.99)

4 13 Z bending 0.018 11.04 12.78 (0.75)

5 18 Y bending 0.022 15.26 20.06 (0.90)

6 27 Ist Z bending 0.018 22.25 28.96 (0.89)

7 28 2 Z-B 0.016 31.94 32.33 (0.90)

8 29 2 Y-B 0.022 32.3 36.80 (0.77)

9 30 3rd Y-B 0.022 50.6 65.1 (0.72)

I0 31 2 Z-B & x 0.028 53.9 65.1 (0.68)

11 32 Torsion & 3rd Z-B 0.0315 63.25 69.9 (0.63)

x Axo oooFORWARD _111 _il \ EXTERNALTANK_ I_ ATTACH FTG FWO

ST, STA _ ___0_'5_ / g_ STA50 q_SRB

,°4.IT; STY,

-
EXTERNAL TANK FIXTURE AFT

t
I

Fig. 1 Side View With Accelerometer Locations Fig. 2 Sketch of Cantilever Supports
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SOLUTIONOF AXISYMMETRICFLUID STRUCTURE

INTERACTIONPROBLEMSWITH NASTRAN

A. Jo KALINOWSKI

and
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NEWLONDON,CONNECTICUT06320

SUMMARY

This paper is concerned with the solution of axisymmetric acoustic fluid-
structure interaction problems, employing the NASTRANcomputer program. A pre-
viously developed 3-D Cartesian Coordinate pressure element formulation is
adapted especially for axisymmetric elements. Analogous to the 3-D Cartesian
Coordinate predecessor, the fluid portion of the problem is modeled with finite
elements wherein one of the displacement components serves as a dummyvariable
for the pressure unknowns (all other degrees-of-freedom for the node are con-
strained out). Due to the lack of the 3-D counterpart of a 2-D type MAT2 Card,
one cannot exactly input the constants needed to invoke the analogy. Two al-
ternatives for implementation of the analogy are presented: (a) an approximate
method by which dummyvalues of G, and _ (shear modulus and Poisson's ratio)
are used to approximately invoke the analogy wherein the accuracy of the approx-
imation can be made as close as desired to the proper analogy within an arbi-
trary small parameter _; (2) an exact method whereby the NASTRANFORTRANcoding
is slightly changed to invoke the analogy exactly. Comparison of the finite
element solution to the exact solution to the same problem is given.

Also provided, is a procedure for treating the far field boundary in scat-
tering type problems wherein both the input loading and scattered pressure must
be accounted for at the same outer boundary nodes.

I NTRODUCTION

This paper addresses the topic of solving fluid structure interaction
problems with the NASTRANcomputer program. Although the material presented
here is aimed directly towards the NASTRANapplications, it nevertheless
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contains general information regarding solving acoustic orientated fluid-struc-
ture interaction problems which can be applied to other general purpose finite
element computer programs. The presentation focuses on axisymmetrical elastic
structures immersed in an acoustic fluid (i.e., a fluid response representable
by small deformation theory). The early part of the formulation is valid for
both transient or steady statedynamic problems and can be applied to both sym-
metricandaxisymmetric loading. The latter part of the paper which treats
scattering and radiation type loadings is orientated more towards steady state
axisymmetric loaded problems wherein the limiting factor lies mainly with the
accuracy of the wave absorbing boundary at the termination point of the infinite
domain of fluid surrounding the submerged structure.

The existing fluid-structure interaction capability resident within the
NASTRANprogram is designed to handle acoustic fluids constrained to lie in a
finite dimension tank° Other extended fluid/structure applications of NASTRAN
are summarized in a survey paper, ref. I. Here focus is placed on expanding
one of the above methods surveyed, namely the pressure analogy approach origi-
nally presented in ref. 2. Our goal is to develop the pressure analogy method
for the particular case of axisymmetrical structures (i.e., in a cylindrical
coordinate system) analogous to the Cartesian Coordinate development of ref. 2.
Further, specific example problems (along with the corresponding input deck)
will be given to clearly illustrate a simple example involving a submerged plate
fluid-structure interaction problem. A radial wave problem is also treated.

The application of the pressure analogy for 3-D problems (whether they be
3-D Cartesian Coordinates as in ref. 2; or, 3-D cylindrical coordinates as
encountered in axisymmetrical problems) requires some additional explanation
with regard to assigning the equivalent materfal constants needed to invoke the
pressure analogy. The problem lies in the fact that there is no direct way to
input a general 3-D stress strain law matrix, [D], in the relation

(_} = [D]{_} (I)

where the {_}, {_} relations

arr i_rr i I
i Duz

_zz _zz a--_

_ 1 DUo+
gee { } i_e0i FTe Ur/r{_} = = = (2)I

__9_Ur+_Uz
_rz !Yrz Dz D-r-

I I Dur auo

°re iYre F _ I + TF" vlI
iy ___e+1 DUz JLoz0 L zo Dz r De

are the stress and strain components for axisymmetric structures. In other
words, there is no 3-D,cpunterpart to the general input available on the MAT2
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card for 2-D type problems. This paper provides two methods for invoking the
3-D pressure analogy: the first is an approximate method, but can be made with-
out changing the computer coding; the second method involves modifying the
element stiffness FORTRANcomputer coding.

PRESSUREANALOGYFROMELASTICITY EQUATIONS

The first step in implementing the fluid-structure interaction capability,
is to reduce axisymmetric elasticity elements (e.g., NASTRANCTRAPAX,CTRIAAX,
CTRAPRG,CTRIARG,elements) down to pressure analogy elements. The field equa-
tions for elasticity are given by

_e V2_ + _e + _e) V (V • _) _2_ (3)
Pe _ Pe =_-_-_-

and the field equation for the acoustic representation of the fluid is given by

kf _2p (4)
pf V2P - _t 2

where V2( ) = a_ 7-- + @--_z--

where 14e, 2,e are the elastic Lame" constants of the elastic element, Pe is• • -->- .

the mass density of the elastlc]ty element, u Is the cylindrical coordinate dis-
placement vector of the elasticity element (i.e., u = [Ur, Uz, uo]T), p is the
fluid pressure, kf is the bulk modulus of the fluid, pf is the mass density of
the acoustic fluid and kf is the bulk modulus of the adoustic fluid. By inspec-
tion, it is seen that equation (3) can reduce to equation (4) by setting

2_e = - kf

Ue = +kf

Pe = Pf (5)

Uz=P

ur = 0

u0 = 0
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thus the elasticity element will now support the field equation

c2 v2uP _Zu_
z = _T ' with c_ = kf/pf (6)

where the superscriptp on the Uz componentof displacementis insertedto
remind us that the scalar pressurequantity,p, now occupies the u7 displacement
slot once the analogy is invokedthroughthe enforcementof equati6ns(5).

Next we have the task of substituting_e = -kf and _e = +kf into the stiff-
ness formulationfor any of the axisymmetricelementsmentionedearlier.

Equivalent Ge, _e to Invoke Pressure Analogy

The first approach that comes to mind is to simply back calculate,say an
Ee, _e, that results in an equivalent_e, _e (recallsome combination of any
two of the three elasticconstantsEe, _e, Ge are the raw data input fed in on
a MAT1 card, for example)° However, Ee = _e (3_e + 2_e)/(_e + _e), and
_e = .5_e/(_e + _e), consequently the insertion of _e = -_e = kf would obviously
create problems leading to infinite values for Ee and _eo An alternate approach
is let Ge and _e be the two basic input elastic constants where again we start
by expressing Ge and _e in terms of _e, _e; thus,

Ge = _e

_e - 1

2(.! +_) (7)

Next, rather than let _e = +kf, _e = -kf as demanded by equation (5),
instead, we let

_e = +kf and _e _ -kf (8)

More specifically, let the parameter e be defined as a small parameter that
defines the closeness of the near equality in the second of equation (8), where

_ +_e/_e+ 1 (9)

Thus when equation (8) is substituted into equation (9), _ = 0 when _e exactly
equals -kf and e can be made to be arbitrarily close to zero, by making _e
arbitrarily close, but not equal, to -kf. Thus, substituting equation (9) into
equation (7) we have
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Ge = kf ConStants Required to Invoke

1 Pressure Analogy (lO)
1)e = _-_-

Pe-Pt: :
where _ s arbitralily small, say _ = 10-_ .

In terms Of the material [D] matrix of equation (1), the exact implementa-
tion of the analogy will lead to a [D] matrix of the form

+I -I -I 0 0 0

-I +i -I 0 0 0

[D] = kf -I -1 +1 0 0 0 (11)

I 0 0 0 +i 0 0

0 0 0 0 +1 00 0 0 0 0 +1

or in the case of employing equation (I0) will implicitly lead to

2c-I 1 1
----1 _----T _----T 0 0 0

I 2€-I I
_-I _-I _----T 0 0 0

I I 2_-I
[D] = kf €--:-i- ¢--:-i- _ 0 0 0 (12)

I 0 0 0 +1 0 0

0 0 0 0 +i 0

0 0 0 0 0 +1

Note that as _ . O, the approximate [D] matrix, equation (12), reduces exactly
to equation (11).
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Modification of FORTRANCoding to Invoke Pressure Analogy

In this case, the pressure analogy is invoked exactly, provided a minor
FORTRANcoding change is made in the stiffness generation routine for the axi-
symmetric element in question. Here, the corresponding fixes for the 17.6
level of NASTRAN(VAX computer version) as applied to TRIAAX and TRAPAX(tri-
angular cross-section and quadralateral cross-section) element is given.

• Modification for TRAPAXElement

In this case the TRAPADsubroutine must be modified. The change suggested
herein will both allow the element to perform its normal operation as solid
elastic element in addition to the special application of reducing to the pres-
sure analogy element. The material ID (i.eo, the MID appearing in field 2
(column 9-16)) on a MATI NASTRANcard is used to trigger the special analogy.
The user employing a material ID in the range

9000 _ MID _ 9100

in conjunction with setting Ge = kf and _e = 0.0 on a corresponding MAT1 card
will invoke the exact analogy implied by equation (12)o The corresponding
FORTRANchange is given in Figure 1o

• Modification for TRIAAX Element

The change is installed analogous to the procedure explained above, except
here the changes are to be made in theTRIAADsubroutine. Again, the user
employing a material ID on a MATI card falling anywhere in the range

9000 < MID < 9100

in conjunction with setting Ge = kf and _e = 0.0 on the corresponding MAT1 card
will invoke the exact analogy implied by equation (12). The corresponding
FORTRANchange is given in Figure 2.

FINITE ELEMENTEQUATIONSFORPRESSUREANALOGY

Next, consider the form of the finite element governing equations when the
pressure equations of motion are viewed through the eyes of the pressure analog_
For simplification, only axisymmetrical loading will be treated the remainder of
this paper. Upon invoking the analogy via the method described earlier, the
following assembled matrices will be formed for the fluid domain portion of the
interaction problem
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IF(HATIDoGE_9OOO,AND,HATID,LE,91OO)GO TO 320
V: ANU(1) _ E_2)/ £(1)
VZ : ANU(2) _ EC3)/ £(2)
VR = ANU(3) _ E(I)/ E(3)
DEL : 1./(1. - V_ANU(I) - VZ _ANU(2)- VR_ANU(3) - A_U(1)_A_U_2)_

X ANU(3J - V* VZ_ VR
C
C COMPUTEEbASTIC CONSTANTSMATRIX FROM MATERZAb TO EbEHENT AXIS

DO 510 Z s 1,21
510 T£O(I) =.0,

TEO(1) : £(1)_ (1,- ANUC2)*VZ)* D_L
TEO(2) : Eel)* (ANU(3)+ VZ* V)*. D_b
TEO(3) : £(3)_ (1,- ANU(1)*V )_ DEL
TEO(4) :,E(1)* (V+ ANU(3)*ANU(2))* DEL
TEO(5) : £(3)_ (VZ +ANU(I)VANU(3))* D£L
T£O(6) =,gO2)* (t," VR *ANU(3))* gEL
T£0(10)= G(3)
TEO(15)= G(1)
TEO(21)= G(2)
GO TO 330

320 CONTINUE
DO 360 1:1,21

360 TEOCI):0,0
FKF :G(1)
TEO(t):FKF
TEO(2)z-FKF
TEO(3)mFKF
TEO(4)='FKF
TEOCS):-FKF
TEO(6)aFKF
TEO(10)mFKF
TEO(15)=FKF
TEO(_2_=_KF

330 CONTINUE

* IntheCOSMICLevel17.6versionof NASTRAN(forVAXcomputer),replace
thelinesof codingstartln9withSequenceNumber2100through2270with
theaboveFORTRANcoding.The sequencenumberswe refertoappearin
Columns73 through80of theoriginalCOSMICFORTRANcardimages.

Fig. 1 FORTRANChangesfor CTRAPAXElements
(forTRAPADsubroutine)
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IF(MATIDoGEogOOO,ANDoMATIDoL£.9100)GO TO 321
C
C SET NATERIAb PROPERTIE6 IN DOUBb£ PRECISION VARIABLES

ER B E(t]
ET =E(2)
EZ = EC3)
VRO : ANU(1)
VOZ = ANU(2)
V2R : ANU(3)
GOR : G(1)
GZO : G(2)
GRZ : G(3)
VOR : VRO _ ET / ER
VZO : VOZ * EZ / ET
VRZ : VZR _ ER / EZ
DEL : 1,DO!(1,DO - VROCVOR - VOZ_VZO - VZR_VRZ

1 - VRO _ VOZ _ VZR - VRZ _ VOR _ VZO )
C
C COMPUTE ELASTIC CON6TANTS MATRIX FROM MATERIAL TO EbEMENT AXI_
c

DO 250 I=1,21
250 TEO(I): O,DO

c
TEO(1)= ERa(I, - VOZ_VZO)_DEL
TEO(2) : ER * ( VZR + VZO v VOR ) * DEL
TEO(3}= EZ$(t, - VRO*VOR)*DEL
TEO (4) s ER • ( VOR + VZH _ VOZ) * DEL
TEO (5) : EZ _ (VZO + VRO _ VZR ) _ DEL
TEO(6_m ET#{I. - VRZ_VZR)_DEL
TEO (103 : GRZ
TEO (15) : GOR
TEO (21) : GZO
GO TO 330

321 CONTINUE
DO 360 I:1e21

360 TEO(I)=O.O
FKF : G(I)
TEO(1)=FKF
TEO(2):-FKF

.TEO(4)u-FKF
TEO(5)='FKF
TEO(6_:FKF
TEO(IO}:FKF
TEO(15)=FKF
TEO(21):FKF

330 CONTINUE

• In the COSMIC Level 17o6 version of NASTRAN (for VAX computer), replace

the lines of coding starting with Sequence Numbers 2040 through 2330
with the above FORTRAN coding° The sequence numbers we refer to appear
in _olumns 73-80 of the original COSMIC FORTRAN card images.

Fig. 2 FORTRAN Changes for CTRIAAX Elements
(for TRIAADsubroutine)
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[m]{'UzP}+ [c]{UzP} + [k]{UzP} :{fz } (13a)

or in expanded form

o i] c b:o mww {uP}" + cwi cww cwb {UzP}W

o o mb {UzP}b cbi cbw cbb {0_} b

fz
/ _ |

+ kwi k_ kWbI:I{Uzp}wI= fwz (13b)bkb j
where the displacement vector* {Up} and associated load vector {fz} have been
partitioned into three parts; namely, into nodes interior to the fluid (super-
script "i"), nodes on the wetted surface interfacing the fluid and solid
(superscript "w") and nodes lying on the outer truncation boundary of the fluid
(superscript "b"). The Ira], [k], [c] matrices (employing lower case symbols)
are automatically formed by the computer program (e.g., NASTRAN)employing the
analogy. The [m], [c], [k] fluid element matrices are constructed automatically
by the finite element computer program employing the analogy equation (10),
however, the loading vector, {f}, requires additional explanation. It must be
remembered that while employing the analogy with a solid elasticity type ele-
ment, the expected elasticity loading is the surface traction vector, Ti, (hav-
ing units of stress in the analogy), thus the force vector,_fz}, is given by

• {fz} = _ [N]T{Tz }ds (14a)

for consistently formed distributed load-to-concentrated load formations, or
alternatively is given by

{fz }= {AA Tz} (14b)

for lumped force applications, where AA is a suitable fraction of the area of
the neighboring elements surrounding each surface node where the force is to be
applied.

*Note, the superscript p has been added to the analogy displacement variable to
remind us that pressure, p, occupied the z component of the displacement vector.
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Next, we must determine how {T z} is related to the fluid pressure p (i.e.,
u_). From ref. 4, the surface traction vector Ti is related to the stress com-
p6nents through the relation

Ti = _ji nt (15)J

where n_ is a positive outward normal unit vector to the surface of the fluid.
More sp_cifically, the z component of Ti, expressed in cylindrical coordinates,
is given by

n' + n' + ' (16)Tz = _rz r _zz z _Oz no

Upon substituting equations (I) and (11) into (16), we arrive at

Tz = kf (¥rz n_ + (-_rr -_00 ._zz ) n_ + ¥Oz n_ (17}

However, for the analogy, recall u_ = uA = O, thus with the aid of strain -
displacement relations from equatibn (2_, equation (.17) reduces to

, \
Tz kf \-_-n' +--- + n'- (18)= r r DO n8 az zJ

Next the terms inside the parenthesis of equation (18) are recognized to
be the gradient of u_ in the direction of the outward unit normal n , thus
equation (18) is rewritten

@up

zTz : kf_(u ) • _' = kf _--n-r (19)

Therefore equation (19) implies that in the pressure analogy, the elasticity
surface traction component, T , is related to the fluid bulk modulus times the
normal derivative of the flui_ pressure.

Evaluation of Load Vector for Pressure Analogy

Nowwith the aid of equation (19), we are in a position to evaluate the
{fz} load vector.

i
• evaluation of fz

Since we are not considering any body forces, the nodal loading values
for nodes interior to the fluid domain are set to zero, thus

i
fz = 0 (19a)
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• evaluation of fwz
This is the key term that relates the fluid pressure variable, U_, to

the surface motion of the structure. The equations of motion of an acoustic
fluid are given by (ref. 5)

_2_f (20)_(p) : -pf

where _f denotes the fluid particle displacement vector. However, at tile
fluid-structure interface, the boundary condition relating the structure dis-
placement, Uw and the fluld partlcle motion ut is given by (ref. 6)

°n = ,n

(i.e., the normal to the structuresurfacecomponentof velocityof the fluid
and structureare equal). Thus, differentiatingequation (21} with respectto
time and then substitutingequation (20) into (21) it follows

eo

UW _ _pf o n =-?p • n (22)

or equivalently

pf _w=n - _P=@n + _-n-'_p (22a)

. -_' where _' is the outward unit normal from the fluid surface.since n =
Finally, the lumped version of the {f_} vector is given by substituting equa-
tion (22a) into equation (19) and then equation (14b) resulting in the expres-
sion

= AAWkfof (23)
However, since normal coordinates are not always available in the finite eleme_
program implementing the analogy for axisymmetrical problems, Un is expressed
in the global cylindrical coordinate U_, U_. Thus, the component of the velo-
city_vec_qr _w pointing in the outward normal to the structure surface is given
by U_ = [_v . n, thus equation (23) becomes

: {AAWkf f r + (24)
where nr, nz are components, direction cosines.of theoUtward unit vector to the
surface at the application of nodal force {i_z}, and AAw ms the wetted surface
area surrounding the nodal force.

b
• evaluation of fz

Finally, there remains the evaluation of the outer boundary force f_.
Depending on the kind of problem being solved, we consider four types of outer
boundaries (i.eo, the termination of the fluid mesh surrounding the structure),
namely (a) rigid outer fluid boundary, (b) free surface (soft) outer fluid
boundary, (c) absorption boundary for scattering problems, and (d) absorption
boundary for radiation problems.
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ao rigid outer fluid boundary

In this case, the boundary condition is simply _n-_-= O, (i.e.,@uP

7z = O) consequently in view of equations (19) and (14a) the corresponding fWz
is

{f_} = 0

and the surface degree of freedom, up are free variables (ioe. are not set =
zero)° z '

bo free surface (soft) outer fluid boundary

Here, the boundarycondition is p = 0 (i.e., up = O) on the outer
boundary. In this case, {f_} is not specified by the user, and is computed as

reaction force required to enforce the u_ = 0 condition. The u_ = 0 condition
is simply applied via SPCconstraints in the NASTRANinput data°

co absorbing boundary for scattering problems

In this type of problem, a traveling pressure wave is incident upon
the submerged structure° The problem input forcing function and the absorption
of the scattered pressure wave all are enforced atthe outer boundary cut in the
fluid medium° From ref. 3, the boundary condition in terms of pressure is given
by

@@n-_-- Cos__ _Pinc _ _Pinccf _ + _ + cf @t (25)

._ is the gradient normal to the surface of the cut, Pinc is the inci-
where

dent fluia pressure, Cos@is a geoemtric correction factor° If the shape of the
fluid outer boundary surrounding the structure is a sphere, Cos_ = 1o0, however
for other shapes, Cos_ corresponds to the cosine of the angle between the out-

ward normal, i_, to the surface point, and the unit vectOrwPOinting along theaverage direction of propagation, n". The direction of ,, can approximately
constructed to be along a line starting at the geometrical center of the struc-
ture and terminating at the surface node where the {fb} load is applied° The
geometrical correction can also be ignored by simply setting Cos@= 1, even in
cases where the fluid boundary surrounding the structure is not spherical°

Next, substitute equation (25) into (19) and(14b) to obtain

_-_-_
combines (without {fz }e explicit term in
minus) with damp-
ing matrix [C] loading vector

The variable {fb} has an implicit portion determined as part of the solution
(first term on right) and an explicit term, {fzD}e, which is completely known
since the Tormula for Pinc is explicitly known as a function of space and time.
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For example, an incident plane wave traveling in the +z direction is

given by the expression Pinc = Poe i(-_z/c+mt), consequently in this case

{f_}e =[AAbkf (Cos@ - Cos (n',z)) po ei('(_z/cf) + z/2)]_/c f (27)
where Cos (n',z) is the cosine of the angle between the plus z axis and the out-
w_rd normal to the fluid boundary at the point of nodal force application. The
elmz portion of the loading is omitted in equation (271) since this factor is
never explicitly applied to a NASTRANload card for steady state SOL 8 rigid
formats°

d. absorbing boundary for radiation problems

In this class of problems, the forcing function originates from within
the submerged body and emits radiating pressure waves which propagate outward
towards the fluid mesh outer boundary. The development follows the example of
the previous scattering treatment, except for the fact that Pinc = O, thus

{f_}e = Oo The lumped value damping term,

AAbkf (Cos@_ (28)\cf/
again is combined with the fluid damping matrix [c].

FINITE ELEMENTEQUATIONSFORSTRUCTURE

The governing equations of motion for the submerged elastic structure are
formed in the usual fashion° For example, with the NASTRANprogram, one can
employ CTRAPAX,CTRIAAXand CCONEAXelements for the n = 0 harmonic° It will be
convenient to partition the displacement vector Land conseguently the mass,
stiffness and damping matrices) into the form [Ui, U_, uW]T wherein the parti-
tion blocks refer to any node displacement component interior to the structure
(superscript "I"), global radial component of a wet fluid=structure interface
node and global axial component of a wet fluid-structure interface node respec-
tively. Consequently the equations of motion for the structure in finite ele-
ment form become

ol

[M]{U} +[C]{O} + [K]{U} = {F} (29a)

or more specifically in ex])anded form are expressed in the form

o Ic,,o ._ o _w+ cRI cRRcRZl_r r
WW "'Wo o "z Lcz' w

I
[Uz / Fz
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where [M], [C], [K] are the structural mass, damping and stiffness matrices and
{F} is the force vector. The FI portion of the structural load vector corre-.
sponds to any internal forces that are generated within the structure° The F_
and F_ forces are a combination of interaction forces existing between the stFu_
ture _nd fluid, plus any additional external forces that happen to lie on the
surface (usually these additional values are zero for scattering problems), thus

{F_} = {- nr AAw pW} + {Fw}er-

{F_} = {- nz AAw pW} + {F_}e (30)

where nr, nz are the components (direction cosines) of a. vector to the point of
nodal force application, AAw is the appropriate nodal force (distributed load-to-
nodal force area conversion) and {F_} e, {F_} e are any explicitly known nodal
forces that exist at the fluid-structure iffterface in addition to the yet
unknown interaction nodal forces° For example, in the case of acoustic radia-
tion problems involving shells submerged in water, it would not be unusual to
have explicity applied nodal loads acting at the wet fluid-structure interface
nodes. Note that nr, nz are components of an outward unit normaltO_the:stru¢-
ture surface.

COMBINEDFINITE ELEMENTFLUID-STRUCTUREEQUATIONS

Nowwe are in a position to combine the fluid and structure finite element
equations. The scattering problem is the most complicated situation and will
be the one we use to setup the coupled equations of motion° All other cases
such as a rigid outer boundary, soft outer boundary or a wave absorption outer
boundary for purely radiation problems, can be obtained as a subset of the more
general scattering case by simply dropping the appropriate terms from the scat-
tering case.

Scattering Interaction Case

The coupled system of equations is achieved by substitutiBg equations (30)
into (29b) and then Substituting equations (26), (24), (19a) into equation (13b),
thus obtaining the result
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MII 0 0 0 0 0 "_I

0 Mww 0 0 0 0 "_w

r ww .r0 0 M7 0 0 0 Z +

0 0 0 mi i 0 0 "_p)1Z

0 -AAWpfkfn r -AAWpfkfn z 0 mww 0 "UPz )

0 0 0 0 0 mbb "UP)
_ Z
B

CII CIR CIZ 0 0 0 _I

CRI CRR CRZ o o o
I

CZI CRR cZZ o o o .
o o cii ciW cib ( p)i0

/

0 0 0 cwi cww cwb I(iUzP)W

0 0 0 cbi cbW _bb±^_b,.T,,_ _ct_fCos_ _i( _z)bp

KII KIR KIZ 0 0 0 UI FI !
, I

KRI KRR KRZ 0 AAw nr 0 UWr (Fr)iw e i

W (Fw)e I
KZI KZR KZZ 0 AAw nz 0 Uz = (_I)

0 0 0 kii kiw k ib Up) 0
wi

0 0 0 k kww kwb Up) 0

_0 0 0 kbi kbw kbb uP) ik(Tziel_b,
Thus to solve a scattering problem, follow the steps given below

i. Build the structure with axisymmetrical elements in the usual
manner.

2o Model the fluid surrounding the structure with axisymmetrical
solid elasticity elements (such as CTRAPAXand CTRIAAXelements),
here the material constants are entered according to equation
I0) and all displacement components are constrained to zero except Uzo

3° Allow for a double set of node numbers (occupying the same grid
coordinates) between the fluid and structure interface. In order
to avoid undesirable large bandwidths in the equation solver,
it is advisable to have the node numbers of the neighbori'ng
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node points across the fluid-to-structure gap be in the same
neighborhood°

4o Assign dashpots into the fluid damping matrix (i.eo, dampers
are assigned to the outer fluid boundary nodes according to
equation (28a)); these are implemented through DMIGcards in
NASTRANo

50 Add off-diagonal terms in mass matrix of equation (31) through
DMIGcards° In the cRlumn corresponding to wet node radial
structural component U_ and row corresponding to wet node
pressure variable (0_) w, insert value -AAWpf kf nr; similarly,
in the column corresponding to wet node axial structural com-
ponent U_ and row corresponding to wet node pressure variable
(D_)w, insert value -AAWpf kf nz. Whenusing the DMIGcards,
the column and row number are defined indirectly via the node
number and associated component number of the wet node in
question° Sample problem illustrate the use of this feature°

6o Add off-diagonal terms in stiffness matrix of equation (3_)
through DMIGcards. In the column corresponding to wet node
pressure variable (U_)w and row corresponding to wet radial
structural component U_, insert the value AAw nr. Similarly,
in the column corresponding to wet node pressure variable
(U_)w and row corresponding to wet axial structural component
U_, insert the value AAw nz.

7o Apply the explicitly known structural loads internal to the
structure, FI, and any explicitly known loads on the wetted
fluid-structure interface surface, _F_)e, (F_)eo Weempha-size that these latter two surface loads are not the fluid-
structure interaction forces (they are accounted for impli-
citly in the formulation)° For most scattering problems the
FI, (F_) e, !F_) e forces are zero. Typically, thesequantities
come into play only for radiation loaded problems considered
later°

8o Apply the explicitly known incident wave driving force, (f_)eo
The general lumped version formula for this expression is
given by the second portion of equation (26)° The most com-
mon case for axisymmetrical loading would be for a plane wave
propagating in the +z direction wherein an explicit formula
for the driving force is given in equation (27) and is applied
to all fluid outer boundary mesh surface modes°

Radiation Interaction Case

The formulation for radiation problems follows the previous scattering
formulation except for some small differences, namely the fact that the radiated
field is d_e only to explicit dynamic loads on the structure (F I, (F_) e, (F_) e
whereas (f_)e = O. Consequently, to implement the analogy method for radiation
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problems, simply follow Steps 1 through _7as explained in the previous scatter-
ing explanation, with (f_)e = 0 in the final Step 8o

Rigid Outer Boundary

For this type problem, consider the outer boundary of the fluid mesh to be
a rigid surface (eog., a containment wall)o This problem only applies to radia-
tion type situations. Here, follow the steps outlined in the previous radiation
explanation, except omit Step 4o The _p/an' = 0 rigid boundary condition is
automatically satisfied by leaving the outer boundary free of loads°

Soft Outer Boundary

This type problem also only applied to radiation problems and is imple-
mented by following the steps of the previous radiation explanation, except omitting
Step 4o Also p = 0 is enforced by setting the z-component of the analogy vari-
able (i.eo, u_ = O) equal to zero on the outer boundary of the fluid mesh with
SPCcards, for example°

DEMONSTRATIONPROBLEMS

The implementation of the pressure analogy isperhaps best illustrated
with the aid of simple demonstration problems° The philosophy of these problems
is to keep the example as simple as possible so that all the data concerning the
problem set up is available and at the same time, the simple example can be
checked against the exact solution for accuracy comparison purposes°

Axial Wave Demonstration Problem

In this example, consider the fluid-structure interaction problem of a plane
wave normally incident upon a 1/4 inch steel plate which is totally submerged in
an infinite fluid domain (eog., see Fig. 3)° Since the particle motion trans-
verse to the direction of wave propagation is zero, we need only model a single
strip of elements in the z-directiono The physical properties of the materials
involved are as follows: for the steel plate, the mass density, Young's modulus
and Poisson's ratio are, p = °000735 Ib-sec2/in 4, E = 29.0 x 106 psi, _ = .30
respectively and for the fluid, the bulk modulus and mass density are given by
kf = 345600° psi, pf =,000096 Ib-sec2/in _ The driving frequency is 6000 Hz,
consequently, the plate thickness is smali compared to the compressional speed
of steel. Therefore, the plate can be modeled with "plate theory" and the need
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to model through-the-thicknessof the actual plate is not required in this
particularexample. Based on prior experience,ten elementsper fluid wave-
length in the directionof wave propagationis sufficientto model a traveling
wave° The finite elementmode] is shown in Fig° 3 and the corresponding
NASTRANinput deck is shown in Fig° 4o The loadingis computedemployingequa-
tion (27). The Fig° 3 finite elementmodel has four fluid outer boundaries
which we refer to as the lower end face (z = 0); upper end face (z = 20.0 in.);
outer end face (r = 1001. in.) and inner end face (r = 1000o in.)o With
respectto applyingequation (27) to this particularproblem,we note that the
plane wave strengthis Po = 1.0 psi and also on the lower end face, Cos_ = 1o0,
Cos(n',z)= -Io0; on the upper end face, Cos_ = 1o0, Cos(n',z)= +1o0; on the
outer end face, Cos_ = 0.0, Cos(n',z)= 0o0 and on the inner face, Cos_ = 0o0,
Cos(n',z) = 0o0o

For the zero th harmonic, the loads, dampers, mass matrix entries, stiff-
ness matrix entries are entered in a total applied force, total damping force,
etco sense° Thus the AAb and AAw factors employed in applying Steps 1-8 refer
to the total area surroundingthe node (eogo, AAu = 2_r • AZ for elementfaces
parallelwith the z axis)°

The exact solution(see refo 7) vs. NASTRANsolutionis given below for
magnitudeof the pressureon the incidentside and back side of the steel plate.

_-_N AMPLITUDEOFTITY TOTALPRESSURE AMPLITUDEOF TRANSMITTED

SOLUTIOR'-_ ON INCIDENTSIDE BACKSIDE PRESSURE

EXACTSOL Io25 .857

NASTRAN io34 °854

The user is cautionedto check for a factor of 2°0 error in the lumpedmass
matrix formed when employingCTRAPAXelementsfor the level 17o6 versionof
NASTRANon the VAX or 1108o We have fixed the FORTRANcoding so that the
matrix is properlyformed° Users without a FORTRANfix can compensateby arti-
ficiallymultiplyingthe mass density input by 2°0° Since the FORTRANcoding
has been fixed in the versioncorrespondingto the sample problemsused to
generatethe demonstrationproblems,the densityemployedon the MAT1 cards
correspondto actual mass densitieson the materials involvedin the analysis°

The FORTRANfix to avoid the factor of 2°0 densityerror is as follows:
at column 73 card sequencenumber 2620 in the subroutineTRAPAD,replacethe
two lines

IECPT(1) = IECPT(1) - (IECPT(1)/IO00)*IO00 -1 and AJHO = IECPT(1)

with the two lines

IECP = IECPT(1) - (IECPT(1)/IO00)*IO00 - I

AJHO= IECP
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also, replace the one line (starting at column 73 sequence number 5430)

830 AJH_ = IECPT(1) - (IECPT(Z)/IO00)*IO00 - I
with the two lines

830 IECP = IECPT(1) (IECPT(1)/ZO00)*IO00 - IAJHO = IECP

Radial Wave Demonstration Problem

In this example, consider the fluid-structure interaction problem of an
inward propagating cylindrical wave incident upon a 1o5 inch thick walled
infinitely long silver cylinder, which has fluid on the outside and has a void
on the inside (see Fig. 5)o Since the incident wave front is parallel with the
z-axis, the solution only depends on r, consequently one needs only model a one
element thick strip of elemen%as shown in Fig. 5. In this problem both the
fluid and the cylinder are modeled with CTRAPAXelements. The physical proper-
ties of the materials involved are as follows: for the silver cylinder, the
mass density, Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio are p = .000982, E = 1.13 x107,

= .36999, respectively and for the fluid, the bulk modulus and mass density are
given by kf = 345600. psi and pf = .000096 Ib-secZ/in4o The driving frequency
for the problem is f = 6000°0 HZo The finite element model is shown in Fig° 5
and the corresponding NASTRANinput deck is shown in Fig. 6. The structure
(cylinder) is in a state of plain strain, thus uz = 0 for the silver cylinder.
The model has three outer fluid boundaries which we refer to as the lower end
face (z = 0); upper end face (z = 1o0); and outer end face (r = 18o0")o Since
all response quantities do not vary with z, _= O, thus in view of equations

analo_,(14b) and (19), it follows
that in the _z = 0 on the upper and lower

end faces by simply not applying any force _}ues to these nodes (ioe., they are
free nodes w._ t.the u_ degree-of-freedom in the pressure analog_. In the case
of the outer boundary, we substitute the formula for a cylindrical wave propa-
gating in the -r direction (wave front is prarllel to the z axis) into the
second part of equation (26), where the applied loading at r = r b is given by

{fbz}e-cf H(I)AAbkf_°o(mrW/cf) I -H!_)(_r/cf) + i H_1)(Wr/cf)] (32)
r=r b

where H(1)( ) and H!Z)( ) are the zero th and 1st order Hankel functions of the
first k_nd, rW is the outer radius of the cylinder, and r = r b is the outer
boundary of the fluid mesh (18o0")o

The above exact form is approximately given by

{fb}e _ i AAbkf 2_ mei(r-rw)m/cf (33)
cf

r=18.0
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FREO 1 bOOn.
NAT! 100 345600. 5OOOo. oO0009b

ID NU&C RADIAL WAVE EXANP_£ MAT! 150 1.13+7 .36999 .000982
APP DISP PTRAPAX 100 100 0,0 90, 180. 270,
SOL 8 PTRAPAX 150 150 000 90, 180, 270,
TIR_ 10 RINGAX 1 18,0 ,O 12450

RIMGAX 2 18,0 1,0 12456
RZNGAX 3 17,0 ,0 12456
RZNGAX 4 17,0 1.0 12_

CEND RINGAX 5 16.0 .0 12456
TIT_EnRADZAL MAVE EXAMPLE RIMGAX b 16,0 1,0 _2_56
AXISYMMETRIC = COSINE RZNGAX 7 15.0 .0 12450
K2PpISTZFF RINGAX 8 15.0 1.0 12456
82PPsDASHPOTS RINGAX 9 14,0 ,O 12456
N2PPsMASS RINGAX 10 14,0 1,0 12450
DISPLACEMENT(PHASE) s AL_ RINGAX 11 13.0 .O _2_5_
FREQ • I RINGAX 12 13,0 1,0 12456
NAXLINES • 300000 RIMGAX 13 12o0 ,n 12456
ObOAD•AbL RIMGAX 14 12,0 1,0 12456
IPCFORCES•A_L RZNGAX 15 11,0 ,o 12456
DLOAD • 200 RZMGAX 16 1100 100 12456
BEGIN BULK RZNGAX 17 10,0 ,0 12456
AXZC 0 RZNGAX 18 10,0 1.0 12450
CTRAPAX 1 100 3 1 2 4 RIMGAX 19 9,0 ,O 1_156
CTRAPAX 2 100 5 3 4 6 RZNGAX 20 9,0 1,0 12_b
CTRAPAX 3 100 ? 5 6 8 RINGAX 21 8,0 .0 1245_
CTRAPAX 4 100 9 ? 8 10 RINGAX 22 8,0 1.0 12_5_
CTRAPAX 5 100 11 9 10 12 RINGAX 23 7,0 ,O _24Sb
CTRAPAX 6 100 13 11 12 14 RZNGAX 24 7.0 1.0 1_456

___ CTRAPAX 7 100 15 13 14 16 RZNGAX 25 5.0 .O 12_5_
0 CTRAPAX 8 100 17 15 16 18 RINGAX 26 6,0 1,0 _2456
x.O CTRAPAX 9 100 19 17 18 20 RZNGAX 2? 5,0 ,0 12456

CTRAPAX 10 100 21 19 20 22 RINGAX 28 5,0 1.0 1245b
CTRAPAX 11 100 23 21 22 24 RZNGAX 29 4.0 .0 12456
CTRAPAX 12 100 25 23 24 26 RINGAX 30 4,0 1,0 12456
CTRAPAX 13 100 27 25 26 28 RZNGAX 31 3,0 ,0 _2_50
CTRAPAX 14 lnO 29 27 28 30 RZMGAX 32 3,0 1,0 12_b
CTRAPAX 15 100 31 29 30 32 RZNGAX 33 3,0 ,O 23456
CTRAPAX 16 150 35 33 34 36 RINGAX 34 3,0 1,0 23456
CTRAPAX 17 150 3? 35 36 38 RINGAX 35 2,85 ,O 23%qb
CTRAPAX 18 150 39 37 38 40 RZNGAX 36 2,_5 1,0 2_45o
CTRAPAX 19 150 41 3g 40 42 RINGAX 37 2,7 ,0 234_b
CTRAPAX 20 150 43 41 42 44 RINGAX 38 2,7 1.0 234%0
CTRAPAX 21 150 45 43 44 46 RZNGkX 39 2,$5 ,0 23_56
CTRAPAX 22 150 47 45 46 48 RINGAX 40 2.55 1.0 2_456
CTRAPAX 23 150 49 47 48 50 RINGAX 41 2,4 ,O 234qb
CTRAPAX 24 150 51 49 50 52 RINGAX 42 2,4 1,0 _345_
CTRAPAX 25 150 53 51 52 54 RINGAX 43 2,25 ,O 23456
DAREA 201 lOOnO0! 3 1,0 1000002 3 1.u RINGAX 44 2,25 1,0 23450
DMZG DASHPOTSO 1 1 1 RINGAX 45 2,1 ,0 23456
DMZG DASHPOTSIOOO001 3 10000nl 3 325°772 RIMGAX 46 2,1 1,_ 2345b
DMIG DASHPOTSIOOoo02 3 1000002 3 325,722 RINGAX 47 1,95 ,O 23450
OMZG MASS 0 1 1 1 RZNGAX 48 1,95 1,0 234_b
DMZG MASS 1000033 1 1000031 3 -317.691 RZNGAX 49 1,8 ,O 2345o
DMIG MASS 100_033 3 1000031 3 .n RINGAX SO 1.8 1,0 2_45o
DMIG MASS 1000034 1 1000032 3 -312._91 RINGAX 51 1,65 .0 23456
DMIG MASS 1000034 3 1000032 3 .O RINGAX 52 1,bS 1.0 23450
DMZG STZFF 0 1 1 1 R$NG&X 53 1,5 .0 23_Sb
DMIC STIF_ lOOnO_l 3 ln00033 1 9.4247 RIMGAX 54 1.5 1.o 234_o
DMIG 3TIFF 100_031 3 1000033 3 .n .B]a__AD1 2_0 201 1 2
DMIC STIFF 1000032 3 1000034 1 9.4_7 TABLED1 1 +_o_
OMIC STIFF 1000032 3 1000034 3 .0 +ABC 6000.0 7.2355+57000.0 3.0+6 _NDT

TABLED1 2 +_n
.SCD 6000.0 -1,014+77000,0 3.0.6 E_D?
_NDDATK

Fig° 6 NASTRANInput for Radial Wave Demonstration Problem



and is more recognizable as a plane wave with cylindrical spreading. The input
is such that the free field pressure has a 1.0 psi strength at the outer radius
of the cylinder, r = rw = 3°0"° Equation (32) is used to load the sample problem.

The exact solution (refo 8) is given below for the magnitude of the total
pressure as evaluated at the outer surface of the cylinder.

Exact Solution = 1o977

NASTRAN = 1.979 psi

The cylinder is stiff upon comparing the first mode hoop natural f_equency
to the driving frequency, thus it is expected that one nearly encounters a doub-
ling of the Io0 psi incident pressure wave strength at the fluid-solid interface.

CONCLUDINGREMARKS

A step-by-step procedure is presented for solving fluid-structure interac-
tion problems foraxisymmetrical structures submerged in an acoustic fluid
medium. A pressure analogy is used which employs solid elasticity elements that
pose as fluid elements° The Structural model and fluid variables are connected
at the fluid-structure interface through the use of DMIGcards° The methodology
presented here has concentrated on axisymmetrical structures with steady state
axisymmetrical loading; however, the procedure can be extended to treat non-
axisymmetrical loading and/or transient loading, although this situation is not
treated herein°

The pressure analogy for 3-D problems can be invoked by one of two alterna-
tive methods regarding the setting of the material constants required to imple-
ment the method for 3-dimensional problems. The simpler, but approximate
method (equivalent G,v) presented here yields, for all practical purposes, the
same numerical results as the exact implementation of the analogy, consequently
it is felt that recompolation of the FORTRANcoding is not absolutely necessary
as would be required by the exact implementation case.

Finally, the user is warned to check the lumped mass matrix accuracy
for the particular version of NASTRANhe may decide to use° Wehave found that
the lumped mass matrix employing (CTRAPAXelements for a COSMIClevel 17o6 VAX
version of NASTRAN)is too small by a factor of 2°0° The paper gives two possible
fixes in order to correct the situation.
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LARGE DISPLACEMENTSAND STABILITYANALYSIS
OF NONLINEARPROPELLERSTRUCTURES

Robert A. Aiello and ChristosC. Chamis

NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration
Lewis ResearchCenter
Cleveland,Ohio 44135

SUMMARY

This paper describesthe use of linearrigid formats in COSMIC NASTRANwithout
DMAP proceduresfor the analysisof nonlinearpropellerstructures.
Approachesfor updatinggeometryand applyingfollowerforces for incremental
loadingare demonstrated. Comparisonsare made with COSMICNASTRANrigid
formatsand other independantfiniteelementprograms. Specifically,the
comparisonsincluderesultsfrom the four approachesfor updatingthe geometry
using RIGID FORMAT i, RIGID FORMATS4 and 13, MARC and MSC/NASTRAN. It is
shown that "user friendly"updatingapproaches(withoutDMAPS) can be used to
predictthe large displacementsand instabilityof these nonlinear
structures. These "user friendly"approachescan be easily implementedby the
user and predictconservativeresults.

INTRODUCTION

The potential for high propulsive efficiency in the MACH0.7 to 0.8 speed
range has renewed interest in turboprop propulsion in recent years. Advanced
turboprop concepts feature thin, highly swept and twisted propeller blades to
achieve high efficiency and low noise at cruise. Deflections due to
centrifugal loading, for blades of this type, exhibit a high degree of
nonlinearity requiring special analysis techniques not automatically available
in COSMICNASTRAN.

As stated in the NASTRANTheoreticalManual, "An importantlimitationof the
automaticgeometricnonlinearproceduresprovidedwith (COSMIC)NASTRAN is in
the assumptionthat the applied loads from which the differentialstiffnessis
derivedremain fixed in magnitudeand directionduring deformationof the
structure,and that their points of applicationmove with the structure".
This assumptionis not valid for swept cantilevertype structureslike
turbopropblades in a centrifugalforce field where the directionand
magnitudeof the force vector is determinedby the displacedpositionof the
structure.

Highly swept turboprop blades in a centrifugal force field may experience an
abrupt reversal of tip deflection or a large change in tip-chord angle as the
rotational speed is increased. These sudden changes in position can severely
affect aerodynamic performance and are referred to as instability points in
this paper. The objective of this paper is to describe a study conducted on a
representative advanced turboprop blade configuration. The selected
configuration has a sweep angle of 60 degrees which is at the high end of a
range of sweep angles being considered for the advance turboprop concept. The
purpose of the study was to investigate high tip displacements, inherent in
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these designs, using NASTRANwithout DMAPalters. The study included the use
of RIGID FORMATS1, 4 and 13. Results obtained from these RIGID FORMATSare
compared with each other and with other finite element programs. The
mathematical description of the various method used is summarized in the
Appendix.

TURBOPROPGEOMETRYANDFINITE ELEMENTMODEL

The model of the scaled turboprop blade shown in figure 1 is about 10 inches
long, has a tip chord of 2 inches, and a maximumchord at the hump of about
3.5 inches. The thickness varies from 1 inch at mid-chord at the root to
0.040 inches at mid-chord at the tip. The leading edge thickness varies from
0.180 inches at the root to 0.022 inches at the tip. The trailing edge
thickness varies from 0.077 inches at the root to 0.016 inches at the tip.
The blade has a twist of 33.2 degrees, a sweep angle of 60 degrees and was
assumed to be made of titanium. This blade was never built because of
predicted high deflections and stresses at operating speeds.

The NASTRANfinite element model is show in figure 2. This model consists of
423 grid points, 744 CTRIA2 elements and 2466 unrestrained degrees of
freedom. The model was restrained along the bottom of the shank. The middle
node was restrained in all six degrees of freedom and the other six nodes were
restrained in five degrees of freedom with translation allowed in the
direction of the spin axis.

RIGID FORMAT1 (STATIC SOLUTION)

RIGID FORMAT1 was used to investigate the turboprop geometric nonlinearities
in four ways;

Case (1) (RFI-1) Updated Geometry/Angular Speed Difference- A centrifugal
force field was applied to the model in increments of 1500 revolutions per
minute. Nodal displacements and nodal forces (load vectors generated from the
applied speed increment plus the summation of load vectors from previous
steps) at each increment were stored in computer disc files. After each step
grid locations were updated by adding the nodal displacements to the previous
grid points and a new summation of force vectors was created by adding the
applied load vectors to the previous summation of load vectors. The new set
of grid locations defined the deformed model position for the next increment
and the force vectors defined the load required to reach that position, the
centrifugal force field applied at each step was equal to the square root of
the difference of the new speed squared minus the last speed squared. The
mathematical description for this case is summarized in section 1 of the
Appendix. Seven NASTRANruns were made from 1500 to 10500 RPM. Tip rotations
and positions were used to identify the onset of instability, figure 3. For
this case the large tip displacement between 4500 RPMand 6000 RPM(figure 3b)
was clearly indicative of the onset of structural instability. The change in
tip-chord angle for this case (figure 3a) was not as indicative of instability
as the change in tip-chord position. The tip displacement also changes
directions as the angular speed increases from 4500 RPMto 6000 RPM(figure
3b). The tip displacement becomes progressively larger as the angular speed
is increased to 9000 RPMand then changes direction again at 10500 RPM
indicating another region of instability. This method is straight forward and
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easy to apply using NASTRANRIGID FORMAT1. The predicted angular speeds
causing instability are conservative (pessimistic) and, if accepted, will lead
to design modifications to avoid the speeds causing instability.

Case (2) (RFI-2) Updated Geometry/Angular Speed - A Centrifugal force field
was applied to the model in increments of 1500 RPM. Nodal displacements at
each increment were stored in computer disc files. After each step grid
locations were updated by adding the nodal displacements to the previous grid
points. The new set of grid locations defined the deformed model position for
the next increment. The total angular speed was applied to this updated
position. The mathematical description of this case is summarized in section
2 of the Appendix. Seven NASTRANruns were made from 1500 to 10500 RPM.
Again, tip-chord rotations and positions were used to identify the onset of
instability (figure 4). For this case the onset of instability can be noted
from the large tip displacement and change in direction between 4500 RPMand
6000 RPM (figure 4b). Again, the change in tip-chord angle was not as
indicative of instability as the change in position. The change in tip-chord
position from 9000 RPMto 10500 RPMis more dramatic than in case (i). This
method, also, is straight forward and very easy to apply using NASTRANRIGID
FORMAT1. The predicted points of instability onset occur at lower rotor
speeds than those using the method of case (1). Compared to the other two
cases using RIGID FORMATI, this case has the following advantages; (a)
provides the most pronounced prediction of instability, (b) requires only one
computer disc file for storage of displacements, and (c) is straight forward
and easiest to apply.

Case (3) (RF1-3) Updated Geometry/Angular Speed/Restraining Forces - A
centrifugal force field was applied to the model in increments of 1500 RPM.
Nodal displacements and nodal forces (load vectors generated by the applied
rotational speed) at each increment were stored in computer disc files. After
each step, grid locations were updated by adding the nodal displacements to
the previous grid points. The new set of grid locations defined the deformed
model position for the next increment. Newforce vectors were then created
from the NASTRANgenerated loads resulting from the current applied rotational
speed. These force vectors were applied in the opposite sense at the next
speed increment and represented blade internal restraining forces (relative
equilibrium with the deformed shape). The full rotational speed was applied
at the next increment. The mathematical description of this approach is
summarized in section 3 of the Appendix. Seven NASTRANruns were made from
1500 to 10500 RPM. Tip-chord rotations and positions were used to identify
the onset of instability (figure 5). As for the previous two cases, the onset
of instability is noted by the large tip displacement between 6000 RPMand
7500 RPM (figure 5b). The change in tip-chord angle was not as indicative of
instability as the change in position. The point of instability is indicated
by the change in tip-chord position from 6000 RPMto 7500 RPM, figure 5b.
This approach does not subject the deformed turboprop to the full angular
speed at the end of each increment. Therefore, the turboprop deforms the
least compared to the previous two cases and, consequently, has the smallest
effect on the predictions for the vibration frequencies. Predictions of blade
frequencies will be discussed later.

Case (4) (RF1-4) Updated Geometry (Displacement Increment)/Angular Speed
_c_ = cen rl uga orce le _ apple o e mo e in Increments
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of 1500 revolutions per minute. Nodal displacements and nodal forces (load
vectors generated from the applied speed increment plus applied load vectors
from previous step) at each increment were stored in disc files. After each
step, grid locations were updated by adding the nodal displacement increments
(current minus previous) to the previous grid points and new force vectors
were created. The new set of grid locations defined the deformed model
position for the next increment and the force vectors defined the load
required to reach that position. The centrifugal force field applied at each
step was equal to the square root of the difference of the new speed squared
minus the last speed squared. The mathematical description for this case is
summarized in section 4 of the Appendix. Seven NASTRANruns were made from
1500 RPMto 10500 RPMo Tip rotation and displacements were used to identify
the onset of instability, figure 6. For this case the jump in chord position
from 9000 RPMto 10500 RPM (figure 3b) is clearly indicative of the onset of
structural instability. The change in tip-chord angle for this case (figure
3a) is not at all indicative of instability. It shows possible angle-change
leveling-off at higher rotor speeds. The tip-chord also changes direction as
the angular speed increases from 3000 RPMto 4500 RPM(figure 3b). The
accompanying tip displacements become progressively larger as the angular
speed is increased to 9000 RPMand then changes direction again at 10500 RPM
indicating another region of instability. This method is also straight
forward and easy to apply using NASTRANRIGID FORMAT1. The predicted angular
speeds causing instability are higher than case (I) or case (2) and about the
same as case (3). This is the only case which predicts a possible
leveling-off in tip-chord angle. However, intermediate points are needed to
ascertain leveling-off in tip-chord angle with increasing rotor speed.

The nonlinear structural response predicted using RFI-4 is judged to be the
most accurate of the various methods examined herein. The accuracy of the
method relative to error estimates and relative to experimental data remains
to be determined.

RIGID FORMAT4 (RF4) (NONLINEARSOLUTION)

As stated in the NASTRANUser's Guide, "RIGID FORMAT4 is a second order
approximation to nonlinear effects of large deflections which computes the
differential stiffness matrix by an iterative technique and treats the new
matrix as a load correction. The internal loads are thus not linearly related
to the applied loads". (See NASTRANUser's Guide). The mathematical
description for this case is summarized in section 5 of the Appendix.

For each step the load was divided into six increments and the differential
stiffness matrix was iterated until the value of the ratio of energy error to
total energy was less than 0.001.

The iterative solution for the differential stiffness matrix indicated
divergence for speeds above 7500 RPM. For the four load cases, 3000 RPM,
4500 RPM, 6000 RPMand 7500 RPM, the number of iterations required to meet the
convergence criteria was 2, 3, 4, and 7 respectively. The results are plotted
in figure 7. The points of instability are easily identified in figure 7b
where the tip-chord displacement changes direction from 4500 RPMto 6000 RPM.
These results are analogous to those for case (1) with the exception that the
tip-chord rotation increases less with angular speed up to 7500 RPM.
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This method is automatically applied. Its shortcoming is that the new load
increment remains fixed in magnitude and direction during deformation of the
structure. However, judicious interpretation of the results can provide the
instability information needed.

RIGID FORMAT13 (RF 13)
(Normal Modes with Differential Stiffness)

RIGID FORMAT13 is a one step differential stiffness solution in which the
applied loads are assumed to move with their points of application and remain
fixed in magnitude and direction. The differential stiffness matrix is
computed from the internal element loads resulting from the static solution.
RIGID FORMAT13 combines the differential stiffness with the original
stiffness matrix to solve the eigenvalue problem and obtain the normal modes
solution. The mathematical description for this case is summarized in section
5 of the Appendix.

Results for tip-chord rotation and tip-chord position are shown in figure 8.
Though a change in tip-chord displacement occurs between 2500 RPMand
5000 RPM, it is difficult to identify points of instability using this RIGID
FORMAT. Note that the tip-chord displacement changes more slowly as the
angular speed increases above 5000 RPM. Compared to the methods described
previously, RIGID FORMAT13 predicts (i) tip-chord rotation which is somewhat
more severe than RF1-4 and (2) tip-chord position change which is less
severe. It appears that RFI3 will yeld reasonable solutions of the geometry
nonlinearities including frequencies with the possible exception of impending
structural instabilities.

COMPARISONOF RESULTS

The tip-chordrotation is an importantdesign parameter. It affectsthe angle
of attackwhich influencesthe efficiencies,as well as noise and aeroelastic
characteristicsof the propeller. Predictedtip-chordrotationsobtained as
describedpreviouslyare comparedwith each other and with those predictedby
three other methods in figure 9. These three other methods are; (1)
ICP-independentcontractorprogramCase 6, Appendix,(2) MSC/NASTRAN
(McNEAL-SchwindlerCompanyNASTRAN- new nonlineargeometrycapability)
obtained at Ames ResearchCenter,privatecommunication,and (3) MARC obtained
at Lewis. It is noted that the MSC/NASTRANand MARC predictedresultswere
obtainedusing standardformats. These resultsare shown here for comparison
purposesonly and not to imply that this is the best that can be done using
MSC/NASTRANand/or MARC.

The tip-chord rotation curves predicted by RF1-3, RF4 and MARCare almost
identical up to angular speeds of 7500 RPM. Those predicted by RF1-4, RF13
and MSCare about the same and somewhat higher. Those predicted by using the
other methods, ( RFI-I, RFI-2 and ICP) are respectively higher. The results
of methods RFI-1 and RFI-2 follow almost identical paths for tip-rotation.
However, the method of RF1-2 is much easier to apply. It should be noted that
both tip-chord rotations and tip-chord positions are required to properly
assess the propeller structural dynamic behavior in view of possible
instabilities at higher speeds. In addition, changes in tip-chord rotation
affect directly the angle of incidence and, consequently, the efficiency of
the turboprop.
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VIBRATIONFREQUENCIES

The natural frequencies of the blade in the design speed range are important
design parameters which affect stability and life prediction. The results of
RIGID FORMAT13 (Normal Modes with Differential Stiffness) applied to the
initial grid positions and to the updated grid positions of RF1-2 is shown in
figure I0. These curves indicate that the instability point near 9000 RPMand
the resulting decrease in natural frequencies would be overlooked if position
updating procedures are not applied to RIGID FORMAT13 analyses. Also, the
margins for interference with cyclic disturbances could be misinterpreted and,
therefore, adversly influence the turboprop design.

Similar results comparing updated-position frequencies with path-
independent frequencies are shown in figure 11. The path-independent
frequencies decreases rapidly and at lower rotor speeds leading to overly
pessimistic frequency predictions and, perhaps, to major design modifications.

CONCLUSIONS

COSMICNASTRANRIGID FORMAT1 can be used, without recourse to DMAPalters, to
predict the nonlinear structural response of swept twisted propellers. RIGID
FORMAT1 with geometry updating using total displacements at each step (RFI-I,
2) can be used to predict the onset of structural instabilities versus rotor
speeds. These predictions are comparable to those predicted using methods
which are independent of load path and over-estimate the nonlinear structural
response. The path-independent method predicts frequencies which are overly
pessimistic. RIGID FORMAT1 with geometry updating using displacement
increments (RF 1-4) can be used to predict the overall nonlinear structural
response. This approach appears to be the most accurate. RF1-4 predicted
results for tip-chord rotation are somewhat below those predicted using RF13
and those predicted by the McNeal-Schwindler CompanyNASTRAN. RIGID FORMAT1
with geometry updating using total displacements and negative force (RF1-3)
appears to predict nonlinear structural response comparable to those predicted
by RIGID FORMAT4 and MARC. Results predicted by RF1-3 are below those
predicted by RFI-4 and under- estimate the nonlinear structural response.
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APPENDIX

MATHEMATICALDESCRIPTION

The equations describing the mathematics of the several approaches used to
obtain nonlinear solutions are summarized in Sections 1 to 6 below. The
equations are presented in matrix form. This is a concise description of the
many degrees of freedom (DOF) that these equations represent. The notation of
the variables used in the equations is as follows: _R_ denotes spatial
position (geometry); _ul denotes deformation from an _R_ spatial position;

[K] denotes stiffness matrix; _M] denotes mass matrix;_'_denotes rotor speed;
A denotes increment. The subscript "o" denotes initial position; the
subscript F denotes final position; the subscript i denotes the current
increment; the subscript j denotes a summation index with limits defined in
the given equation. All the variables are referred to the global coordinate
system (x, y, z). The equations are summarized in the sequence used. The
notation is also summarized in section 7 for convenience.

1. RIGID FORMAT1, Case (1) (RFI-1) Updated Geometry/Angular Speed
Difference - The incremental equations at the ith step for this case are:

IRi_ll . IRi.2. Ui.lI. (1)

At a_'_i : A_ZF, [Ri_ : {RFI (equations (5) and (1)) which is the
final deformed spatial position. The total deformation for this case is given
by

The nonlinear geometric effect accumulate progressively in equations (1) to
(5) with successive rotor speed increments a_&i. Note that the geometry is
updated by adding the displacement obtained from equation (5). This
accentuates the nonlinear geometric effects and leads to more severe nonlinear
response and, therefore, conservative nonlinear structural response.
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2. RIGID FORMAT1, Case (2) (RFI-2) Updated Geometry/Angular Speed -The
incremental equations at the ith step for this case are:

{°'} " [',-,]I',-,l
The final deformed position [RF_ is obtained from equations (i0) and (7) at
' -.-_flF. The total deformation is obtained from _RF_.- _Ro__. The
nonlinear geometric effects accumulate faster for thls case than for RIGID
FORMATI, Case (I) as can be readily observed by comparing equations (5) and
(i0). RIGID FORMATi, Case (2) will predict more conservative nonlinear
structural response than RIGID FORMATi Case (I). However, RIGID FORMATi,
Case (2) is much easier to implement and will indicate possible unstable
spatial positions at lower rotor speeds.

3. RIGID FORMATi, Case (3) (RF1-3) Updated Geometry/Angular
Speed/Restraining Forces - The incremental equations at the ith step for this
case are:

_i .

The final deformed position is obtained from equations (15) and (11) at

_L,i =_LF. The total deformation [UF_ = _RF_ - _Ro_. This case _
differs from the previous two cases in the way the current displacement {U i
is calculated in equation (15). The full centrifugal force field is not
applied at the ith step. The first term in the braces in equation (15) is the
increment of the rotor speed (A,S_.)while the second, which is subtracted from
the first, represents the cumulative centrifugal force (CLi_I). This
approach Will (1) under predict the geometric nonlinear effects on structural
response, (2) predict higher rotational speeds for impending instabilities
and, as a consequence, will be nonconservative. Implementation of this case
is comparable to RFI-I.

4. RIGID FORMAT1 Case (4) (RFI-4) Updated Geometry (Displacement
Increment)/Angular Speed Difference, The governing equations at the ith
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angular speed increment (using the notation defined previously) are given by:

t JRI.IJ

AT A_ i = A_F, _AUF] is obtained from equation (20). Subsequently the
total deformation-is bbtained from equation (.21) and the final deformed
spatial position is obtained from equation (16). Note in equations (16) to
(20) that the nonlinear geometric effects enter the equations progressively
with each successive rotor speed increment a_ i. Note, also, that the total
centrifugal force field is used at each Ri_ I position (equation (20)) as
compared to RIGID FORMATI, Case (3) (equation (15)) where only the
incremental centrifugal field is applied.

5. RIGID FORMATS4 (RF4) and 13 (RF13) Standard NASTRANFORMATS- The
differential stiffness is used in the solution for both of these formats.
Using the previous notation, the governing equation for the differential
stiffness is (See the NASTRANTheoretical Manual)

where [Kd]is the differential stiffness matrix and tUo_ is the initial
incremental displacement used to form _'Kd] . It can, be seen in equation
(16) that the stiffness matrix LK] : FKo + Kd (Uo) ] is formed using
initial position variables and that_F_is applied to the initial position.
As a result, the intermediate spatial positions and, therefore, the
progressive nonlinear geometric effects are not represented in either [K] or_.
Consequently, both RIGID FORMAT4 and RIGID FORMAT13 will underpredict the
nonlinear geometric effects on structural response. These formats will
predict higher rotor speeds for impending structural instabilities. Solutions
obtained by using either of these FORMATSwill be more unconservative than
those obtained by using RIGID FORMAT1, Case (3).

6. Nonlineaer Geometric Solutions Independent of Load Path - The total
deformation for his approach is given by

2 -I
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Equation (23] will predict infinite [U_if

'0]" Qo = 0 (24)

Equation C24) has the form of an eigenvalue problem and, therefore, will cause
equation (23) to predict infinite displacements when

Q$. _2 (25)

or when the rotor speed (i_) equals any of the natural frequencies (w) of the
structure. Equation (17) will overpredict the nonlinear geometric effects on
structural response as well as impending structural instabilities.
Consequently, the results will be overly pessimistic.

7. Summaryof the Notation used in this Appendix

ii I global stiffness matrix
global mass matrix

spatial position (structure geometry) vectorglobal displacement vector
x,y,z global coordinates

increment
_-_ rotor speed

natural frequency

Subscripts

F final
d differential
i increment (solution step) index
j summation index
o initial
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PREDICTION OF BEAD AREA CONTACT LOAD

AT THE TIRE-WHEEL INTERFACE USING NASTRAN*

C. H. S. Chen

The BFGoodrich Company

SUMMARY

An attempt has been made to theoretically predict the bead area contact

load at the tire-wheel interface using NASTRAN. The application of the linear

code to a basically nonlinear problem results in excessive deformation of the

structure and the tire-wheel contact conditions become impossible to achieve.
Therefore a "psuedo-nonlinear" approach was adopted in which the moduli of the

cord reinforced composite are increased so that the computed key deformations

matched that of the experiment. Some numerical results are presented and are
discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Ever since the pneumatic tire was made to be mounted on a wheel, the

problem of defining the loads on the wheel due to contact between the tire

bead region and the wheel has existed. This information is very much needed

in wheel design. Because of the extremely complex nature of the problem, it

is not surprising that there is no published theoretical work dealing with this

subject. With the introduction of the finite element method, an approximate

numerical solution to this problem can now be obtained. Although NASTRAN is

not the best program for this purpose, it was available and I explored the
possibility of using it to determine the bead contact pressure at the tire-

wheel interface. In modeling the tire, the axisymmetric solid of revolution

element with triangular cross section (TRIAAX) was selected for two reasons.

i. The TRIAAX element takes either isotropic or orthotropic material.

The modeling of a composite structure such as a tire can be made

realistically.

2. The TRIAAX composite element can handle an axisymmetric structure

undergoing nonaxisymmetric deformation under nonaxisymmetric loading
by the technique of Fourier series expansion. Simulation of a loaded

tire is thus possible.

The tire and wheel for a Boeing aircraft were used in the present study.

In setting up the model, I assumed that the wheel is completely rigid and will

not undergo deformation. This simplified assumption eliminated the need for

simultaneously analyzing the tire and wheel. Thus, I dealt with a tire sitting

on a rigid support which has a well defined profile. This approach was adopted

* The author wishes to acknowledge The BFGoodrich Company for the permission

to publish this paper.
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partly because the wheel, which is not an axisymmetric structure, is best
modeled by the three dimensional solid element. But the solid element can
not be connected to the axisymmetric ring element. Also, if the deformation
of the wheel were small, then the error due to the rigid support assumption
should be negligible.

ANALYSES

Tire Modeling

Figures 1 and 2 show the finite element model of the tire. In this model
the sidewall rubber and the majority of the inner liner rubber were neglected
for simplicity. It should be noted that a rather crude tire model was used as
the stress analysis of the tire was not my objective. The tire was divided
into a number of regions according to the material type and carcass ply
construction. These regions were:

rubber region : mostly in the tread area, assumed to be isotropic
finishing strip: along the tire wheel contact, assumed to be isotropic
carcass : various laminate constructions of Rylon cord reinforced

fabric, assumed to be orthotropic
beads : assumed to be orthotropic/transversely isotropic

Data from the tire specification were used to calculate the cured carcass
angles which were used in calculating the elastic properties of the unidirect-
ional composite. The composite properties were calculated by use of Halpin-Tsai
equation (ref. 1). The transformation rule (ref.1) was then applied to obtain
the bias ply properties.

Loadings

An inflation pressure of 1.10xi06 Pa (160 psi) was always applied along
the inner carcass line. The tire under a vertical load of 22224.9 kg (49000
lb.) was simulated by applying a uniform contact pressure of 1.17x10O Pa (170
psi.) to the following regions (refer to Figure 1) which are determined from
tire foot print diagram.

From ring to ring
I 2 -24.6 @(degree) 24.6
2 5 -24.72 24.72
5 7 -25.39 24.39
7 9 -23.71 23.71
9 11 -21.96 21.96
11 13 -18.7 18.7
13 15 -8.48 8.48

Bead Fit

The tire diameter is customarily made slightly smaller than the rim
diameter so that when the tire is mounte_ on the wheel the interference fit
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will prevent air leaks. In the present study the interference fit was
simulated by subjecting the bead to a temperature drop of 12.78°C (55°F)
which produced about a 12% compression of the material between the bead and
the rim.

Nodal Contact Force

Since NASTRAN does not give the SPC as well as MPC forces for TRIAAX
element under nonaxisymmetric loading, a post-processing subroutine was written
to compute the nodal contact forces at the tlre-wheel boundary. Using DF_P
alter, the Fourier coefficients of the nodal forces for each element along the
boundary are extracted. This was done only for those nodes on the boundary.
The subroutine then summed up these coefficients over all the elements which
share the common node. Finally the Fourier expansion using those added coef-
ficients gives the nodal contact force at any location along the circumference.

Boundary Condition and Solution Criteria

In Figure 2, the tire-rim contact boundary starts at nodal ooint 129 and
ends at nodal point 142. Fixed point or free boundary condition can be assumed
for any of the points from 129 to 142. Sliding boundary condition can be
ass_ed for those points lying on "flat" surfaces. A sliding boundary implies
that movement of the point is allowed but the point must stay on the defined
surface. This can be achieved by using MPC if the slope of the surface is
known. The criteria for an acceptable solution were:

1. Compressive or negligible tensile contact forces at points where the
tire remains in contact with the wheel surface.

2. No reaction forces at all points which lift off the contact surface.

3. No boundary point can "sink" below the contact surface and into the
wheel.

Since NASTRAN has no contact problem capability, a trial and error process of
adjusting boundary conditions at contacting nodal points might be necessary in
meeting these requirements.

Difficulty in Linear Analysis

For the element I used, only a linear solution is available from NASTRAN.
Therefore, when the Ioadings were applied, they produced excessive tire defor-
mations. The growth in the crown diameter of the inflated but unloaded tire
and the deflection of the inflated and loaded tire were much larger than in tire

experiments. This excessive deformation exerted unrealistic requirements on the
boundary points. In the case of the loaded tire, the excessive deformations
made satisfaction of the solution criteria practically impossible. In order to
resolve this problem, an increased moduli approach was adopted.
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Increased Moduli Approach

The increased moduli approach may be justifiedby the following argument.
The inflation pressure in a tire produces a pre-stressed condition and that
stresses due to mambrane action may cause a considerable decrease of displace-
ments as the structure undergoes geometrically nonlinear behavior. Therefore,
since the majority of the load is taken up by the cords in a cord/rubber com-
posite, it seemed logical to increase the moduli of carcass plies. To force
the NASTRAN linear solutions at the crown point to fit the experimental data,
the following multiplication factors had to be applied to the carcass moduli:

Multiplication Factor
Inflation only 10
Inflation and loaded 3

NUMERICAL RESULTS

NASTRAN solution using increased moduli were obtained for the following
four boundary conditions. In all the four cases the "acceptance" criteria were
met. Referring to Figure 2, the four cases were:

Case 1. All nodal points from 129 to 142 were fixed in the r and z directions.

Case 2. Nodal points 129 to 133 were fixed in the r, z directions. Points 134
to 142 were allowed to slide.

Case 3. Nodal points 129 and 132 to 142 were fixed in the r, z directions.
Point 130 and 131 were allowed to slide.

Case 4. Nodal points 129, 132 and 133 were fixed in the r and z directions.
Points 130, 131 and 134 to 142 were allowed to slide.

In the above, r and z are the radial and axial coordinates repectively.

Only a very limited number of results will be presente_. Figure 3 shows
the radial and axial contact force profiles under a 1.10x10 Pa (160 psi.)
inflation pressure for case 1. The contact pressure loading profile was axi-
symmetric for this loading case. The obtained contact forces are in the unit

of force per linear length in the circumference. In general, all four cases
show substantially similar load variation. Points 130 and 131 are exceptions
when they are allowed to slide on a frictionless surface. The results also
shoe that the radial load has the highest peak under the inner bead and the

lowest peak under the center bead. The axial load is highest at the tip of the
flange (point 129). At point 129 the radial load was also appreciably high
(about one half that of axial load). Figure 4 shows the nonaxisymmetrical load
distribution when the tire is inflated and loaded. Both case 1 and case 2 are
shown for node 136 which is under the center bead. For case 1, Figure 5 shows
the load distribution in the bead re_ion at the center of the contact patch
when the tire is inflated to 1.10x10U Pa (160 psi.) and loaded to 22225 kg
(49000 lb.). The radial loads under the beads at the center of the contact
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zone were highest for the center bead and lowest for the inner bead. However,
as we move away from the center of the contact zone, the difference between the
peaks becomes smaller. Both radial and axial loads at the flange tip (point
129) are of a high magnitude as has been observed in the inflation case.
These resUlts are purely theoretical and have to be checked by experiment.
The soundness of the increased moduli approach has not been verified.

REFERENCE

I. Jones,r.m., Mechanics of Composite Materials, McGraw-Hill Boo_ Co., 1975.
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ON ELASTIC-PLASTIC ANALYSIS OF AN OVERLOADED BREECH RING USING NASTRAN

P. C. T. Chen

U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command

Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory

Benet Weapons Laboratory

Watervliet, NY 12189

SUMMARY

The piece-wise linear analysis option of the NASTRAN code was used to

analyze a photoplastic model for sliding breech mechanism. A two-dimensional

finite element representation for the breech ring was chosen and the material

was made of polyearbonate resin. The aluminum block was regarded as rigid and

the width of contact was assumed to remain unchanged during loading. The

displacements and stresses in the breech ring were obtained for loading in the

elastic as well as plastic range. The maximum tensile stresses before and

after complete unloading were obtained and compared with numerical and

experimental results.

INTRODUCTION

In guns with a sliding breech mechanism, breech ring failures have been

observed originating from the lower fillet in the vicinity of the contact

region. The observations indicate that high tensile stress produced by stress
concentration at the fillet was responsible for the failure. In order to

reduce the chance of failure and extend the fatigue life, an exploratory study

was initiated on the autofrettage of a breech mechanism. The technique is

based on the production of beneficial residual stresses through coldworking to

counteract the high operating stresses induced by firing.

A photoplastic model made of aluminum block and polycarbonate ring was

designed (ref. i). The maximum fillet stresses for an elastic load, as well

as an elastoplastic load, were determined experimentally. Residual stress

resulting from removing maximum test load was calculated. Two numerical

investigations of the photoplastlc model were made by using NASTRAN (ref. 2)

and a different finite element program (ref. 3). The latter numerical results

are in good agreement with the experimental data in the elastic as well as

plastic range of loading (ref. 4).

This paper describes the NASTRAN analysis of a photoplastic model and

gives an assessment of the NASTRAN code. The NASTRAN results for the maximum

tensile stress are determined as a function of loading beyond the elastic

limit. The loading range in which the NASTRAN program can be applied has been
determined. Beyond this range, the values for the maximum tensile stress and

the residual stress are estimated and compared with other numerical (ref. 3)

and experimental (ref. i) results at the maximum load level.
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MODELAND LOADING

A two-dlmensional photoplastlc model of aluminum block and polycarbonate
ring was designed (ref. i). The breech ring made of 0.12 inch thick LEXAN
plate and the top of the ring was fixed. This material has a Poisson's ratio

of 0.38 in the elastic state and a limiting value of 0.5 in the plastic state.

The stress-strain (o-s) curve for LEXAN can also be described by the modified
Ramberg-Osgood equation in the following form

E_/o B = o/o B + (3/7)(O/OB) n for oA 4 o _ oc (I)

and the values of five parameters are E = 325 Ksi, n = 11.5, oA = 6.2 Ksi,

oB = 8.7 Ksi, oc = 9.576 Ksi, where E is Young's modulus, n is a parameter,

oA is the proportional limit, oB is the secant yield strength having a slope

equal to 0.7 E and oc is the flow stress at which the slope of the stress-
strain is zero.

Figure 1 shows a finite element representation for one half of the breech

ring. The other half is not needed because of symmetry. There are 224 grids

and 189 quadrilateral elements in this model. The grids i through 8 are

constrained in x-direction only while grids 233 through 240 are held fixed.
The top portion of the breech ring is omitted because this is believed to have

little effect on the maximum stress information near the lower fillet. In

fact this belief has been confirmed by obtaining the elastic solution for

another finite element model with additional 70 quadrilateral elements in the
top portion. The differences between these two models for the maximum tensile

and compressive stresses are 1.3%, 3.3%, respectively. The aluminum block is

regarded as rigid and the load is transmitted to the ring through contact.

Initially the block is in full contact with the ring. As load increases, a

gap develops in the central portion. The width of the central gap under the

full test load of 572 pounds is observed experimentally to be about five
inches. NASTRAN program in its present form cannot be used to determine the

width of contact and the force distribution as functions of loading. In this
numerical investigation, several contact conditions are chosen and assumed to

remain unchanged during loading.

ELASTIC SOLUTION

Since the width of contact and the force of distribution are not to be

determined as functions of loadings, eight contact conditions under different

prescribed displacements or forces are tried. The displacements and stresses
in the elastic range for all cases are obtained. Three cases are under

uniform prescribed displacements; case i at nodes (33,41,49,57), case 2 at
nodes (49,57,65), and case 3 at nodes (57,65,81). Five cases are under

prescribed forces; case 4 (20,50,30 ibs.) at nodes (49,57,65), case 5 (63.13,

36.87 ibs.) at nodes (57,65), case 6 (I00 ibs) at node 65, case 7 (50,50 ibs.)

at nodes (65,81), case 8 (12.5, 25,25,25,12.5 ibs.) at nodes (57,65,81,89,97).
It is interesting to find out that the location of the maximum tensile stress
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is in element 155 for all cases and agrees very well with the experimental

observation. The constraint forces for the three cases under prescribed

displacements are calculated. If the total contact force F is I00 pounds, the

magnitudes of the maximum tensile stress for 8 cases are 1801, 1847, 1869,

1842, 1840, 1853, 1873, 1916 psi, respectively. It should be noted that the
stresses in the NASTRAN program are calculated at the centroid of each element

but only one principal stress at the force boundary can be measured. The
experimental result for the maximum tensile stress at the fillet 2222 psi per

I00 pounds of load in the elastic range. For the purpose of comparison, the
boundary stress is determined by extrapolation using the calculated results

for those elements along the radial direction through element 155. This is

shown in Figure 2 for case 4. It seems that the numerical result agrees very

well with the experimental data in the elastic range of loading.

The stress outputs of the NASTRAN program are Ox, Oy, Txy, _, 01 , 02, Tm

at the centroid of each element where Ox, Oy, Txy are the stresses in element
coordinate system (x,y); _ is the principal stress angle; oI and o2 are the

major and minor principal stresses; and Tm is the maximum shear. Since our
stress results are stored on tape, we can retrieve them to calculate the

octahedral shear stress (_o), the effective stress (Oo) , the stresses in

global coordinate system (_x,-Oy, and _'xy) and we can also calculate the
residual stresses after complete unloading from various stages of loadings.
The formulas for the above calculations are

To = (_/3)O o = (Sx 2 + Sy2 + $22 + 2Txy2) I/2 ,

Sx = (2ox - Oy)/3 , Sy = (2Oy- Ox)/3 ,

Sz = -(o x + Oy)/3 , 0 = e - _ ,

ox = 1/2(o I + 02) + 1/2(o I - o2)cos 28 ,

Oy = 1/2(o I + o2) - 1/2(o I - o2)cos 28 ,

_xy = - i/2(O1 - o2)sin 2 8 (2)

where _ is the angle of the global coordinate system with respect to the

element coordinate system.

ELASTOPLASTIC SOLUTION

Only two of the eight contact conditions considered in the elastic range

have been extended into the plastic range. They are case I under prescribed

displacements and case 4 under prescribed forces. RIDIG FORMAT 6 of the

NASTRAN Code is used in both cases. However, for problems under prescribed

displacements, the DMAP sequence should be slightly modified. The maximum

contact displacement at grid points 33, 41, 49, and 57 is set as 0.089 inch.

This magnitude is to be reached in 15 incremental steps defined by PLFACT
card. Since no actual applied forces are involved, a dummy force card
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together with its related information should be provided. The contact force F

is the sum of the vertical components of the constraint forces under contact.

The results for F at the first 12 load levels are 203, 265, 324, 353, 382,

411, 439, 467, 490, 512, 533, 544. The NASTRAN program stops at load level 13

with the error message - "stiffness matrix singular due to material plastic-
ity". The relation between the contact force and the contact displacement is
almost linear as shown in Figure 3. We have examined the stresses in all ele-

ments and the results show that the maximum tensile stresses occur in element

155. This location remains unchanged as load increases. Therefore, we plot

the stresses in this element as functions of loading history as shown in Fig-

ure 3. At F = 544 pounds, (oi, o2, Oo) = (10750, 1656, 10025) psi in element

155. Since the NASTRAN program stops at load level 13, it fails to give any
information for loading larger than 544 pounds. However, it does show that

the stresses in element 155 remain unchanged after the contact force F reaches

533 pounds. The residual stresses after complete unloading from various

stages of loadings are calculated and these results for oI in element 155 are

shown also in Figure 3. The residual stress oI is still in tension if unload-
ing from the early stages of loadings. This is undesirable. If the contact

force is larger than 533 pounds, then the residual stress decreases. The

octahedral shear stress To is used to determine the size of the plastic zone
under various loading levels. The plastic zone at F = 544 pounds is shown as
the dark area in Figure i.

We have also obtained an elastoplastic solution for the problem under
prescribed forces at nodes 49, 57, and 65. The distributions of forces at

these three points are assumed to be 20, 50, 30%, respectively. We have

applied the forces of F = 240, 300, 350, 400, 450, 500, 524, 548, 572 pounds.

The NASTRAN program stops at the last load level with the error message -

"stiffness matrix singular due to material plasticity". It is interesting to

observe that when the contact force increased from 524 to 548 pounds, the

stresses in element 155 remain unchanged and the values for oi, o2, Oo, are
10603, 1562, 9914 psi, respectively. We may make a conjecture that a constant
state of stress in element 155 is reached after the contact force reaches 524

pounds. The results for the stresses (oi, o2, To) in element 155 as functions

of contact forces are shown in Figure 4. The residual stresses after complete
unloading from various stages of loading can be calculated and the results for

o I are also shown in Figure 4. For the purpose of comparison, this problem

under the same loading conditions has been solved using a different finite

element program (ref. 3). The results for the maximum tensile stress oI and
the residual stress oI are shown by the dotted lines in Figure 4. The results

are quite different from those based on the NASTRAN program. The residual

stress o I is element 155 after unloading from maximum test load (F = 572 ibs.)

is about zero based on the NASTRAN results as shown in Figures 3 and 4 while

the other numerical result (ref. 3) is about 2000 psi in compression.

It should be noted that the stresses in the finite element programs were

calculated at the centroid of each element but only one principal stress at
the boundary was measured. The values of the maximum tensile stress at the

fillet based on the experimental approach are 2222 psi at F = I00 pounds and

9300 psi at F = 572 pounds. For comparing with experimental results, the
boundary stress is determined by extrapolation using the calculated results
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for those elements along the radial direction through element 155. This is

illustrated in Figure 5 for the fourth case of contact condition using the

computer program in reference 3. Four curves are plotted in Figure 5 and they

represent the major principal stress for four load levels. The residual

stresses after complete unloading are determined by assuming that the

unloading process is purely elastic. Our numerical results reveal no reverse

yielding. As seen in Figure 5, a satisfactory agreement has been reached

between the experimental and numerical results (ref. 3 and 4). The NASTRAN

result for the maximum tensile stress in the elastic range is 2220 psi for a

force of I00 pounds as shown in Figure 2. Assuming that the maximum tensile

stress at F = 572 pounds is 10600 psi, the residual stress after complete

unloading is estimated to 2100 psi in compression and the experimental result

is 3400 psi in compression as shown in Figure 5. There is a definite need to

improve the NASTRAN program for stress analysis in the plastic range

especially under large values of loadlngs.

CONCLUSION

A numerical study on a photoplastic model for sliding breech mechanism

has been made by using NASTRAN program. The location and magnitude for the

maximum tensile stresses have been determined for loading in the elastic as

well as elastoplastic range. In the elastic range of loading, the numerical

results are in good agreement with the experimental data. In the

elastoplastlc range of loading the NASTRAN program can be used only up to a

certain load limit. Beyond this limit, the values for the maximum tensile

stress and the residual stress after complete unloading can only be estimated.
The comparisons with other numerical and experimental results indicate that

further investigation on the NASTRAN program is needed for problems involving

large plastic deformation.
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FINITE ELEMENT SOLUTION OF TORSION AND OTHER 2-D POISSON EQUATIONS

Gordon C. Everstine

David W. Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center

Bethesda, Maryland 20084

SUMMARY

The NASTRAN structural analysis computer program may be used, without

modification, to solve two-dimensional Poisson equations such as arise in the

classical St. Venant torsion problem. The nonhomogeneous term (the right-hand

side) in the Poisson equation can be handled conveniently by specifying a

gravitational load in a "structural" analysis. The use of an analogy between

the equations of elasticity and those of classical mathematical physics is
summarized in detail.

BACKGROUND

A computer program like NASTRAN has such wide-ranging capability and
versatility that it can be applied in areas other than those for which it was

specifically designed by drawing analogies between the equations which NASTRAN

solves (e.g., the equations of elasticity) and those of other application

areas. For example, before NASTRAN had an explicit heat transfer capability,
Mason (Ref. i) described ways to solve two-dimensional heat conduction

problems using the standard structural capabilities. Later, it was shown

(Ref. 2-4) that NASTRAN could be directly applied to certain fluid-structure

interaction problems such as underwater vibrations and shock. More recently,

it has been shown (Ref. 5) that general purpose finite element computer

programs can be used, as is, to solve various scalar field equations such as

the wave equation, the Helmholtz equation, Laplace's equation, Poisson's

equation, the heat equation, and the telegraph equation, as well as mixed

field problems (such as coupled structural-acoustic problems) which involve

these equations. It was, in particular, shown how to specify the elastic

constants, boundary conditions, and applied loads to solve problems involving
these equations.

The use of the analogy developed in Ref. 5 will be sum_narized in detail

and illustrated for the classical problem of torsion of prismatic bars, which

requires the solution of the two-dimensional Poisson equation.

THE ANALOGY

Many linear problems in mathematical physics involve the solution of an
equation obtained by specializing the general form
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V20 + g = a 0 + b 0 (i)

where V 2 is the Laplacian operator, dots denote partial time differentiation,

the functions g, a, and b are, in general, position-dependent, and the unknown

scalar function 0 depends on both position and time.

Special cases of Equation (i) arise in such diverse applications as heat

conduction, acoustics, electrical and magnetic potential problems, torsion of

prismatic bars, potentiJal fluid flow, and seepage through porous media.

Several common special cases are listed here:

Laplace's equation: V20 = 0 (2)

Poisson's equation: V20 + g = 0 (3)

wave equation: V20 = _/c 2 (4)

heat equation: kV20 + q = p c 0 (5)

telegraph equation: $20/_x2 = LC _ + RC 0 (6)

Helmholtz equation: V20 + k2 0 = 0 (7)

The Helmholtz equation is the time-harmonic form of the wave equat$on.

Most boundary conditions likely to be encountered in connection with

Equation (i) will probably be special cases of the general form

aI _0/_n + a2 0 + a3 0 + a4 _ + a5 = 0 (8)

where n is the outward normal at the boundary. For example, in heat

conduction problems, a boundary with a prescribed temperature function 00
satisfies the Dirichlet condition

0 = 00 (9)

and a perfectly insulated boundary has the Neumann condition

30/_n = 0 (i0)
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In free surface flow problems, the linearized free surface condition on the

velocity potential is (Ref. 6)

<D+ go i,Z= 0 (11)

where go is the acceleration due to gravity, the free surface is the plane
z=constant, and commas denote partial differentiation. In radiation problems,

the one-dimensional (plane wave) radiation condition that the velocity

potential must satisfy at a non-reflecting boundary is

¢ + ¢/c = 0 (12)
,n

where c is the wave speed.

An example of a boundary condition not of the general form of Equation

(8) is the condition which must be satisfied at an accelerating boundary of a
fluid

.0

p + p u = 0 (13)
,n n

where p is the fluid pressure, O is the mass density, and _ is the outward

normal component of fluid particle acceleration, n

According to the analogy (Ref. 5) between Equation (i) and the Navier

equations of classical elasticity, Equations (i) and (8) can be solved with

elastic finite elements using the following procedure:

i. Select one of the three Cartesian components of displacement (or the

z-component in cylindrical coordinates) to represent the scalar field variable

i. Constrain all other displacement components everywhere in the field.

2. Model the domain of interest (either 2-D or 3-D) with finite elements

having material constants satisfying

E = _ G , O = a G (14)
e e e e

II II

where a is the variable appearing in Equation (1), and E , G , and Pe
denote the Young's modulus, shear modulus, and mass densit_ asslgnede"to the
finite elements on the material card (MAT1 in NASTRAN). The subscript "e"

has been added to emphasize that these constants are merely numbers assigned

to the elements and may bear no resemblance to any actual material porperties

associated with a particular application. The dimensionless constant _ in

Equation (14) should, for 3-D problems, be chosen large enough to make _+i
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numerically indistinguishable from _ (Ref. 5). For 2-D problems, _ should be

small, but not so small that i+_ is numerically indistinguishable from unity.

Thus, on most computers (Ref. 5),

10 5 (2-D) (15)= 1020 (3-D)

The shear modulus G can be selected arbitrarily (Ref. 5). The finite

elements eligible f_r use in the model are those derived from classical

elasticity theory rather from the engineering theories involving beams,

plates, or shells. Thus, for 2-D problems, the plane stress membrane elements
(such as QDMEMI or TRIM6 in NASTRAN) are appropriate. For 3-D problems, the
solid elements (such as IHEXi or TRAPRG in NASTRAN) should be used.

3. Apply to the unconstrained degree of freedom (DOF) at each grid point

in the region a "force" given by

F = G g V (16)
e

where V is the volume assigned to the point and g is the function appearing in

Equation (i). For problems for which the function g in Equation (i) is

independent of position (as, for example, in the classical St. Venant torsion

problem), this load may be specified conveniently by applying to the
"structure" a gravitational field for which the acceleration due to gravity

go satisfies

Pe go = Ge g (17)

4. Connect between ground and the unconstrained DOF at each grid point

in the region a scalar dashpot (e.g., DAMPI in NASTRAN) whose damping constant
(the ratio of damping force to velocity) is G bV, where b is the functione

appearing in Equation (1) and V is the volume assigned to the point.

5. Enforce the boundary condition (8) by applying to the unconstrained

DOF at each grid point on the boundary of the region a "force" given by

F = -G A (a2 _ + a3 _ + a4 _ + a5)/al ' al # 0 (18)e

where A is the area assigned to the point. (In general (Ref. 5), the outward

normal derivative _I/_n is enforced at a boundary point by applying a

"force" to the unconstrained DOF at that point equal to Ge A _@/_n A

positive force corresponds to a positive outward normal derivative.i In
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Equation (18), the a2 term is analogous to a scalar spring of constant

GeAa2/al connected between the point and ground. The a3 term is analogous

to a scalar dashpot of constant GeAao/al connected between the point and

ground. The a4 term is analogous to°an_added mass of value GeAa4/a I attached
to the point. (Here, one should probably use a consistent, rather than

lumped, formulation since Zarda and Marcus (Ref. 6) showed that the
differences between the two are not insignificant for free surface flow

problems.) The a5 term is a time-independent force given by -GeAaq/a I. As
expected, the special case of the Neumann boundary condition (i =D)• : . . _n .
corresponds to the traction-free boundary in elasticity and hence is a

natural boundary condition. The Dirichlet condition (_=_0) is implemented
merely by enforcing the desired value as a "displacement" boundary condition.

EXAMPLE: TORSION OF PRISMATIC BARS

A simple example involving the torsion of prismatic bars can illustrate

the use of the structural analogy. The stress distribution over a non-

circular cross section of a twisted bar is determined by finding the stress

function #(x,y) which satisfies the two-dimensional Poisson equation

V21 = - 2 G O (19)

in the cross section and is zero on the boundary. The stresses of interest

are obtained by differentiation:

T = _qb/_y, T =- Sqb/$x (20)xz yz

In Equation (19), G is the shear modulus of the bar, and 0 is the angle of

twist per unit length. The torsional constant J for the cross section is
given by (Ref. 7)

J = (2/G0) fA idA (21)

The specific cross section considered here is the equilateral triangle

of altitude "a" (Figure i). (This is not the same "a" that appears in

Equation (i).) For this region, Equation (19) can be solved in closed form

(Ref. 7) to yield

qb= - GO [(x2+y2)/2 - (x3-3xy2)/2 a - 2a2/27] (22)

Along the x-axis, the stresses are obtained from Equation (20) as
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T =0 (23)xz

T = 3GO (2ax/3 - x2)/2a (24)yz

The maximum stress occurs at the middle of the sides of the triangle (x=-a/3);
hence

T = G e a/2 (25)max

The torsional constant is obtained by substituting Equation (22) into

Equation (21):

j = a4/15_ (26)

For the numerical experiment, the following parameters were chosen:

a = 0.09 m

G = 80 GPa

0 = 0.04 rad/m

Although symmetry would require modeling only one-sixth of the triangle, the

upper half was modeled with the finite element mesh shown in Figure 2. The
element used (NASTRAN's IS2D8) is the standard two-dimensional, eight-node,

quadratic, isoparametric, plane stress membrane element available in many

finite element structural analysis computer programs. In the NASTRAN

implementation (Ref. 8) used for this example, nodal stresses are computed
by extrapolating from stresses computed directly at the Gauss integration

points. When two or more elements are connected to a given point, the nodal
stresses obtained for the various elements are averaged. A 3x3 array of Gauss

points was selected.

Since i was represented by u, the x-component of displacement, all other

degrees of freedom at each node were fixed.

According to Equations (14) and (15), the elastic material properties of
each element were chosen as

G = i , E = 10-5 (27)
e e

Equation (19) is a special case of the general form (i) with
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g = 2 G 9 , a = b = 0 (28)

Hence, from Equation (16), we must apply a "force" to each node given by

F = 2 G @ G V (29)
x e

(This example shows why it is important to distinguish between Ge, the "shear
modulus" specified on the data card for the element, and G, the actual shear

modulus for the bar.) This body "force", which is proportional to the volume
assigned to each node, is most conveniently specified as a gravitational load,

particularly when a consistent, rather than lumped, loading is desired. Since

a gravitational field applies the load P g^V to each node, where P is thee u .

element mass density and go is the acceleratlon due to gravity, itefollows

that pe and go must be specified so that

Pe go = 2 G 9 Ge = 6.4 (30)

Thus, since both constants are otherwise arbitrary,

Pe = i , go = 6.4 (31)

The element thickness is arbitrary since both the "stiffness" matrix and the

"load" are proportional to it.

The actual stresses T and T given by Equation (20) may be obtained
X_ _

using the two-dimensional stress-strain law for plane stress elasticity

I'x}[1-Ii]luluxdyy -I i v (32),Y

, 4- vdxY y ,x

where the elastic constants of Equation (27) have been used, and v (the y

component of displacement) is everywhere constrained to zero. Hence, since

is represented by u,
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I _ = U = _

XX ,X ,X

= -u = -_ (33)
yy ,x ,x

_xy u ,Y ,Y

That is, the stresses designated by the finite element program as _xy and _yy
(in the global coordinate system) correspond, respectively, to Txz and Ty z,
the shear stresses of interest.

The finite element calculation of the torsional constant using Equation

(21) requires the numerical integration of the stress function i over the

cross section• For a finite element mesh having N grid points, this integral

can be approximated by

N

J = (2/G0) Y li A.m (34)
i=l

where qbi is the value of i (the solution) at point i, and A. is the areaI

assigned to that point The area A. can be easily obtained from the applied
• . , "1 .

"load" vector, since a gravitational field applies a force F. at point 1
1

given by

F. = 0 go t A. (35)

where t is the element thickness. Thus,

N

J = (2/G e 0e go t) Y qbi F.l (36)
i=l

where the summation is equal to the dot product of the finite element solution

vector and the applied force vector• In NASTRAN, the calculation of J can be

made using a simple DMAP ALTER, which is listed in Figure 3. Since, by

symmetry, only half of the cross section was modeled, the result obtained

using Equation (36) must be doubled to account for the unmodeled half.

The complete NASTRAN data deck used to solve this problem (including the

ALTER to calculate the torsional constant) is listed in Figure 3. The

coordinate system used for the grid point locations has been translated

30 mm to the left relative to the coordinate system shown in Figures i and 4.

The finite element solution thus obtained is compared to the exact

solution computed from Equation (24) in Figure 4, which shows a plot of the

shear stress Ty z along y = 0 plotted as a function of x. The finite element
curve was smoothed slightly by fitting a B-spline curve through the nodal

stresses (Ref. 9, i0). The agreement is clearly excellent. The torsional
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constant obtained by NASTRAN was 252.2 cm_, which differs by about 0.12% from
the exact value of 252.5 cm_ calculated using Equation (26).

For this particular example, a heat conduction analogy could also be

employed. However, for programs like NASTRAN whose heat conduction capability

does not allow for convenient specification of uniform heat sources over 2-D

elements (the thermal analog of a gravitational field), the user would have

the burden of specifying at each point a heat input proportional to the area

assigned to that point. For irregular meshes and those modeled with
isoparametric elements (for which consistent loads are needed), this burden
is substantial.
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Figure I - Torsion of Triangular Prism

Figure 2 - Finite Element Mesh for Triangular Cross Section
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A NEW CAPABILITY FOR ELASTIC AIRCRAFT AIRLOADS VIA NASTRAN
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ABSTRACT

A new Direct Matrix Abstract Program for NASTRAN has been written that
calculates internal stresses and airloads for a flexible wing. The difficulties
encountered in interfacing the doublet lattice solution to the aerodynamic
problem to the finite element solution to the structural problem are discussed.
A brief numerical example is included.

INTRODUCTION

This paper describes a new capability to calculate aircraft airloads

including airframe flexibility effects. The primary motivation for this capa-
bility is to provide load vectors for large, whole aircraft structural models.
By using the large model itself, the construction of an intermediate or secon-
dary aircraft model is avoided. The use of existing aerodynamic and structural
capabilities in NASTRAN avoids a requirement for external storage of the large
amounts of data. This procedure has been implemented in a new Direct Matrix
Abstraction Program constructed from the Static Analysis and Flutter Rigid
Formats, augmented by a new module.

The problem at hand is to find the deformed shape of an aircraft under
static unknown airloads given a point in the sky, a structural model and an aero
model. This is a fluid-structure interaction problem since the aero forces
change with the structural deformation and the deformation changes with the
aerodynamic loads.

Solutions to such problems are required in several areas of structural
analysis and design. Preliminary design of an aircraft requires repeated solu-
tions based on simple models as the form of the aircraft is finalized. A

second example is Damage Tolerance Analysis which typically requires an analysis
on a much larger scale. In this process, safe crack growth lives are predicted
based on internal stresses for the structure under service loads.

* Assistant Professor of Aeronautics
** Graduate Student
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Current solution practices for this interaction problem are of two kinds
due largely to the state of early development of the capability. Several
design codes exist which are capable of solving this problem as a subset of
their general stability and control capability. Typically such codes use
simplistic models and theories to minimize the problem size and solution time.
This is in line with the iterative and tentative nature of the design work
itself. When faced with the large scale problem of calculating whole aircraft
internal loads, analysts must resort to the use of multiple computer codes.
Usually a large aero code and a large structural code are run iteratively,
with data conversion programs run in between. This process is slow and tedious
and requires considerable engineering expertice and program development.

As structural and aero computer analysis techniques mature, new computer
codes are becoming available that are capable of solving the complete large
scale interaction problem internally. This paper describes the alteratinn of
NASTRAN, an existing code which is capable of both types of analysis separately,
to include the analysis of a deformable wing under airloads.

Present NASTRAN Capabilities

Several rigid formats exist which are pertinent to this particular form of
fluid-structure interaction. The Static Analysis Rigid Format is useful for
calculating structural deformation using a given load vector but includes mini-
mal load generation capability. The Flutter Rigid Format calculates airloads
but presumes harmonic motion in the natural modes. Similarly, Transient Aero-
elastic Response analysis is carried out in the frequency domain. Although
nearly all the building blocks of elastic airloads determination seem to be
present, no one rigid format will work.

On the module level, the specific capabilities from these rigid formats
are available. The static structural solution and case control modules form the

basis for the new program. Complex valued airloads at a given frequency are
available by several theories which are useful here at zero frequency. Inter-
polation by splines exists in the flutter rigid format where it is used to map
the structural displacement vector to displacements at the aerodynamic grid
points. Lastly, several modules exist for post solution recovery of structural
and aerodynamic data.

Interfacing Problems

Using such widely differing theories for the structure and the fluid
creates various problems at their interface. This is due to the different
physical variables represented in the two regions. Therefore, the node spacing
will be different in these regions and subject to different construction guide-
lines. Furthermore, the nodal unknowns will be different which causes most of
the difficulty in representing the interface continuity conditions. The nodal
unknowns in the structural region are displacements and the equations represent
force equilibrium at the nodes. In the aero region, the unknowns are flow
singularity strengths and the equations represent no flow through the wing
surface.
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Continuity is required in both the interface forces and the interface
displacements and is the source of the interaction between the two problem
regions. Simply stated, the fluid pressures must be converted to a structural
load vector and structural displacements must be input to the aerodynamic
theories as boundary motion.

The second of these is done by mapping the structural displacement vector
into displacements defined at the aerodynamic points. This process is aggravat-
ed by the differences between the structural model and the aerodynamic model.
For example, only the primary wing structure may have been modelled or the
structural boundary conditions may be approximate and unsuited to the aero-
dynamic calculations.

Interfacing in the reverse direction requires mapping the aerodynamic
pressures given at the aerodynamic points into a structural force vector. This
necessitates the construction of an area matrix and the handling of pressures
on the unmodelled secondary structure. A primary concern will be the preserva-
tion of the total load and moments through the transformation.

The tremendous capabilities of NASTRAN will introduce several interfacing

difficulties. For example, the available aerodynamic theories have varying

degrees of freedom and planform coverage. The degree of planform segmentation

in the mapping of pressures to forces will have a large influence on bookkeep-

ing and programming. Aerodynamic bodies can generate center line loads or

surface distributed pressures and must be interfaced to either shell or beam

structural bodies. Management of the mapping of pressures from several wing

panels and an aileron to the wing box will be complicated by the lack of second-
ary structure in the model.

Capabilities of the New DMAP Sequence

The primary goals of our efforts were the implimentation of a calculation
loop, control of the loop termination and demonstration of the module communica-
tions and sequencing.

Realization of the sequence requires the construction of a new module
containing all assumptions about the transformation of pressures to forces.
The module is invoked once outside the loop and builds the transformation
matrix and several recovery matrices. For the present work, the module has
been simulated by user supplied, and externally generated, data blocks. As a
result of the many interfacing problems, the sequence is limited to a wing
along in each of the structural and aerodynamic models. The planform of the
structural model must match that of the aerodynamic model. This is easily
accomplished with crude extensions of the structural model.

As stated, the new DMAP has been constructed from several rigid formats.
Although only a brief summary of the program can be given here, a complete
listing is included as an appendix. The problem initiation follows the Static
Analysis Rigid Format with the addition of the calculation of the airloads
from the Flutter Rigid Format. This includes construction and decomposition of
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the structural stiffness and construction of the aero influence coefficients.

The new module which will calculate the transformation from aero pressures to
structural loads has been temporarily replaced by user supplied data blocks and
a few matrix operations. A new control loop has been created to repeat the
calculation of zero frequency airloads for the current displacement vector,
create the structural load vector and calculate new displacements by back sub-
stitution into the decomposed stiffness matrix. Since the displacements repre-
sent increments due to the elastic airloads, the loop terminates when the
displacement norm goes to zero approximately. Post processing includes calcula-
tion of total load coefficients as a well as normal data recovery from the
Static Analysis Rigid Format.

The primary results provided by the new program are the structural dis-
placements and the aerodynamic pressures. The post-solution recovery includes
the lift coefficient and pitch and roll moment coefficients. All standard
structural recovered data such as stresses and member forces are available.

A Numerical Example

The results for a simple three dimensional wing at Mach 0.2 and 2 degrees
angle of attack are presented to illustrate the fluid-structure interaction
problem at hand and the capabilities of the new sequence.

The structural model (Fig. I&2) consists of three spars with caps and
webs and membranes for upper and lower surface coverage. The aerodynamic
model (.Fig3) is a uniform 7 x 9 grid of boxes based upon the subsonic doublet
lattice method run at very nearly zero frequency.

The main calculation loop consists of repeated back substitution into the
decomposed aerodynamic influence equations and structural equilibrium equations.
The loop terminates when the displacement vector norm does not change to some
tolerance. Table I presents an example of the norm convergence.

Final tip chord displacement and representative chordwise and spanwise
pressure distributions are presented in Fig 4, 5 & 6.

Conclusion

This new NASTRAN capability will allow use of a large structural model in
the construction of its aerodynamic load vector. The determination of stresses
to the full detail of the model and the avoidance of the construction of an

intermediate model are additional benefits. Since the very capable and widely
supported NASTRAN program is used, no new programs or languages are needed.
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Loop Norm

I 20.069

2 .92205

3 .09327

4 .00920

5 .000837

6 .000094

Note:

Maximum change in displacement for the last pass was -2.347 x 10-6

Table I. Convergence of the Displacement Norm
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Figure 1. WING MODEL



Figure 2. WING MODEL, EXPLODED VIEW
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APPENDIX A

LEVEL 2,0 NASTR.AH rJMAp COHPILER - SOURCE LISTING

O_TIONS IN EFFECT: GO _RR=2 NOLIST NOOECK NOREF NOOSCAR

1 BEGIN 3

2 GPI GEOMI_G:OH2_/GPL.pEOEXIN_GPOT_CSTH_BGP_Tp_IL/V_N_LUSET/ V_Np
NOGPDT

3 SAVE LUSETIN_GPgT

CONO ERRORI_OGP_T

5 GP2 GEOM2_E_FXIN/_CT $

6 PARANL PCDB#/C_N_PRFS/C_Nt/C_N_/C_N_/V_N_JUHPPLOT

7 GP3 GEOH3_E3_XI_ipGEOM2/_GPTTIVpN_NOGRAV $

6 TA1 ECT_EPT_GPOT_SZLjGPTT_CSTHIESTpGEI_GPECT_/V_N_LUSET/ V_N_
NOSI_P/3_N_I/V_N_NOGENL/VpNpGENEL $

9 SAVE NOGENL_OSTMPtGENEL $

t0 COND EPRORt_O_Ho $

11 PARAM //C __t _D/V_ N_ NOKGGX/C_N_ 1/C _N_ g

12 PAPAM /IC_N_A3OIV_N_NOHGG IC_N_IC_N_O $

13 EHG EST_ _STM _HOT _OET _GEOM2_/KELM _KD ICT_ MELM_ MOIC_ __#V _N_NOKGGX/ V_
N_NOPGGfC_N_IC_N_/C_N_IC_Y_COUPMASSIC_Y_PB_R/C_Y_PROD/ C_Y_
CPOU_DltC_Y_CPQUAO21C_Y_CPTRIA1/C_Y _CP_RZA21C_Y_CFTUBE/ C_Y_
CPQDPLT/C _Y_CPTRPLT/C_Y _CPTRBSC

t_ SAVE NOKGGX_qOHGq

15 COND JMPK_GX_NOKGGX $

t6 EMA GPECTtK)ICT_KELH/KGGX_GPST $

17 LABEL JHPKGGX S

18 COND ERRO_I_OHGG

19 EMA GPECT_H_I_T_MELM/MGG_/C_N_-t/C_Y_WTHASS=I.O $

20 COND LGPW_G_D_NT

21 GPWG BGPDT_C_TH_XIN_HGGIOGPWGIV_Y_GRO_NT='L/C_Y_WTMAS$ $
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LEVEL 2.0 NASTRA'_ rlM_,P COHPILER - SOURCE LISTING

22 OFP OGPNG_99 _9//V_ N_CARDNO :_

23 LABEL LGPWr_ $

2h, EOUIV KGGX_KG;/NO_ENL t $

2=3 COND LP.LIItN3qENL S

26 SMA3. GEI t/KG; Y/_/_ N 9LUSET/VpN pNOGENL/C _N_-I $

27 ADD KGGXgKG;V/_GG $

Z8 LABEL LELlt $

29 PARAH //C_HgM='q/V_N_NSKZPICIN_OIGpN_O $

30 PARAH //C_N_SJq/V9 N_ OESINT/C_ N_O/C_N_ I $

31 PUFGE 9BBBB_DtJE_D2JE/DESINT

3Z PARAH //C _Nt M=>Y#VpN _NOCAP,BER/G pN_1/C pY_ZCAMB=- 1 $

33 PURGE CAHBER/qr_CAMqER $

3/_ GPk CASFCCp3_'-OHb,_FQ£ XII_ j GFDT j BGPOT_CSI'H/RG_ 9USET9ASF-T/V 9 N_LUSET/
t/9N_ HPC-"!1.4V9N_ V.PCF2/V_N 9SZNGLE/V 9N_ OHIT/V 9N9 REACT/V tN_NSK_'P/VI
N_REPEAr/v_N_NOSETIV_N_I_OL/V_N_NOAIC_Y_SU3ID $

35 SAVE MPCF/tM_P, FZ_SINGLE_OMITpREACTpNSKIPgREPE_,T_NOSEI_NOL_HOA $

36 GPSP GPL_GPSr_US£T_SIL/OGPST/VpN_NOGPST _

:37 SAVE NOGPST _'

38 COteD L,_L4_ NO-;PST ,_

39 OFP OGPST_, 9_//V_N_CARONO $

=ill LABEL LPLh. $

/._1 EQUIV _GG_KNN/fl_C_l/HGG _MNN/HPCFI $

_Z CONO LPL2t MP_I=t

_3 MCE1 USET_RG/GH

_._ MCE2 USET _,,_%KGG 9MGG9 ._/KNNpHNNp_ $

I_ LABEL LBL2 $
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LEVEL 2,0 NASTRA_ DHAO CGMPILEE - SOURCE LISTING

66 EOUIV KNN9EFFr SINGLF:./MNN_MFF/SINGLE $

k7 COND LBL3_SIqGLE
t

1_8 SCE1 USETt KN_I9HNN9_/KFF9 KFSp _HFF __ $

49 L AI_EL LBL3 _

58 EOUIV KFF_KAA/OHIT/ HFFpHAA/OHI"T $

51 PURGE GO/OMIT

52 COND LBL_OMIT

_3 PARAN /IC_N_P_,_CIVgNpPREC $

5_ VEC USETIVI'_N_ICgN_OIC_NpA $

_ PARTN KFF_¥p/KOOp 9KOAt KAAB $

56 DECOMP KOOILOO_LI.OO/CgNp:LIC_NpOIVgN_HT. NDIVgNpDET/V_NpNDET/VpNgST:NG $

57 SAVE MIND_DEr_NO_.T_SZNG $

58 FBS LOOpI._OOpKOAIGOIC_N_:LICpNg-:tlVp_NgRRECIV. pNgPREC $

59 MPYAD KOAt _O_<AAB/KAA/CgNp 1/C 9N pl/C_ N _lfVgN_ P_EC $

60 SMP2 USET_GO_HFF/HAA $

61 LAPEL L_L5 $

62 COND LBLe _RE_P,T

63 RBHGI USET _KA_ _M_ IW_LL_KLR_ KRR _HLL _MLR _PRFP,$

6_t RBMGZ KLL/LLL_ $

65 RBPG3 LLL _ _L_ Ko _I r_M

66 RBMGW DH_HLL __LR_'4_.R/MR $

67 LABEL L".Lg $

68 OPO I)YNAMI,q._9GOL _SIL 9USETIGPLD_ SILO tUSETO_ TFPOOL _99 _p_.EI_ EODYN/V_
_LUSET/V _.q_LUS_TO/V _K_NgTFL/V_ N_NO OLT/V_ N_HOPSDL/V _H_NOFRL/V_
N_NOKLFr/V_,N_I',IOTRL/V_ N=,NOEEO/C _N=,t_31V _N_NOUE

69 SAVE LUSETD_qOUE_ NOEED
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LEVEL ZoO N_ST_A_ (_f,_ CONPILER - SOURCE LZSTZNG

70 CONO £RROR2_qO_-_-O ._

71 EDUIV GO_GgO/q hU_/GH,GMD/NOUE $

72 READ t_AA_HAAgMRpr_M_FTEO_USETpCASECC/LAHAgPHIA_MI_OEIGSfC_NpMODES/V_Np
NEIGV $

7'3 SAVE NEIGf $

74 OFP OEIGS_L_ _4_,__9_//V_ Nt CARDNO $

75 COND ERPOR_9'_EZ.SV $

]'6 MTRXZN CASECCp_ATPOhL _EQDYNp_TFPOOL/K2PP_M2Pr>_B2PPlV_N_ L USETD/V_N_
NOKZPP/¢ 9N_NOH2PP/V _1_pNOR2PP _

7/' SAVE NOK2PPgNOM2_Pt NOB2PP

78 EOUIV H2PPtM21r'_INOS, lB2PP_B2ODlNOA/K2PP_K2DD#NO_, $

79 GKAD USETI_tG'__,SO99p__K2PP_ M2PP _B2PPI ___GHO_ GOD 9K?OD_ M2 DO_,B2DD/CpN_
CMPLEV/_ _N_qZSP/C9 N_MODAL/C _N_O, O/CgN_ _, b/C_ N_._, _/V _N9NOK2PP/_/_
NgNOM2P:_IV_;gNOB2PP/ V=,NgtiPCFIIV_N_SINGLEI'V_H_O_;IT/V_NtNOUEIC_
N9-11C_ 9-11 C_Np-1/CgNg-1

80 GKAM USETP_r_4ZA99LAHA_OIT_P2DO_B20r)_KZDD_CASE3_3/HHH_BHH_KHH_A.AAA/V9
N_NOUE/39 Y_LMODES={./C9Y_LFR EO=O,/C9 YgHFRE('_='3,/VpN_ NOM2PP/V_N _,
NOB2PP/V _N9Nf_K2PP/V_N_NONCUP/Vt N_FMODE/C _YtKDAMP $

8t SAVE NONCBP_-"MO.9-'.

8Z ADD AAAAAtC_Hg_-PI°HIDH/C_Y_AOAP=(I,0fOoO)/C_Y_BETA=(1,090,(:) $

8,3 APD EOT_E_DYN_EP,T _BGPD'I _SIL D_USETD_,CSTHt GOLD/Ef)A E_09 ECTA__GPA_5ILA _
USET_ _S:_LI ._'T-._AEl, O_ACPT_FLIST pCSTMA_GPLI__S1L$ A/V _N_NK/V _N_N3/V
N_LUSET_/Vgr]_ _QV $

8_ SAVE NK_NJ_LJS_TA _90V $

85 PAP.AH IIC_N_M_YIVgNgPFZLEIC_NgO/C_Np:t

86 CONO • SKPPLT_JUMO°LOT $

87 PARAM IIC_N_H;_Y/V_NgPLTFLG/C_NtOICgN_I S

88 PLTSET PCD_:Q_,_O_E'CTA/FLTSETA_PLTPARAgGPSETSA_ELSETSAIV_N_NSIL%/V_N_
JUMPPLOr $

89 SAVE NSILt_JUMPPLOT $
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LEVEL 2, (} HASTPA4 9'_ COttP]LEk - SOURCE LISTINS

90 PRTHSG PLTSETA // ._

91 COND SKPPLT 9JIIH_LOT $
f

92 PLOT PLT FARA_GPS_TSA_ ELSETSA 9CASECC_ 6GPApEQAERO_ 9_p_/PLOTX2/V_N_
NSIL1/VgN_LUSET_/VpN_JUM_PLOT/V_N_PLTFLG/V_NgPFILE $

93 SAVE PFILE_ J'JMPPLOT_PLTFLG $

94 PRTMSG PLOTX2 f/ $

95 LA_EL SKPPLT ,_

96 CONO ERROP,Zp',IO_E'n $

97 GI SPLINE_JSET 9_STI_A_GPA_SIL p tGM_GO/GrKAfVtN_NK/V_NpLUSET

98 PARAM !ICpI_ASF)IVtH9OESTI_.YICoNp_,/CoN_L! $

99 AHG AERO_ILC_TFAJJL_SKJpDIJKpOZJK/VpN_NK/VpNp_J/V_N_DESTRYI $

100 SAVE FJESTRY

191 PARAM //C _N_SJ_/V_N _WE_/C_Np O/C_ N_I $

102 TRNSP GTAKT/GrAK

t03 EOUIV 01JK_ CP) M/r)E_INT

10_ ADD SAStCPP4ITHAIC_Y_ALPHA=(L,9_O,O)/C_Y_ET_,=(-I,O_[,,O)

105 MPYAO TMA_SKJ_/TTA_ !C _N91/C_N _1/0 _N_O/CoN 91 $

106 MPYAD TTSAS_G_ _Ko/T_TAP/CpN_ O/CpN 9t4C _NtO/C9 N_ 1 $

_,_J7 ADD TSTAP _Bnr_=JO/T_:TAIC _Y_(_CIC_Y _BET A= (O,_3_I],_) $

108 wIPYAO AIDMT_TrAA_/_TMA/C_N_IlC_N_IlC_N_,/C_N_t $

109 HPYAO TTAA_VT_ A9IT V_AIC _N_{IC_N_ IIC tN_/C _N_1 $

11.0 MPYAD TTAAt VT'_At/TVEHA/C _N_[/C_N_ 1/C t NpU/C _N_1 $

111 PARAH //C _t_ Aqr)/v9 N9 XOHHL/C_N 91/C pN_0 9

t12 AMP AJJL_ SA'_9f)1.)K_02JK _GTK'A_PHIDH_ DIJ_ D2JE_ USET D_ AEPO/f_HHLIt QKHLI _
_3HJLI/VpN_NOUE/VpN_XOHHL/V_YpGUSTAERO=.L $

113 SAVE XqHHL $
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LEVEL 2og NASTRA_ _H_D COHP_LER - SOURCE LISTING

11_ HPY_O CPPHpOK4LIplOKKKZIC_N_ilCgN_IIC_N_fJ/CpNpL $

115 HPYAO TSTAt QKKK_ p/_G/C _N9 _/Cp Np 1/C_N_ O/C9 N91 $
!

116 PARAHR //C _NpH:_Y/V9 N _ RCARE_/V9 Y 9RC/V; Y _R_R._A $

117 PARAMR //C _N_ M_Y/V_ Ny OAREA/VgY _ WAREA/V _YpQ $

tt8 PARAHR //C pN_ M_Y/V9 N_ QRCAREA/V 9N 9RCAREA/VpY 9_ $

119 HPYAO GTAK_CJK<KZglFLFLICgN_I_ICpNpllC_N_O/C_N_I $

120 HATPRN f_KKKI_ ELrLp _ 9// $

121 GPh, CASECC_;F"JH'_gF.QEXZfJ_GPDT_BGPOT_CSTH/RGgY_gUSET_f_SET/V_NgLUSET/
V_N t MPC" l/V_ 4_ HFCF2/V_N 9STNGLE/V9 N9 OM/T/Vp N9 F,EACT/V _N 9NSK_LP/V_
N_REPEArlV_H_NOSE'_/V_N_NOLIV_N_NOD, IC_Y_SU_ZD $

122 SAVE MPCFt_M_F:_S_NGLE_OMIT_REACT_NSKIP_REPE_,T_NOSET_NOL_NOA $

123 CONO ERRORg_'_OL •

12_1, PARAM IIC_M_A_IqlV9N_NOSRIV_Ng_ZNGLE/V_NpREACT $

125 PUP,GE KFR_ KLR_ nRg")M/REACTIGHIMOCFIlGO_KOOpLOO_PO_UOOV_RUOVIOMITIPS_
KFS_KS_;t_T.NGLE/QG/NOSR $

t26 CONO LBLI_ _G__N_L $

127 GPSP GPL_GPST _IISET_S'tL/OGPST,fV_N_NOGPST :_

128 SAVE NOGPST

129 COND LBLIk_ N3G_.S 'r ,_

130 OFP OGPST999 pgll

13t LABEL LBLlk

t32 EOUIV _GG_ _NN/HPC_I $

133 COND LBL_5_H_C_2 •

13_ HCE1 USET_Rq/G_

13_J MCE2 USET_GH_ KGG_ 9 _/KNN _ _ _ $

t36 LABEL LBL15 $
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LEVEL 2,B NASTRA_ DH_P COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING

138 COND LBL 16 _S[ NGLF:-$

139 SCE1 USETt KN_I__9/K_F_ KFSp KSS _ t t $

140 LABEL LI_L16 $

lh,1 EOUZV KFF_AA/OMIT $

tk.2 COND. LBLI?_, 0'_IT •

lh,3 SMP1 USET_KF'-9_t/GO_KAA_KOOpLOOt_t'_ $

t6_, LABEL LBL1T $

165 EqUZV KAAt _LLIREAP_T $

166 CONO LBLIB_R'ACT

I_7 RBPG1 USET_KA_/KLL_KLR_KRR_t $

1_8 LABEL LBL18 $

1h.9 _BPG2 I<LL/LLL ._

1_0 CONO LBL19 pR."ACT

151 RBt'G3 LLL_ KLR_K_.R/DM

t52 LABEL LBLI9 $

t53 COPY PG/PGI/) FSIHT $

154 PURGE ULVI_UO_VZ/_WEQ $

15_ PURGE PSI, r}RI/IWE_ $

1_6 JUMP LOOPTOP $

t57 LABEL LOOPTOP

158 CONO FINZ_t E'.O0 _ $

159 SSG2 USETt GM,YSp K_S pGO_OM_FG/Q_ PO_PS _PL $

160 SSG3 LLL_KLL9 °L 9LO0 _KO0 _PO/PHIOH 9UO0V_P.ULV_RUOV/V _N_OHIT/
V _Y_ZRE_:-I/V_ N9NSKIP/V pN_EPSI $

161 SAVE EPSI

L62 CONO LBL2_ _I_,F.S $
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LEVEL 2o[_ NASTRA_ DH_ CGMPILER - SOURCE LISTING

t63 HATGPR GPLt tlSET _SZLt RULV//CpN_ L

16k MATGPR GPL_tlSF.Tt,_;T[L_RUOVIIC_NpO $

165 LAP.EL LBL2{' e,,

't66 ADD PH'rI1R_I.ILV_/tYL VT $

L67 ADO ps_PSZ/=_1"T 't

$68 ADD UOOV=,U03VZIHOOVT $

169 COND LgL3_,tR_ACT '_'

170 ADO r_FpORI/3 PT

:tTt LAPEL LPL3U t

$72 PARAH !IC_N_AnqlV_N_Xf_HHLICpN_IlCpN_C'

t73 AHP AJJL9 SA__3t JK_ D2 JK_GTKA _PHIDH_ Oi JEpO2JEp USETD_AERO/OHHL jQKHLt
I}HJLfV_ _ 9NOI)_/V_ N_XOHHL/V pY 9GUSTAERO ,_

t74 SAVE Xf)HHL $

175 MPYAD CPPM_QK'IL_Iqw'KKICtFplICpNtLIC_'N_OICtN_t $

L76 MPYAO TSTI_pQKKK_IPG!CtNt_ICpNpllC_N_'OIOpN_I $

17_ AOO pG_pGI/_GT e

178 ADO OKKKpOKKKIIqKKKT $

t79 HPYAD PHIOHtP-I_OH_ITNORVICgNg:LIC_NtIIC,_k_/_,_N_I $

180 PAFA PL TNOFVI!3tNgDH'_IC_N_IlC_N_I/VpN_SQVN $

18t PARAMR /IC_N_S3_TIV_N_VNSPIV_Np$(3VN

18Z PR.TPARH //C_Nt n/P,_Nt VNSR

183 PAPAMR IIC_tI_LTIVgH_CHLOOPIV_N_VNS_<IC_Y_ELOOPFIf/V_N_FLAG $

18_ _OND LBL.=-;[ t _'LAq _'

_.85 PAEAN IICtlt_A'!_IV_NpI, HEt31CtN_OIC,_N_'I.. $

186 PURGE ULVI_PSI _UOhVI/IWEO $

t87 COND LBL 3t _R'-.ACT '_
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LEVEL Z,O NASTRA_ D_A_ COMPILER - SOURCE LISTING

t88 PURGE QRI/IWE'_

189 COPY rIRT/ORItO__SZNT $

t90 LABEL LRL3t ,_

lgt COPY OKKKT/f}KKK_[/OESZNT $

192 COPY ULVTIULVI/q_RINT $

193 COPY PGT/PSIt N_R_NT

194, COPY PSTT/PSI/rlESI"NT $

195 COPY UOOVI/U') OvI/r)ESINT $

t96 REPT LOOPTOP_t(1 $

t97 LABEL L_-LSP $

t98 HATPRN QKKKTttlLVT_// $

199 PARAM /tC_W_tAr)OIVpNgNSKZPIC_NpOIC_N._:I $

200 JUHP RECOVERY $

201 LABEL RECOVERf ¶

202 SDRi USET_PGT_IILVT_UOOVT_YS_GOpGM_PSTTpKF'S_KSSpQRTIUGV_PGGgQGI
V _N_I','SKTOlC pN_ST AT_'CS $

2Q3 PARAM IlC_NtA_OIVtN_NSKII_/C_N_ilC_N_i $

Z04 PERT RECOVERY_t $

205 GPFOR CASECCpJ_,V_ K_LM_ KDICT _ECTpEOEXI N_GPECTgPGG_9GIONR GYI_ _)GPFBI/
C_N_STAI"!CS "_ "'

206 OFP ONRGTI_3G_F'9! _ __ _// $

207 SOR2 CASECC_3_TH_ MPT_OlT _EOEXIN_,SIL, GPTT_ EDT_BGPDT, _ G_UGV_EST_
XYCDP _P'SG/O° GI _OOGI _OUGVI _OES:_._O_FL _PUGVI/C _N_,ST ATICS/V_N_,
NOSOFT2=-I $

208 SAVE NOSO_T2 e

_09 COND LBL21_ N_SORT2 $

210 SOR3 OUGVI_O_r.,i_OnGI_OEFL_OESI_IOUGVZ_OPG2_OI3SZ_OEF2_OES2_ ,3
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LEVEL 2°{_ NA_rRAq r)H_P COHPZLEF - SOURCE LISTING

21t OFP OUGVZgO=G2pOqG2_OEF2_OES2p//VpN_GARONO $

212 SAVE CARD_IO _;

f
21:3 XYTRAN XYCDF_O} G2 _OqG2_ OUGV2 _0ES2_ OEF'2/XYPLTTI{3_Np IRA N/(_pN_PSET/V pN_

PFILE!V9 NgCAPJINO $

214 SAVE P_ItEt C_RONO

215 XYPLOT XYPLTT/t $

216 JUMP OPLOT ?

217 LABEL LBL2t $

218 OFP OUGV]._0:_Gt _OnGlp OEFI_OESt _/ fVt'H j CA.RONO$

219 SAVE CAROHO

220 CONO P2p JUMP_LOT ,_

2Z1 LABEL OPLOT $

222 PLOT PLTPAR_ ; PSET_ ELSETSICAS£CC _BGPOT_EqEXIN_SIL _ PUGV1_ _GPECT_OESI t
PLOTX2/V wNJN_JTL/Vp N_LUSET/VpNpJUHPPLOT/Vp N_PLTFLG/V_N_PFZLE $

223 SAVE PFZLE $

224 PRTMSG PLOTX2/f

225 LABEL P2

226 MPYAD ATHAtGKV:KTplTFACPIG_N_ICpN_IICtNtOIC_t,I_I $

227 PAR,_HL TFACPII_N_OH'EIC_N_IlC_N_IlV_N_CLAA $

228 PAEAMR I/C _N_r)IV/V_N_ CLACP/V_ N _CLAA/V_ Y _WAREA" £

229 MPYAO TVEMe,_ r_K_<KT,/TMACP/C_ N_1/C, N_1/C _N_0/C _N_ :L $

23_ MPYAO TVEKA_ qKKKT9/TRACP/C_N_ 1ICON _1/C _N_0/C pN_ 1 $

23t PAP.AHL TM_CP/139NgDHT.IC_NgL/CpN911VgNpACHA $

Z32 PARAHL TRACPII3_N_gMT. IC_N_IlC_N_IlV_NgAP, RA $

233 PARAMR IIC_N_DTVIV_N_CMACPIV_N_ACHAIV_N_RCAR_A _

231t PARAHR /ICtN_OIVIV_N_CRACPIV_NpACRA/V_N_RCAR_A
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LEVEL 2.0 NASTRA9 nHAo COHPILER - SOURCE LZSTZNG

235 HPYAD VGLStPGr_ITFSGPIC_N_ZlCpNpltCpNpOICpN_I $

236 PARAHL TFSGPII_NgDHTIC_N_IlCpN_L/VpN_ACLS $

237 PAFAHR //C_N_n_V!V_CLSGP/V_N_CLS/VgNp_AREA $

Z38 HPYAO VGHS_P_rg/FH_GP/C_NpI/CpN_/C_N_/CpN_L $

239 HPYAO VTH,_HSSOplTHSGP/CgNpllC_N_ltC_Np_/C_Npl $

Z_O HPYAO VTRpFHS;P_IT_RGPICgN_t/C_N_IICjNg_/CgN_L $

2_1 PARAHL THSGPII3_N_OHZICpN_I/C_Np1/VpN_QACHS $

2_2 PAK_HL TRSGP//39Np_H_/C_N91/C_N_L/V_Ngq_CRS F

2_3 PARAHP IIC_N_O_VlVgN_CHSGPIV_NpOACHS/V_NgORCAREA $

2_ PA_AHR IIC_H_O_VIVgN_CESGPIV_N_ACRSIV_N_QRCA_E_ $

2_5 PRTPAPR //C_N_OIC_NpCLACP $

2_6 PRTPARH //C_R_OI_N_HACP $

Z_7 PRTPARH IIC_N_OI_NgC_ACP $

Z_8 PRTPARR //C_N_O/C_N9CLSGP

2_9 PRTPARH //C_O!CgNgCHSGP $

250 PRTPARN I/C_N_/C_NgCRSGP $

251 JUMP FINIS t

Z52 LAEEL ERROr2 t

253 PRTPARM I/C_N_'_YC_H_FLUTTER $

25_ LABEL E_RCR1 e

255 PRTPARH I/C_p-t/CgN_FLUTTER $

256 LA_EL ERRO_k

Z67 PRTPARR //C_H_-_/C_N_FLUTTER $

ZSB LABEL ERROR9

259 PRTPARM //C_N_'3/C_N_TATZCS $

260 LA_EL FINIS $

26t END $
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NASTRAN ON THE HEP

W. KEITH BROWN
RPK CORPORATION

ATHENS, GEORGIA

SUMMARY

Preliminary plans for the conversion of NASTRAN to DENELCORVs Hetero-

geneous Element Processor (HEP) are presented. First, a brief history of

computer architecture is discussed. This will provide the reader an appre-
ciation for the architecture of the HEP Computer System. Second, a description

of the HEP Computer System is provided. Lastly, the preliminary NASTRAN con-

version plans for link management, I/O management, memory management, and code

optimization are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

The HEP was developed by Denelcor, Inc., and is based on a multiple

instruction, multiple data stream architectural design. This design concept

is compared in this paper with earlier architectural designs that are based on
a single instruction, single data stream concept and on a single instruction,

multiple data stream concept. The basic components of the HEP are described

and include the Process Execution Module (PEM), the Data Memory Module, and the

support processors, all of which are interconnected by a high-speed data switch
network.

The conversion plans address the question of a multiple program design

versus a single program design. The different I/O subsystems required in

NASTRAN are briefly described and memory management of open core on the HEP is

also discussed. Lastly, various functional modules and utilities are desig-

nated as candidates to be converted for parallelization.

COMPUTER ARCHITECTURES

The first computers executed a single instruction that operated on a

single piece of data. This type of architecture is referred to as Single

Instruction, Single Data Stream (SISD) and is shown in Figure i. Use of "look

ahead" capabilities helped the throughput of SISD computers but "look ahead"

fails to be useful for programs with many test and branch instructions. The
next architectural design to be developed is referred to as Single Instruction,

Multiple Data Stream (SIMD). This design allows for a single instruction to

process multiple data simultaneously. This is shown in Figure 2. A new design

concept in computer architecture has been developed and is referred to as

Multiple Instruction, Multiple Data Stream (MIMD). This design allows for

different instructions to execute in parallel and to operate on different

pieces of data simultaneously (see Figure 3).

The HEP is based on a MIMD architecture. A program may take advantage of

this capability during execution by establishing processes that may execute in

parallel. To allow for interprocess communication, each data memory location
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has not only a value but also a state associated with it. The state may be

"full" or "empty". Before data can be stored, the state of the data memory

address must be "empty". Similarly before data can be read, the state of the

data memory address must be "full". Arbitration of memory is handled by hard-
ware and does not effect the execution of unrelated instructions.

HEP COMPUTER SYSTEMS

Figure 4 shows the basic components of the HEP computer systems. The Pro-
cess Execution Module (PEM) is comprised of memory units, control units, and

function units. There may be from 1 to 16 PEMs in one HEP Computer System.

The memory unit is divided into three parts (see Figure 5) consisting of pro-

gram, register, and constant memories. All memories of the HEP are comprised
of 64-bit words. Program memory ranges from 32K to I024K words, with a single

error correcting and double error detecting (SECDED) capability (see Reference

i). There are 4096 words of constant registers and 2048 general purpos e regis-

ters. A PEM is capable of processing up to i0,000,000 instructions per second.

A PEM can also process up to a maximum of 16 tasks (or jobs) and up to a maxi-
mum of 60 user and 60 supervisor processes simultaneously (see Reference 2). A

process is equivalent to a program on a SISD computer. A task is a complete
user job that may be comprised of many job steps.

"A PEM supports multiple processes by time-multiplexing its control and
execution hardware. Each process is periodically given a chance to execute an

instruction; the logic of the PEM is pipelined so that several processes are in

different phases of instruction execution at any moment. A user may create and

terminate processes dynamically without operating system intervention. A mini-
mum of eight processes are required to keep the PEM execution logic fully occu-

pied, and to achieve i0 million instructions per second. ''I

The function unit performs the operations required for executing instruc-
tions.

The Switch is a network of programmable nodes used for transmitting

messages and data among the PEMs, data memory, and the peripheral subsystems
(see Reference 2).

A Data Memory Module contains 32K to I024K words, SECDED. There may be a

maximum of 128 Data Memory Modules per HEP Computer System or a maximum of 128

* 1020K = 131,072K words.

The I/O Cache component is established to buffer data from mass storage
devices that have relatively slow transfer rates to the Switch.

The External I/O component provides the interface between mass storage

devices and the Switch.

NASTRAN CONVERSION

The conversion of NASTRAN to the HEP will be done by a two phase develop-

ment approach. The first phase is to get NASTRAN executing on the HEP without

optimization for parallelization. The second phase is to optimize NASTRAN for
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parallelization. Phase one includes the program management design, the I/0

management, and memory management. Phase two includes co_erting designated
utilities and NASTRAN functional modules for parallelization. Further consi-
deration is required for this phase.

LINK MANAGEMENT

HEP can have a range of 32K to I024K words for program memory. Since

program memory contains only code and not data, two approaches are being con-
sidered for installing NASTRAN. The first approach assumes that NASTRAN will

be developed on the HEP as one program and the second approach assumes that

NASTRAN will be developed as multiple programs that dynamically chain them-
selves.

One Program Concept

The CDC, VAX, and UNIVAC versions of NASTRAN have 15 programs that dyna-

mically chain themselves. The programs are referred to as link i, link 2, ....
link 15, respectively. On the UNIVAC, each link has an instruction bank

(I-Bank) and a data bank (D-Bank) of memory. Comparison with the UNIVAC is

convenient since the UNIVAC I-Bank contains instructions of the program and

serves the same purpose as program memory on the HEP. Furthermore, each

assembly language instruction on the UNIVAC requires one word af memory and
this is true for the HEP also. The total accumulative 36-bit word sizes of the

I-Bank and D-Bank for each of the UNIVAC links are shown in Table i. The com-

bined lengths of the I-Banks for all links is 1,259,509 words. Approximately,

38000 words of code are common among all links. Consequently, approximately
727,509 words are required for NASTRAN to be one program. A question to be

addressed is what is the minimum amount of program memory a user should have on

his HEP in order to execute NASTRAN. Assuming a one program version of NASTRAN,

then approximately 296,491 words of the maximum program memory available remain

for future expansions to NASTRAN. For comparisons, the subsonic and supersonic

aeroelastic capability installed required approximately 65,000 words of program
memory and the substructuring capability required approximately 90,000 words of
program memory.

One other point to be made is that the HEP loader will be required to

process over 1500 subroutines and approximately i00 labeled common blocks.

Similarly, it can be seen from Table 1 that the total length of the

D-Bank is 673,508 words. Approximately 25000 words of memory are common in

each of the links and consequently, 323,508 words of data memory is necessary.

This is a maximum because the D-Bank will contain data that may be part of the
HEP Data Memory Module or the HEP constant registers. These estimates do not

include allowances for open core.

Multiple Program Concept

A multiple program concept will be similar to the CDC, VAX, and UNIVAC

versions. Each program will be a link for conformity and ease of maintenance.

This design concept eliminates the need for large amounts of program memory to
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be available on the HEP for NASTRAN. The HEP program sizes should be compar-
able to the UNIVAC link sizes.

I/O MANAGEMENT

NASTRAN may require up to approximately 60 external files to be assigned

during a given execution. It may be possible that up to approximately 16 files

may be opened simultaneously. Use of most of these files is done through

machine dependent I/O. NASTRAN has the following I/O subsystems that support
these files:

i. Generalized I/O subsystem (GINO)

2. Matrix packing/unpacking subsystem (PAKUNPK)

3. Substructure I/O subsystem (SOFIO)

4. General purpose plotter I/O

5. Standard Fortran read, write and punch capabilities

Figure 6 shows the relationship of the various I/O subsystems to the

NASTRAN functional modules. All modules use the GINO subsystem. Only selected

plotting functional modules use the plotter I/O subsystem and only selected
substructuring modules use the substructure I/O subsystem. All matrices to be

stored and read are referenced through the PAKUNPK capability that packs and

unpacks matrix data. PAKUNPK is a preprocessor to the GINO I/O subsystem.

GINO Subsystem

Tables 2 and 3 provide a list of the subroutine interfaces required in the

GINO subsystem. Each of these subroutines must be designed for the HEP version
of NASTRAN.

PAKUNPK Subsystem

Table 4 provides a list of the subroutine interfaces required in the

PAKUNPK subsystem. Each of these subroutines must be designed for the HEP
version of NASTRAN.

Substructure I/O Subsystem

Substructure I/O is implemented through the use of Fortran direct access

I/O on some of the versions of NASTRAN. In Figure 6, the code that does the

I/O is labeled as HEPSIO. HEPSIO must be designed and built.

Plotter I/O

NASTRAN currently only supports the NASTRAN general purpose plotter capa-

bility. The I/O requirement for this capability is processed through a direct

buffer read and write type of I/O. This must be built on the HEP by making use
of the HEP Fortran BUFFERIN and BUFFEROUT statements.
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MEMORY MANAGEMENT

Open core is working storage for NASTRAN functional modules. On all ver-

sions of NASTRAN, except the VAX version, open core allocation is based upon

the memory allocation provided by the user in his JCL. The larger the alloca-

tion requested for memory in the JCL, the larger the allocation for open core.

The VAX version has all open core defined by a single labeled common block that

can be dimensioned as needed. The same concept is recommended for the HEP
version.

OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES

Table 5 shows candidate utilities for conversion to parallelization. In

addition to these, specific functional modules, such as the eigenvalue extrac,

tion module and the element matrix generator and assembler, are to be analyzed

for conversion. Further study is to be done in this area.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The HEP Computer System is designed for fast throughput and the ability to
solve large and complex problems. The conversion of NASTRAN to the HEP that

has been discussed in this paper will be a great asset to those who are poten-
tial users of the HEP.
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Link I-Bank D-Bank

1 98976 133436

2 78344 34150

3 48994 25648

4 61664 23476

5 89738 45291

6 71593 26512

7 67978 25501

8 128814 80430

9 98258 29667

i0 70292 25594

II 95959 29263

12 40382 25680

13 124516 75576

14 45726 43908

15 129275 49376

Total 1259509 673508

Common to Each 1-Bank is 38000

Common to Each D-Bank is 25000

Table I. Level 17.7 UNIVAC I and D-Bank Allocations

(in 36 Bit-Words)
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Entry Point Description

BCKREC Positions the requested file backward one logical record

CLOSE Terminates activity on the requested file

EOF Writes an end-of-file on the requested file

FILPOS Positions the requested file to the stated position

FWDREC Positions the requested file forward one logical record

GETURN Fi_d_ the unit reference number fo_ the requested file

QOPEN Initiates activity on a requested file

RDBLK Reads a physical block from the requested file

READ Reads a logical record or part of a logical record from

the requested file

RECTYP Determines the type of logical record at which the

requested file is positioned

REWIND Rewinds the requested file

SAVPOS Saves the current position of the requested file

SKPFIL Positions the requested file forward or backwards a
stated number of files

WRITE Writes a logical record or a part of a logical record

to the requested file

WRTBLK Writes a physical block to the requested file

Table 2. GINO Subsystem Non-Matrix Interfaces
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Entry Point Description

ENDGTB Terminates processing a string furnished by GETSTB

ENDGET Terminates processing a string furnished by GETSTR

ENDPUT Terminates processing a string furnished by PUTSTR

GETSTB Returns the pointer to the last element in the string

GETSTR Returns the pointer to the first element of the string

PUTSTR Allows for writing a string directly into the buffer

Table 3. GINO Subsystem Matrix Interfaces
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Entry Point Description

BLDPK An initialization call required for each column to be

packed

BLDPKI Supplies a single element of the column to be packed

BLDPKN Terminates processing of a column

INTPK An initialization call required for each column to be

read and interpreted

INTPKI Reads successive non-zero elements of the column

PACK Packs a column of a matrix

UNPACK Unpacks a column of a matrix

ZBLPKI Provides a single element of a column to be packed

(single matrix capability)

ZNTPKI Reads successive non-zero elements of the column

(single matrix capability)

Table 4. PAKUNPK Subsystem Interfaces
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Subroutine Description

ATEIG Finds the eigenvector of an upper Hessenberg matrix

BISLOC Performs a binary search

CDCOMP Performs a complex matrix decomposition

DECOMP Performs an unsymmetric matrix decomposition

EGNVCT Calculates eigenvectors

ELIM Performs a matrix reduction

FACTOR Decomposes a matrix into triangular factors

FBS Forward - backward substitution

GFBS General forward - backward substitution

GMMATC General Matrix multiply and transpose - complex

GMMATD Double precision of GMMATC

GMMATS Single precision of GMMATC

HSBG Reduce a matrix to upper Hessenberg form

INVERD Double precision matrix inversion

INVERS Single precision matrix inversion

LSPLIN Produces an interpolation matrix

MPYAD Matrix multiplication capability

MPY3 Triple matrix multiply

SDCOMP Symmetric matrix decomposition

SOLVER Simultaneous equation solution routine

SSPLIN Produces an interpolation matrix

TRNSP Matrix transposition

Table 5. Candidate Utilities for Converting to

Use of Parallel Processing
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MULTIPLE INSTRUCTION, MULTIPLE DATA STREAM
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THE USAGE OF SUBSTRUCTURING ANALYSES IN THE

GET AWAY SPECIAL (GAS) PROGRAM

Nelson J. Ferragut

Goddard Space Flight Center

SUMMARY

The use of automatic multi-stage substructuring analysis (reference i)

was demonstrated for a hypothetical case of a GAS container supported by

structural channels with a simulated experimental package inside the container.

The GAS Program purpose was stated and potential candidate structures to

support experimental packages were discussed. The GAS container model shown

in Figure i and the substructuring analysis capabilities of NASTRAN make it

possible to study the experiments inside the container as well as the design

constraints resulting from the support structures holding the containers. The

use of substructuring in the GAS Program could be an important factor in in-

creasing the number of flight opportunities.

INTRODUCTION

The U,S. Space Shuttle will be used as a workhorse in space. When fully

operational it will perform numerous missions per calendar year. The GAS

Program was developed to support self-contained experiments with minimum
interfaces with the orbiter and very low cost. The purpose of the GAS as

stated in the GAS Users Handbook (reference 2) is to:

• Encourage the use of space by all researchers, private individuals and

organizations;

• Foster enthusiasm in younger generation;

• Increase knowledge of space;

• Be alert to possible growth of GAS investigation into a prime experi-

ment;

• Generate new activities unique to space.
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The experiments to be flown in the GAS containers will be the primary

responsibility of the experimenters. The GAS container is intended to provide

an environment to the experimenter; it takes into consideration all require-

ments for the safety of the U.S. Space Shuttle. The GAS Program personnel must
consider the interfaces with the experimenters (or GAS users) and with the
Shuttle Transportation System.

The example under consideration is shown in Figure i as a subcomponent of

an Across-the-Bay structure, which can be considered as a possible carrier of
a greater number of cans in a six-pack configuration as shown in the schematic

representation in Figure2. This Across-the-Bay structure was studied further

by assuming a twelve-pack configuration using automatic multi-stage substruc-

turing. The additional analysis for the twelve-pack configuration was almost

trivial due to the use of substructuring analysis techniques. This paper shows

what can be done with substructuring analysis. The substructuring analyses

techniques developed in NASTRAN are specially useful in programs such as the
GAS Program where the same type of structure will be used in many different

flight configurations, many ofthem unforeseen at this time. By developing
proper modeling techniques at this time, we will be able to assist in the

development of new flight opportunities for the GAS Program.

DISCUSSION

Two sample problems were considered:

• The first one was shown in Figure 1 and consisted of a substructure

which can be built up to form an Across-the Bay structure for
the U.S. Space Shuttle.

• The second consisted of half of a structure which could form an

Across-the-Bay structure. Symmetry was used to limit the number

of degrees of freedom.

The first example was developed to study future interactions with experi-
ments to be flown in the GAS containers. The second example was part of a
feasibility study to determine if the GAS containers could be used as an in-

tegral part of an Across-the-Bay structure where the GAS containers contribute

to the build up of the structure and were assumedto be rigid.

The results in the preliminary phase of the feasibility study were very
encouraging. It was shown that with additional structural modifications it

could be possible to raise the structural natural frequencies to levels in the
neighborhood of 25 Hz.

When the containers were considered to be rigid in the feasibility study
(second case), the connections were made from the center of the can to the

brackets by assuming offsets in CBAR elements.
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In the case of the more detailed container (first case), it was necessary

to make sure that all degrees of freedom of rotation in the transition regions

between beams and plates would satisfy the Euler's Beam Theory, which states

that the rotation across the beam will be the same for all points on a trans-

verse plane with no warping taking place. Also, when applying substructuring,

it is important for the proper fit of subcomponents that all points matching

at the boundaries have available the same degrees of freedom.

In applying substructuring analysis, care must always be exercised when

putting a model together:

• All grid points joining substructures must be expressed in the

basic global coordinate systems.

• No singularities must be left unresolved before making a solution

run in phase 2.

• For better compatibility of subcomponents all degrees of freedoms

must be accounted for at all boundary interfaces.

The model used for 1/8 of a container plus attachments in case 1 consis-

ted of 209 GRID's, 117 CQUAD2's, 107 CTRIA2's and 32 CBAR's. The model used

for the feasibility study of an Across-the-Bay structure for the U.S. Space

Shuttle considering symmetry and assuming rigid containers (case 2) consisted
42 GRID's and 69 CBAR's.

Table 1 shows the most important parts of the substructuring decks in the

NASTRAN runs. The model shown in Figure 1 consists of one eighth (1/8) of the

model to be expanded in consecutive runs to obtain one quarter (1/4), one half

(1/2) and finally the full model. The model developed has enough detail to be

able to model any attachments to the interior and to the exterior of the
container.

The second model resulted from a request to look at a twelve-pack configu-
ration after the results were obtained for a six-pack configuration for an

Across-the-Bay structure in the U.S. Space Shuttle. The fact that substruc _

turing analyses capabilities were available made it simple to run the new

analysis. A new coordinate system was defined using a GRIDSET Card and then
the twelve-pack configuration was generatedusing the SYMTRANSFORM Command.

Some of the structures that are suggested to experimenters to put inside

the GAS container are discussed in reference 2. Future work will include the

use of some structures actually designed for experiments inside the GAS con-

tainer. But for now it was only assumed that the experiment could be modeled

by a beam structure attached to the top plate of the GAS container.
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CONCLUSION

The GAS container has already flown in the STS-3 Shuttle mission on a GAS

Beam Structure similar to that shown in Figure 4. Additional flight opportuni-

ties are expected in the future and many payload carriers are being considered
as potential candidates. The use of substructuring will assist us in the tasks
ahead .

Because of future developments in the GAS Program, it will be necessary

to evaluate modal synthesis analyses techniques needed to develop simplified

models which could be utilized to perform load analyses with U.S. Space Shuttle
interfaces and at the same time provide the experimenters with models which

could be used to verify the structural integrity of their packages analytically.

Further developments are required to achieve these goals. The automatic multi-

stage substructuring analysis has already been used successfully in some tasks

in the GAS Program as previously stated, but much work is still required to

fulfill future requirements of the GAS Program with greater ease.
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Figure I-A. GAS Structural Model, Cylinder Details



Figure I-B. GAS Structural Model, Bracket Deatils
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Figure I-C. GAS Structural Model, Channel Details
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Figure 3. "Two Tripod" Overall Bottom Support for Twelve-Pack Across-the-Bay Configuration 
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TABLE i. SUBSTRUCTURING DECKS

Loading One-Eighth of Container Structure

SUBSTRUCTURE PHASEI

SOF(1)= FTI8,4000,NEW
PASSWORD= BCKT

NAME= CE

SAVEPLOT= ALL

SOFPRINT TOC

ENDSUBS

Loading the Equivalent Experiment Structure

SUBSTRUCTURE PHASEI

SOF(1)= FTI8, 4000
PASSWORD = BCKT

NAME= EXP

SOFPRINT TOC

ENDSUBS

Building Up the GAS Container

SUBSTRUCTURE PHASE2

SOF(1)= FTIS, 20000 EQUIV TE,ZTE
PASSWORD = BCKT PREFIX = Z

OPTIONS= K,M,P COMBINE TE,ZTE
SOFPRINT TOC NAME = CAN

EQUIV CE, XCE TOLER= .001
PREFIX= X COMPONENT ZTE

COMBINE CE,XCE SYMT= Z

NAME= QEX OUTPUT= 2,7, ii, 12,14
TOLER= .001 SOFPRINT TOC

COMPONENT XCE ENDSUBS

SYMT= X

SOFPRINT TOC

EQUIV QEX,YQEX
PREFIX= Y

COMBINE QEX,YQEX
NAME = TE

TOLER = .OOl

COMPONENT YQEX
SYMT= Y

SQFPRINT TOC
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TABLE i. SUBSTRUCTURING DECKS

(CONTINUED)

Tie-Up of Experiment with GAS Container

SUBSTRUCTURE PHASE2

SOF(1) = FTI8, 20000
PASSWORD = BCKT

OPTIONS = K,M,P
SOFPRINT TOC

COMBINE EXP,CAN
NAME= GAS

TOLER = .i

SOFPRINT TOC

ENDSUBS

Running a Static Solution

SUBSTRUCTURE PHASE2

SOF(1) = FTI8, 20000
PASSWORD= BCKT

SOFPRINT TOC

SOLVE GAS

SOFPRINT TOC

RECOVER GAS

PRINT CE

DISP= ALL

SPCF= ALL
OLOA= ALL

PRINT EXP

DISP= ALL

SPCF= ALL

OLOA= ALL

SAVE CE

SOFPRINT TOC

ENDSUBS

Recovering Stresses from Basic Substructure

SUBSTRUCTURE PHASE3

SOF(1)= FTI8, 20000
PASSWORD= BCKT
SOFPRINT TOC
BRECOVER CE
ENDSUBS
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USING NASTRAN TO SOLUE SYMMETRIC
STRUCTURES WITH NONSYMMETRIC LOADS

by

Thomas G. Butler
BUTLER ANALYSES

This paper deals with reflective dihedral symmetru; not
rotational nor cyclic symmetry. There is nothing new about this
until we talk about nonsymmetrical loads on symmetrical struc-
tures. In principal this too is an old topic, but I choose to
talk about it, because I get a look of disbelief from clients
when I tell them that I can legitimately confine such analyses
to a half, quarter, or an octal segment. I tried to give these
people a reference to consult and found none. Such react:ons

convinced me that it was worth while to air this topic in the
open literature.

For completeness sake, I plan to start with a simple
example, then explore those areas where the analyst must make
his decisions, and conclude with a rather involved application.

In order to convince you that this approach to analysis
is legitimate, I offer an argument from strength of materials
based on a nonsymmetrically loaded simply supported prismatical
beam.

LAW: For reflective dihedral symmetry in linear struc-
tures under non-symmetric loads, the response in any part of
the whoie structure can be determined ,by solving a unit segment
of the symmetrical structure for all permutations of symmetric
and antisymmetric boundary conditions with the nonsymmetric
load in place for all of them by properly combining results of
the permuted solutions.

The nub of this law rests on another law from tensor

analysis that sags that any nonsgmmetric load can be decomposed
into a symmetrical set plus an antisgmmetrical set.

While in the process of defining, it would be well to
distinguish anti-symmetrical from non-symmetrical and to be
specific about the kind of symmetry being dealt with.

First of all our concern is for symmetry of elastic Oe-
formation. As a consequence, such actions as axial, bending,
membrane, and torsional deformations need examining. As such,
we will talk in terms of modes of deformation. Modes can be

described in general by using "+" and "-" signs for opposite actions.
For example, in bending "+" can stand for tension and "-" can stand
for compression, or in axial deformation "+" can stand for con-
densation and "'-" can stand _or rarefaction, etc.
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Sgmmetr g maps the elastic Oeformati_ns on one side of the
plane of sgmmetrg (p.o.s.) into like ualues on the opposite side

Of the p.o.s, at corresponding distances perpendicular to the
p.o.s.

D[x=(p-O),U,Z] = D[x=(p+O),g,z] will be written in aoOre-
viated notation as

D(p-d) : D(p+a) SYMMETRIC ELASTIC DEFORMATION

where D can represent ang elastic deformation; p is the location o_
the p.o.s.; and d is the distance away _rom the p.o.s., all measured

perpendicular to the p.o.s. _,_+_ I_'

Antisgmmetr M maps the elastic _eforma_ions on one side

of the p.o.s, into like values -- but of opposite sign -- on
the opposite side of the p..o.s, at corresponding distances per-
pen0icular to the p.o.s.

D(p-d) : (-l)D(p+_) ANTISYMMETRIC ELASTIC DEFORMATION

b

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE PLANE OF SYMM[TRY

The first task iS to translate these elastic actions

into boun_arg conditions on displacements at the p.o.s, for

the unit segment of the structure. Start with bending in %be
×Y plane for a beam colinear with the x-axis.

I
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The elastic actions in XY bending require for symmetry that
v(p-a) - v(p+d), In the limit as corresponding points approach.
the p,o,s,

lira Iv(p-d) = v(p+d)] ==> v(p) _ 0
0->0

Since elastic continuity is maintained at the p.o.s.,
there must be continuity in the slope oT v, Corresponcling slopes

in symmetry a_'e oT opposite sign:

_v(p-d) : (-1)c]__u(p+d)
_x .3x

In the J_m_t as corresponding slopes approach the p.o.s.

lie, [c]u_(p-O) = t-/)c_v_p+d)] ==> c)v(p-O) = (-l)_v(p+O)
cl->O _x _x bx _x

This can be satisfied only if _v(p) : 0 This is equivalent to
3x

prescribing that the rotational d,o._, about the Z axis at the

p.o.s, is zero; i.e. Rz(p) = O.

The elastic actions in ×Y bending require for antlsym-
merry that

rip-d) = (-1)v(p+d).
In the limit at p as correspond-

_ng points approach the p,o,s,

lim Iv(p-d) = (-i)v(p+d)] ==> v(p-O) = (-l)u(p+O).
d->O

This can be satisfied only if v(p) = O. Intuitively one can affirm
that "the slope _v must be allowed to tie non-zero at p; ther'efore

bx
the rotational d.o._, about Z at the p.o.s, must be non-zero; i.e.

Rz(p) _ 0.

Turn next to bending in the XZ plane.

/

/ AllI"/fY/d
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The elastic actions in ×Z bending require for symmetry tha_

w(p-d) = w(p+d). In the Jimit as corresponding points approach
the p.o.s.

lira [w(p-d) = w(p+O)3 ==> w(p) # O.
d->O

Since elastic continuity is maintained at the p.o.s., there must be

continuity in the slope Of w. Corresponding slopes in symmetry
are of opposite sign:

___wm(p-d)= (-i)___(p+d)
_x _x

In the limit as corresponding slopes approach tt_e p.o.s.

lira [___.w(p-d)= (-i)c_w(p+d)] =:> c)w(p-O) = (-l)____m(p+O)
d->O a x c_x _ x c_x

This can be satisfied only if ol___mm(p)= 0 ; therefore Ry(p) = O.
_x

The elastic actions in ×Z bending require for anti-symmetry
that w(p-d) = (-1)w(p+d).

In the limit as corresponding points
approach the p.o.s.

lira [w(p-d) = (-i)w(p+d)] ==> w(p-O) = (-l)w(p+O).

This can be satisfied only if w(p) = O.

The slope c_w____(p)must be allowed to be non-zero at the p.o.s.;
ax

which is__ equi,,,,alent to the condition Ry(p) _ 0,

Turn next to longitudinal deformation in X

I,.

__ . _ -

I I ! !!! I I I I

' /_7"

III I I I | I I I

. -
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The longitudinal actions in × require for symmetry that both
sides be either in condensation or in rarefaction; therefore

axial forces, A, are equal and opposite
A(p-d) = (-l)A(p+d),

but this implies that axial deformations are likewise equal
and opposite

u(p-_) : (-l)u(p+d).

In the limit as corresponding points approach the p.o.s

lim [u(p-d) = (-l)u(p+d)] ==> u(p-O) = (-1)u(p+O).
d->O

this can be satisfied on!y i_ u(p) = O.

The longitudinal actions in X require for anti-symmetry
that one side be in condensation while the other side is in

rarefaction; therefore axial forces, A, are equal
A(p-d) = A(p+d) ; but this implies that axial defor-

mations are likewise equal
u(p-d) = u(p+d).

In the limit as corresponding points approach the p.o.s.

u(p-O) = u(p+O) ==> u(p) _ O.

Finally turn to torsion about X.

S,
f
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The torsional actions about × {or symmetry require that

Rx(p-d) = Rx(p+d). In the limit as corresponding points ap-
proach the p.o.s.

lim [Rx(p-d) z Rx(p+d)] ==> Rx(p) _ 0.
d->O

For anti-symmetry

lim [Rx(p-d) = (-1)Rx(p+d)] ==> Rx(p-O) = (-l)Rx(p+O).
d->O

This can be satisfied only if Rx(p) = 0.

All six degrees of freedom have been examined for sym-
metric and antisymmetric boundary condition requirements at the
p.o.s. The results are summarized in a table below.

BOUNDARy CONDITION (_ YZ P.O.S.
D.O.F SYM ANTISYM P.O.S. BOUNDARY CON-

No. ORIENTATION STRAINT FORCE

1 u(p)=O u(p)F'O Perp to p.o.s. Axial in X
2 v(p)JO v(p)=O In p.o.s. Trnsu in Y
3 w(p)iO w(p):O In p.o.s. Trnsv in Z

4 Rx(p)_O Rx(p)-D About normal to Tors about X
5 iRy(p)=O Ry(p)iO About axis in Moment about Y
6 iRz(p):O Rz(p)JO About axis in Moment about Z

Total i,5tG=O to5, 6_0
2,3, 47'0 2,_3,4:0

Several generalizations can be noted:
1. When a constraint requirement in a d.o.f, is zero for

one condition, it is non-zero for the other condition.

2. For either condition there are almays 3 zero and 3

non-zero constraint requirements.
3. Constraint forces at the p.o.s, are those forces that are

transmitted to the adjacent segment in the whole structure.
4. Rather than deal in rote quantities for each change

of coordinate system, the boundary condition requirements can be
expressed in terms of axes imbedded in the p.o.s.: two axes
lying in the p.o.s, and an axis normal to the p.o.s.

f ITranslation normal to p.o.s.

Zero

Rotation about Z axes lying in p.o.s.

Symmetry I 'Translation along 2 a_es lying in p.o.s.

_Non-zero, Rotation about normal to p.o.s.

'Translation along 2 axes lying in p.o.s.

Zero

Rotation about normal to p.o.s.
Ant i-Sym

Translation normal to p.o.s.

Non-zero, Rotation about 2 axes lying in p.o.s.
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The law that assymetric loads on symmetric struc-
tures can be represented by the superposition of partial

load conditions can be illustrated by a simply supported
prismatic beam with an o_f-center load.

L

..__.,.
3
2.

s

. I/2

Plan o_ Analysis Using One Symmetric Half Only
Ingredient case i. L/2 @ s/3:sym bc G s/2. Can represent

either side.

2. L/2 _ s/3:asym bc _ s/2. Can represent
either side.

LH behavior Sgm + Asym. Sum F=L/2 + L/2=L. Sum M=2xL/2xs/3=sL/3

RH bahavior Sym - Asym. Sum F:L/2 - L/2=O. Sum M=L/2xs/3-L/2xs/3=O

These statements will now be verified by (I) solving
for the slope and deflection o_ the whole beam, (2) solving
for the slope and deflection of the LH half using half load,
under symmetric boundary conditions, (3) solving for slope
and deflection of the LH half using half load under anti-

symmetric boundary conditions, (4) evaluating slope and
deflection formulas _ S/4, s/2, and 3s/4, (5) adding the
symmetric and antisymmetric response and comparing with the

response of the LH half of the whole beam, and (6) subtracting
the antisgmmetric response from the symmetric response and
comparing with the response of the RH half of the mhole beam.
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The slope and deflection of the 5-5 beam wltn 1oaO
L e s/3 and EI = I are:

x :S/4 x :S/2 x =3S/4

Z Z Z
g'(x) -53Ls 5Ls lOlLs

48x27 24x27 48x54

J
g(x) -71Us -23L_ -I19L_

72x72 36x36 2x72x72

The slope and deflection of the left hand half with

half load e s/3 under sgmmetric boundarg conditions at the
plane of sgmmetrg are and evaluated at s/4 and s/2 are:

Sgm g'(x) -23Ls z 0
36x16

S J
Sgm g(x) -29Ls -23Ls

72x32 36x36

The slope and deflection of the left hand half with
half load under anti-sgmmetric boundarg cond.itJons at the
plane of sgmmetrg are and evaluated,.at s/4 and s/2 are:

Z

Anti g'(x) -5Ls 5L____s
64×81 24x27

Anti g(x) -23Ls 3 0
96x216

To depict the left half full scale behavior _ x=s/4
Z

sum. Sym g'(s/4) & Anti y'(s/4) : -23Ls Z - 5Ls Z = -53Ls
36xi6 64X81 48x27

and

S 23Ls3 = _?ILsZsum Sgm g(s/4) & Anti g(s/4) = -29Ls -
72x3_ 96x216 72x7_

At x : s/2 the sum also checks; e.g.

Z Z
sum Sym g'(s/2) & Anti y'(s/2) = 0 + 5Ls : 5Ls

24x27 24x27
an_

sum Sgm g(s/2) & Anti g(s/Z) : -83Ls' . 0
36x36 36x36

Differences are taken in order to use results of the

analgsis from the left hand half to preeict the behavior of

the right han_ half. Compare differences of _he LH half
x = s/4 with the full scale e x : 3s/4; e.g.
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Z Z
subtract Sym y'(s/4) & Anti y'(s/4) -- -23Ls. + 5Ls : -lOlLs

36×7z

Note: The sign is opposite to that of y'(3s/4),
because the calculated slope is in a reflected
position mrt plane of sym.

subtract Sgm g(s/4) & Anti y(s/4) = -29Ls_____J + 23Ls J_ =
72x32 96x216 2x72x72

In summary for the beam analysis:

Half symmetry was used.
Non-symmetric load was split into 1/2 Sym & I/2 Anti-Sgm.

L.H. side was the solution segment.
Ingredient S/C I; Load=L/2 with symmetric bound, cond.
Ingredient S/C Z; Load=L/2 with antisymmetric bound, conO.
Sol'n whole L.H. = i.O (S/C I) + 1.0 (S/C 2)

Sol'n whole R.H. = i.O (S/C I) - 1.0 (S/C 2)

In solving just one segment with 2 different boundary con-
ditions, the same half load is used in both cases.

T,be representation of the whole structure comes about dur-

ing the combining of the ingredients. How they should be combined

depends upon which segment was chosen as the solution segment,
which segment contained the nonsymmetric load, and what part of
the whole structure is being synthesized. This will be illus-
trated for two variations:

SOL'N SEGMENT : LH, LOAD SEGMENT : LH

LH Whole for Oefl. & slope : Sym + Antisym
RH Whole for dell. : Sym + Antis_m
RH Whole for slope = (-l){Sym - Antisym}

SOL'N SEGMENT : RH, LOAD SEGMENT : LH

LH Whole for dell. = Sym + Antisym
LH Whole for slope : (-l){Sgm + Antisgm}
RH Whole for dell. & slope = Sym - Antisym

New wrinkles get introduced when there is more than one
p.o.s. When there was one p.o.s, there were 2 ingredient subcases.
For two p.o.s.'s the solution segment is a quadrant, and there

will be 4 ingredient subcases to solve. For three p.o.s.'s the
solution segment is an octant, and there will be 8 ingredient
subcases to solve,

Expanding on quarter symmetry there are two possible boundary
conditions over the section of the structure at each of two planes of
symmetry. Four permutations of combined boundary conditions are
possible:

XZ PLANE OF SYMMETRY YZ PLANE OF SYMMETRY ABBREU

I. Symmetric Symmetric SX, SY
2. Anti-symmetric Symmetric AX, SY
3. Symmetric Anti-symmetric SX, AY

4. Anti-symmetric Anti-Symmetric AX,AY

An example is taken with a non-symmetric load in the 3rd quad-
rant. The load, P, on the whole structure is shown with a shading
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The modes associated with the establishment ,of boundary
conditions for 2 planes Of sgmmetrg can be illustrated simplg as

sgm ant i ant i

rfji. + j - , -- - .
Let quadrant one'-be the model-quadrant. Four ingredient

cases are constructed from the mode] quadrant with the 4 combina-

tions Of boundarg conditions and each is given the same nominal
load N.

5' AY

J sx Ax _-x-- I sx _x II I _,x Ix-
Since I found no guidelines in the literature I had to

arrive at mg own rules for combining ingredient subcases to
represent any quadrant of the structure, There will alwags be

one loaded quadrant and 3 non loaded quadrants. If a given non-
sgmmetric load spans more than one quadrant, take the load as it
appears in one quadrant at a time and do a 4 segment decomposi-

tion on each and solve the eight subcases then combine the 8
parts together in SUBCOM. The logic used in arriving at the
signs to be applied to the coefficients of ingredient subcases
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for representing the responses in the 4 different quadrants will
be taken up as one topic. The logic used in arriving at the
magnitudes of of these coefficients will be taken up as another
topic. The logic will be developed with respect to a
particular example of a skewed load acting in the third quad-
rant of the structure. The representative structure will be
modeled in the first quadrant. I asked myself "What are the
signs to use for the ingredients to represent the nonloaded

quadrants?" I don't remember the evolution o€ mg thinking,
but after I hit on the correct rule, I remember feeling ashamed
of mgself $or being temporarily content with an inexact method
earlier on. The nice thing is that the correct rule is a

simple rule. The bothersome part in digging out this rule was
for the quadrant which was located diagonally across from the

loaded quadrant. This nagging problem disciplined mg thinking
until I finallg clicked.

The RULE OF SIGNS is:

There is no change of sign when the response from a given
quadrant is reflected about a sgmmetric boundarg to gield the

response in _n adjacent quadrant. The sign is changed when
the response from a given quadrant is reflected about an antisgm-
metric boundarg to gield the response in an adjacent quadrant.

Loads from the 4 component cases must add up to 4N
when representing the loaded quadrant which in this case is quad-
rant 3. Loads from these same 4 component cases must add up to

zero in the other 3 quadrants (I, 2, and 4). Therefore the sign
of the scale factors must be positive when combining Subcases to
represent quadrant 3;

QUAD 3
+SX, SY
+AX, SY
+SX, AY
+A×, AY

The reflections for quadrant 2 with respect to the
signed arrag from quadrant 3 are about the × axis.

l-....7

I
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The first case SX, SY keeps a positive sign, because it is a

symmetric reflection. The second case A×,SY changes sign and
becomes negative, because the reflection with respect to the
X axis is antisymetric. Similarly, the third case S×,AY has a
symmetric boundary with respect to X and an antisymmetric
boundary with respect to Y. But since the reflection is with
respect to X in going from quad 3 to quad Z, there is no

change of sign. This implies that the antisymetric conditions
along Y remain the same in quadrant 2 as they did in quadrant
3 when it is associated with a symmetric reflection in X.
Applying this logic to case four gives rise to a change in
sign for the AX, AY response in quadrant 2. The coefficient
signs for qaudrant 2 are tabulated as

QUAD 2
+SX, SY

-AX, SY
+S×,AY
-A×,AY

The reflections from quadrant 3 to quadrant 4 are about the Y

axis so that anti-symmetric reflections with respect to Y
change sign accordingly. The tabulation for quadrant 4 is

QUAD 4

+AN, SY
-SX, AY

-A×, AY

The case for the response in quadrant I can be stated in terms
of reflections from quadrant 4 or from quadrant 2. The same

results are obtained in either case. Referring to the signed
tabulation for quadrant 4, the results for quadrant I become,
as a result of reflecting the signed quantities of quadrant 4
about the X axis

QUAD I ?

+SX, SY
-AX •SY
-SX, AY
+AX, AY _--------
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The magnitude of the coefficient, C, depends on the
tgpe of sgmmetrg (e.g. half gr quarter or octant); the magnitude
of the nominal load, N, used in the ingredient suboases; and the

magnitude o_ the ultimate loading, U, as it appears in the whole
structure. The magnitude of the coefficient is the same for all
components in all four quadrants. The equation to use to have

all four components sum to the ultimate in the loadeO quadrant
for quarter sgmmetrg is:

CN(SX,SY) + CN(AX,SY) + CN{SX, AY) + CN(AX,AY) = U

4CN : U

C : U/(4N)

For the hail sgmmetry case with respect %o X, the formula to have
both components sum to the ultimate for the loaded half is:

CN(SX) + CN(AX) : U

2CN : U

C : U/(2N)

The extension to octal sgmmetry becomes C : U/BN.

If r stands for the number of reflections then the general formula
for RULE OF MAGNITUDE of the coefficient is:

C.: U/E2rN],

where r is I for the one plane of half sgmmetru, r is 2 for the two

planes of quarter sgmmetru, and r is 3 for the three planes of octal
sgmmetrg.

The observations made so far with one anc_ two dimensional

elements can easilg be extendeO to three dimensional elements.
When moOeling with polgheOra there are onlg 3 translational Q.o.f,
per gric_ point. The question arises as to _hether the general rules
_;hioh mere cJevelope_ for gr£_ points having rotational as well
as translational Q.o,f.'s mill applg for polghedral moOels.

Since pairs of contrained gri_ points on a solid boundarg mill

produce couples, the zero slope eff'ect will be achieved, so it
is possible to satisfg the boundarg requirements with onlg sets
of translational _onstraints at the p,o.s. Look at the table of

BounOarg Conditions on page 6. For sgmmetrg the onlg translational
zero constraint is on u, But the condition that Ry anO Rz be zero
must be satisfied in a macro sense if not at the grid point level.

PolgneOral elements will have at least a pair of points in each of
3 coordinates, so that a pair of constraints on u when separated bg

a span in z wil! produce a restraining couple about Y which will
have the e._feot Of constraining Rg to zero. Similarlu, a pair o_
constraints on u when separatec_ bg a span in _ wi!l procluce a re-

strainin_ couple about Z which _ill have the effect o¢ constraining
Rz to zero. Apply this same reasoning to anti-s.ummetry and you will
be reassure_ that the Oisp]a=emen% constraints on v _ w w: II contain
Rx at zer o.
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The extension of the rule of signs on page 11 to octal

symmetry is accomplished by changing the word "quadrant" to
"segment". There are two possible boundary conditions over the
section of the structure at each of the three planes of symmetry.

Eight permutatins of these boundary conditions is possible. Con-
sequentlg, for the loaded octal segment the signs to combine the
eight ingredient subcases are all positive.

Sx,Sg,Sz
Sx,Sg,Az
SX,Ag,Sz

Sx,Ag,AZ
Ax,Sg,Sz
Ax,Sg,A%
Ax,Ag,Sz
AX,Ag,AZ

Changing signs when reflecting across an antisymmetric boundary
successively until the octal segment diagonally opposite to the
loade0 segment is reached, the array of signs become

+Sx, SU, Sz
-Sx, Sy, Az

-Sx, Ag, Sz
+Sx, AU, Az
-Ax, Sy, Sz
+Ax,Su,Az

+Ax,Ag,Sz
-Ax,Ag,Az.

NASTRAN PROCEDURE

Before proceeding to an application we should determine
what the implication for all these observations are for setting

up a problem within NASTRAN.

The analyst must model a segment with a fraction of the
nonsgmmetric load in place. If the loaded segment is chosen as
the solution segment, the load is oriented as it is specified.

If the solution segment is other than the loaded segment the load
must be in a properly reflected orientation.

If n is allowed to represent the number of p.o.s.'s, setn
up 2 sets of Single Point Constraints (SPC's) for all per-
mutations of symmetric and anti-symmetric boundary conditions at

the planes of symmetry.

Set up one load set.

n
Set up 2 subcases each with the same load but each

with a different one of the SPC sets.

Request OLOAD for checking on the correct assembly of
load.
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Request SPCFORCES for checking on equilibrium for check-
_ng on equilibrium and for the magnituaes of loading across the
planes of sgmmetrg.

Arrange the subcases in a logical sequence that will be
manageable for the assigning of coefficients when the results
are to be combined.

Refer to the RULE OF MAGNITUDE on page 14 for computing

the combining coefficients. Refer to the RULE OF SIGNS on page
11 for setting the signs of combining coefficients.

Set up the outputsets for the results. If output from
individual as w_ll as combined subcases is desired, the Case

Control option of SUBCOM should be used. If output from onlg
combined cases is desired, the Case Control option of SYMCOM
can be used. A separate combining case is set up for each segment
from _hich results are desired.

The values of scaling coefficients are transcribed to

NASTRAN through the Case Control entrg of SUBSEQ for SUBCOM cases
and SYMSEQ for SYMCOM cases. NASTRAN reads the string of coef-

ficients from left to right and assigns them as amplifiers to the
results of preceeding subcases in the order from top to bottom as

theg appear in the Case Control Packet. This can take on such an
abstract appearance that care is needed to ensure that theg are

in correct sequence. The burden is entirelg on the analgst to
exercise tidy bookkeeping to ensure proper correspondence.

APPLICATION

These techniques were applied to a thick structur@ having
quarter sgmmetrg which was modeled with polghedra. Five distinct
loads were applied to the structure with varging degrees of sgm-
metrg, such that 12 subcases were needed to represent all of the
ingredient conditions. A sketch of the loadings is shown bg

shading and bg number

I

,z

I
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Their symmetry characteristics were as tabulated below:

LOAD RELATION TO P.O.S. NUMBER OF
NO XZ YZ INGREDIENT

SUBCASES

i Unsym Sym 2
Z Unsym Unsym 4

3 Sgm Unsym 2
4 Unsym Sym 2
5 Unsgm Sgm Z

A quadrant was modeled with a fine mesh of 5 courses
of solids through the thickness to obtain detailed stress
distributions for studying stress concentrations and fatigue
failure. Loads I and 4 were combined for one result and loads
2, 3, and 5 mere combined for another result. The analyses

were successful in that the patterns and levels of stresses

were quite reasonable.

CONCLUSION

What does all this special business bu U you? A way to

quantify the merits is to set up measures such as results
per unit cost or results per manhour or results per computer
hour. Such management schemes mere not used, but some areas

are explored that can be useful to evaluate relative merits.
Decomposition time varies as the square or the cube of the
matrix order N, depending on the density and/or band and/or
wave front. A comparison follows.

L '

ESTIMATES OF DECOMPOS TION TIME

TYPE LEAST PER _ MOST PER _ I
SYM INGREDIENT ING NET INGREDIENT INGI NET SAUING
FULL NXN 1 NXN NXN×N 1 NXNXN O
HALF NXN/4 2 NXN/2 NXNXN/8 2 NXNXN/a 2:1<S<4:1
OTR NXN/16 4 NXN/4 NXNXN/64 4 NXNXN/16 4:1<S_16:1
IOCT NXN/64 8 NXN/8 NXNXN/512 8 NXNXN/64 8:1<S<64:1 I

If on the other hand one wanted as detailed a model that

could be relied upon to be free of ill-conditioning, then the
order of the segment model would be approximately 8,000 d.o.f.
Using symmetry would give results comparable to a full scale
model of order IG,O00 for half symmetry; of order 32,000

for quarter symmetry; and of order 64,000 for octal symmetry.
This indicates that as one goes to higher order symmetry in an
analysis, one gets more results and uses less time to do the job
by taking advantage of symmetry.

Another factor to look at is the analyst's preparation
time. It takes less time to set up a smaller solution segment.

It takes more time to set up more boundary conditions. It takes
more time to set up more subcases and combining cases _ith
coefficients. Once the model is complete, however, the entire

job can be run as a single submittal so the handling is no more
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d~mdnding. The evaluation of the results of the job becomes
easier because the parcel ing of results from the combining cases
makes the job more tractable.

A disadvantage to call to your attention is in getting
a report on the load as it is associated in a combining subcase.
OLOAD does not report on the equivalent combined load from a
combining subcase. The user must engage in one of two routes
which are not completely free of human error in order to get
a report on the equivalent combined load. He can set up a
dummy subcase and do the combining of the load with the bulk data
LOAD card and by assigning amplifying coefficients according to
those used in the combining sequence statement and call for OLOAD
in this dumm~ subcase.
Alternatively, he can take the output of the PG vector from
successive loops through module SSG1, and write a DMAP packet
to scale the components and sum them to produce a combined load
to check.

It appears that the advantages outweigh the disadvantages
so that I would recommend that if you find that this paper has
reduced ·the running of a symmetry problem to a useful routine,
you might employ it more and enjoy some of its benefits.
One can be assured that his solution i~ not compromised for having
used symmetry. All parts of the solution are contained in the
result after the combining has been accomplished.

T. G. Butler March 5, 1982.
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SUMMARY

The Guyan Reduction refers to a method used to reduce the number of de-
grees of freedom in a structural model for dynamic anlysis. Experience has
shown that, if the method is properly employed, then this reduction method
does in fact provide a "reasonably" accurate approximation of the dynamic char-
acteristics of the unreduced model.

This paper presents a method that provides an accurate estimate of the
error in each mode of the reduced eigenvalue problem and, in addition, gives

first order correction terms that greatly improve the accuracy of the elgenv_c-
tors and eigenvalues. The method is demonstrated by standard COSMIC NASTRAN

DMAP Alters to Rigid Format 3, Real Normal Mode Analysis. Comparative compu-
ter time, modal extraction vs error analysis, is discussed for the VAX-II/780
version of COSMIC NASTRAN.

INTRODUCTION

Consider the well-known system of linear equations with constant coeffi-
cients

[M] + [K][X}--[P(t)} (I)

where: [M] = Mass matrix
[K] = Stiffness matrix
[X}, [X} = Displacement, acceleration vector
[P(t)} = Load vector

In the notation used here, { ] is a row vector and { } is a scalar quanti-

ty. A matrix multiplication, { ] [ ] [ } results in a scalar, as indicated by

the left and right elements; similarly, [ } { ] would indicate a matrix result.
In the text a scalar will often be written without the braces.

In current finite element models the degrees of freedom represented by
Equation (I) are often many thousand. This large number of equations is usually
a result of the finite element technique itself rather than being necessary for
a sufficiently accurate solution to a dynamic problem.

In a short, but significant paper [I], Robert Guyan suggested that a
transformation be applied to the mass matrix that was based on partitioning the

stiffness matrix. This reduction of the number of degrees of freedom for a

dynamic analysis is cost effective, in terms of computer time, when the system
of equations is reduced by a factor of four or more.

Computing efficiency is therefore a central issue to the consideration of
any reduction process. A numerical procedure for estimating the error must not
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be excessive. It is felt that the method presented here meets this basic re-
quirement, provided that a modal analysis is required as part of the solution
process. Even if the direct methods are to be used for the dynamic analysis, a
modal analysis is often performed.

Modal analysis provides an insight into the dynamic behavior of a complex
system, provides a means by which a finite element model may be checked for
errors, or provides a basis for estimating the response of the system to a spe-
cific, simple excitation. Modal analysis plays a central role in the U.S.
Navy's Dynamic Design Analysis Method (DDAM) as well as many other well-known
techniques of enforced motion boundary problems that use shock response spectra
as a statistical technique for dynamic analysis.

In addition, the system response to transient or harmonic excitation may
be calculated by an eigenvector expansion. Eigenvector expansion techniques
are also cost effective when a number of different load conditions are analyzed
for a given set of equations. Also, numerical studies indicate that errors in
frequency and errors in amplitude have the same magnitude [2].

It is shown below that the Guyan transformation is the first term of a

series expansion, the second term being the first order correction. This cor-

rection term is used to improve the accuracy of the Guyan transformation as

well as to provide a single number that represents the dynamic accuracy of each

mode. Note that the Guyan transformation, when applied to the stiffness matrix,

is exact, as can be seen from simple matrix partitioning.

DERIVATION OF THE CORRECTION TERM

It is the assumption that the analyst wishes to calculate a significant

number, say I0 percent, of the lowest modes represented by the homogeneous form
of Equation (i),

[M] IX} + [K] [X} ffi 0 (2)

Presume that the eigenvalue, Equation (2), is partitioned into two sets,
the "0" set of DOF to be omitted and the "a" set of DOF to be retained in the

Guyan Reduction, i.e.,

I:KJillI:Mlraa ao _a = _i aa ao

K -i [_ol (3)L oa oo +o L oa Moo
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where [i is the true elgenvalue and

[-:-- is the true eigenvector for the ith mode

The reader is reminded that the solution of the reduced equations using

the Guyan reduction is

[Kaa] [,ai} --Ii [Maa] [,ai} (4)

where: [Kaa] - [Kaa] + [Kao Goa]

[Maa]_ [M--_a]+ [%TaMoa]+ [Mao%a] + [GoTaMooGoal

[Goa] = -[Koo -I Koa]

Consider the exact solution of Equation (3) in partitioned form by solving

the second set of equations for [@oi} in terms of [_i}

[_oi} = -[Koo - [iMoo]-I (Koa - [iMoa] (_ai} (5)

The first term of the matrix product indicated above can be expanded in a power
series

[Ko(io° _ [iK-tooMoo)]-1= [ioo+ [i_-IooMoo+ ...][K_ol] (6)

Substituting Equation (6) into Equation (5) for the ith elgenvalue and eigen-
vector

where

E o.] t oo<o"oo- oal
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-i The first term on the right in Equation (7) provides an approximation of
_o correct to first order in hi.

_.. , (8)

The second term is the second order correction to this approximation. The

condition that the term containing [Eoa] in Equation (6) be small can be ex-
pressed as

[fool >> [i [KoI MOO] (9)

and from (7) that

[GoaI >> [i [Eoa] (I0)

Assuming that the second term, [Moa] in the error matrlx,[Eoa], is proportional to
[Moo] Equation (I0) reduces to Equation (9). Equation (9) is thus the condition
that a particular elgenvalue be accurat_ for a specific set of omitted DOF. The
lower the hi and larger the product [K-_ M ], the more accurate the elgen-
value and therefore the elgenvector, oo oo

Equation (9) points out the well-known dependency of the Guyan reduced er-
ror on frequency within a given class of modes (i.e., longitudinal, torsional,
etc.); the lower the mode, the lower the error. Another well-known rule, to
keep all large masses in the a-set, is also confirmed by this equation. The
influence of the stiffness term, however, is not easily evaluated.

Two examples that illustrate the difficulty that the analyst faces in
choosing an a-set are: (i) on what basis would a mass be compared to a rota-
tional moment of inertia; and (2) how accurate are the modes associated with a
stiff and massive section of a structure--a common occurrence in structures.

With these unknowns, the analyst needs an accurate evaluation of the error in-
volved in this method.

Equation (7) is in terms of the exact solution of Equation (2), _i and [_i}.
Let [_i} and hi be the solution of Equation (4),

[_i}= [_i}+ [_i}

and (9a)

_i = hi + A_i

Equation (7) becomes
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= [Eoa] [_a

+[Goa][_}+_i [Eoa][_} (Ta)

+_i[Eoa][_}+A_i[Eoa][_}

+ higher order terms

The first term on the right provides the theoretical basis for the Guyan trans-

formation. The last four terms are small compared to the first two if the con-

dition (I0) is met. Clearly, then, the second term in Equation (7a) is the

first order correction term to'the Guyan Transformation. This term will now be

used to provide a measure of the effect of this error for each mode.

Consider the ith elgenvalue given by Raylelgh's quotient.

_i= {¢i][K][_i}/ {_i][M][_i} (11)

Taking the natural log of Equation (ii) yields

£n li = %n Ki - £n Mi (12)
g g

Where K_ = ith generalized stiffness

M_ = ith generalized mass

Taking differentials of Equation (12) provides the relationship in error
between the elgenvalue, li, and stiffness and mass weighted eigenvector,

dli 1 dKgi -_ dMgi (13)7--7
g g

Writing the differential of the first term of Equation (13) yields

i _i d(qb_) (14)dKgi = 7 d(_i) K£m _m + _ K£m
£,m £ ,m
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Since the two terms in Equation (14) are identical,

dKi = 2{@i] [Kl[d_i} (15)
g

Similarly

dMi = -2{_i] [M][d_i}
g

It is now required to e,,_luate

[<

to first order in I i. Using the Guyan transformation, [_o } = [Goa} [_a } in
the second of Equation (3).

[0} = l[Moa][_a} + l[Moo][Goa][#a} (16)

(16) by [GoaIT and adding it to the first ofBy pre-multlplying Equation
Equation (3), one finds that to first order in I, incorporating Equation (9a)

[Kaa][@a } = l[Maa][_a } (17)

It is therefore seen that

[d#a} -= [0} (18)

From Equation (7)

[d_oi} = li [Eoa][_ai} (19)

Therefore, from Equations (18) and (19)

[0}[d@i} : li i} (20)
L [E°a] [ @ a
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and

[_i}ffi [ [i}i 1a[Goa ] [_i} (21)

Evaluation of the first term of Equation (13) using Equations (14), (20), and

(21) yields

dK_-'-%i {_ia][KaoEoa + Goa Ko° Eoa][d_ai} (22)

The term in brackets is zero, i.e.,

dKi _ 0 (23)g

to first order in %. The error in %, to first order of %, is due to the second
term in Equation (13), i.e.,

hi = Mi {ji] [M] [dj i} (24)
g

Equation (24) illustrates the fact that the error in each element of the vector

[d_i} must be mass weighted in order to evaluate the significance of such term.

NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

The bending modes of a five-cell cantilever beam is considered. The physi-
cal parameters of the beam are shown in Figure i.
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x2

± l
-Eh

h = 0.86 Depth and width of beam

= 8.66025 Length of beam

= 7.28E-4 Mass density of beam
I = h4/12 - 0.0456 Second moment of area
A = h2 = 0.7396 Cross sectional area

E = 3_0E+7 Modulus of elasticity

hi c_ EI/A ith theoretical elgenvalue
c = 1.875,o4.694, First theoretical four elgenvalue

7.85, 10.996 coefficients

Figure I. Five-Cell Beam

The NASTRAN computer code was used for the numerical calculations because

of the powerful DMAP compiler available and the generality of the results. The

Guyan Transformation is available through the use of Alter statements, which

allow the evaluation of the error simply by performing matrix manipulations.

Many elements in NASTRAN offer two options for the form of the mass matrix:

lumped parameter or coupled mass. The bulk data parameter COUPMASS identifies

the elements for which coupled mass matrices are to be used. The first four

elgenvalues of the finite element model are compared to the coupled mass results
in Table i.

Table I. Comparison of Theoretical and FEM Coupled Mass Eigenvalues

MODE FEM

NO. THEORETICAL (COUPLED MASS) A_/_

i 5.50829E6 5.50839E6 1.81E-5

2 2.16363E8 2.16547E8 8.50E-4

3 1.69667E9 1.70827E9 6.84E-3

4 6.51554E9 6.66659E9 2.32E-2

Let the IO-DOF system (5 translational and 5 rotational) be Guyan reduced to

4 degrees of freedom and evaluate the estimated and "actual" error. The
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"actual" error is defined as the difference in frequency between the 10-DOF sys-
tem and the Guyan reduced system. Table 2 shows the four eigenvalues and the
predicted and actual error. The analysis set is defined as 6-2, 5-2, 4-2, and
3-2, the first number being the grid point and the second number the direction.

Table 2. Comparison Between Predicted and Actual

Guyan Reduction Error

MODE i ACTUAL PREDICTED

NO. EIGENVALUE A_/_ A_/_

1 5.50856E6 3.09E-5 3.22E-5

2 2.17408E8 3.98E-3 3.89E-3

3 1.86197E9 8.62E-2 7.55E-2

4 1.01909EI0 5.29E-I 2.73E-I

The accuracy with which the error is predicted decreases with increasing
predicted error. Also, as expected, the error increases as the mode number in-
creases. Small studies of the actual error have led to the "rule of thumb"

that in a Guyan reduced model, the lower 50 percent of the modes in the reduced
model are reasonably accurate, similar to the above result.

As an additional numerical example, let concentrated masses of 1.0 E-I and
1.0 E-2 be located at grid points 2 and 4. These masses are large compared
with the mass of a cell, 4.7 E-4. A Guyan reduction to the 3-DOF of 2-2, 4-2,
and 6-2 yields the results shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Predicted and Actual Error for the Five-Cell

Beam With Two Concentrated Masses

MODE ACTUAL PREDICTED

NO. EIGENVALUE A_/_ A_/_

1 1.6754E6 1.06E-4 1.06E-4

2 1.9465E7 9.50E-4 9.40E-4

3 1.5367E8 2.11E-2 2.05E-2
_J

Notice that all three modes are acceptable for normal engineering prac-

tices. This accuracy is surprising when compared to the "rule of thumb"men-

tioned above. The analysis set included the two large mass points as well as

the extreme point of the model.
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ACCURACY IMPROVEMENT

The first order correction terms for each elgenvector and eigenvalue, as
given by Equations (20) and (24), respectively, when added to the original
values, produce results of higher accuracy. The preceding problem is used to
provide a numerical example of this technique. Table 4 shows the results.

Table 4. Comparison of Corrected Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors
(Translational Degrees of Freedom Only)

ACTUAL REDUCED CORRECTED

i

T2-2 .079 043 .079 045 ,(I)

M T3-2 .261 771 .261 822 .261 776

0 T4-2 .496 462 .496 668 *

D T5-2 .746 667 .746 114 .746 670

E T6-2 1.000 000 1.000 000 *

1 %E6 (2) 1.675 229 1.675 406 1.675 228

A_/_ 0.0 1.06E-4 5.97E-7

T2-2 -.188 478 -.188 305 *

M T3-2 -.164 285 -.161 416 -.163 820

0 T4-2 .135 814 .136 368 *

D T5-2 .551 465 .545 963 .551 790

E T6-2 1.000 000 1.000 000 *

2 AE6 (2) 1.944 648 1.946 488 1.944 659

AA/I 0.0 9.46E-4 5.66E-6

T2-2 .019 266 .018 408 *

M T3-2 -.132 795 -.117 919 -.130 236

0 T4-2 -.137 034 -.132 191 *

D T5-2 .320 375 .293 898 .322 948

E T6-2 1.000 000 1.000 000 *

3 AE6 (2) 1.504 932 1.536 720 1.505 240

d_/_ 0.0 2.11E-2 6.64E-4

NOTE: (I) Same as reduced; see Equation (18).

(2) Multiply _ by I0 raised to the power indicated.
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As can be seen, the accuracy is improved substantlally--the least accurate,
Mode 3, by nearly a factor of I00.

DMAP LISTING

The DMAP Alters used to produce the numerical examples are shown in Figure

2. Although the procedure is straightforward, a few comments will likely aid
the reader. Line numbers refer to the successive lines of the alter,

Line 2. DUM is input via DMI cards; the module, LAMX, does not use it since
the first parameter is negative. See the COSMIC/NASTRAN user's manual for
a description of LAMX.

Lines 3 and 4. WAM is the radian natural frequency column matrix; MGEN, the
generalized mass column matrix.

Line 9. MGI is a s_uare, diagonal matrix with the inverse of the generalized
mass of the itH mode in i,i position.

Line I0. LAMD is a square diagonal matrix of elgenvalues.

Line 14. EOA is as defined in Equation (7).

Line 20. ERMN is the scalar error for each mode calculated by Equation (24).

Line 24. PHI0 is the "corrected" 0-set eigenvectors.

Line 26. LAMDI is the "corrected" set of elgenvalues.

The bulk data for this example is given in Figure 3.

COMPUTATIONAL COMPARISON

Two problems were used to provide a general guideline to costs (computer
time) using this method as compared to the eigenvalue analysis. Since the
Guyan reduction is applicable for both direct and modal analysis, and the
Givens method is indicated for a small a-set, this method was used for compari-
son. The small model consisted of I0 DOF in the f-set and 4 DOF in the a-set
and 4 modes extracted. The large model consisted of 8092 in the f-set and 203
DOF in the a-set and 75 modes extracted. Table 5 provides a summary of the
time required for the major operations. Included, for comparison, is the time
required for the modal analysis. The relative time required for the error
check vs the modal analysis is clearly dependent on model size. The majority
of time is spent in FBS, indicating that the error analysis is roughly the cost
of a static analysis.
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LINE ALTER 78

1 UPARTN USET,MFF/,MOA, ,MOO/V ,N,MA=F/V ,N,MI=A/V ,N,M2=0 $

2 LAMX DUM, LAMA/LAMB/- 1 $

3 PARTN LAMB, PWV,/,, WAM, /1 $

4 PARTN LAMB,PMV,/, ,MGEN,/I $

5 TRNSP WAM/WAMT $

6 TRNSP MGEN/MGENT $

7 MPYAD MGEN,MGENT,/MG/0/I/0 $

8 MPYAD WAM,WAMT,/LAM/0/I/0 $

9 DIAGONAL MG/MGI/C,Y,OP/-.5 $

i0 DIAGONAL LAM/LAMD/C,Y,OP/1.0 $

II MPYAD MGI,LAMD,/LDM/0/I/0 $

12 MPYAD MOO,GO,/MGM/0/I/I/2 $

13 ADD MOA, MGM/MOM $

14 F_S LOO,,MOM/EOA////2$
15 SMPYAD PHIA,MOA,EOA,PHIA,,/ENNI/4////I/1$
16 SMPYAD PHIA,EOA,MGM,PHIA,,/ENN2/4////i/i$
17 ADD ENNI, ENN2/ENN

18 DIAGONAL ENN/DENN/C,Y,OP $

19 MPYAD LDM,DENN,/ERMN/1///2 $

20 MATGPR GPL,USET,SIL,ERMN//A $
21 MPYAD GO,PHIA,/PI/0$
22 MPYAD PHIA,LAMD,/PL/0$
23 MPYAD EOA,PL,/P2/0$
24 ADD P1 ,P2/PHIO $

25 MPYAD LAMD,ERMN,/DEL/0 $

26 ADD DEL,LAMD/LAMDI/(-I.0,0.0) $
27 UMERGE USET,PHIA,PHIO/PHIF/*F*/*A*/*0"$
28 MATPRN PHIA_PHIO _PHIF _LAMD,LAMDI// $

ENDALTER

$

Figure 2. DMAP Alter for Error Evaluation and Reduction
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GUYAN REDUCTION ERROR ANALYSIS APRIL 20w 1982 NASTRAN 12/29/81 PAGE 3
BEAH 15 DOF

SORTED BULK DATA ECHO
CARD
COUNT . 1 .. 2 .. 3 .. 4 ., 5 .. 6 ., 7 °° 8 °° 9 .. 10 .

1- ASET1 I 2000
ASET1 2 2000 4000 6000

3- CBAR 101 10 1000 2000 .0 100°0 ,0 1
4- CBAR 102 10 2000 3000 .0 100o0 °0 1
5- CBAR 103 I0 3000 4000 .0 100.0 ,0 1
6- CBAR 104 I0 4000 5000 °0 100.0 °0 1
7- CBAR 105 10 5000 6000 .0 100.0 °0 1
8- CONH2 201 2000 1°E-1
9- CONH2 202 4000 I.E-2

10- DHI DUff 0 1 1 1 1 1
11- DHI DUH 1 1 1°
12- DNI PHU 0 2 1 1 5 1
13- DNI PHU 1 4 1°
14- DHI PWU 0 2 1 1 5 1
15- DHI PWU 1 2 1,
16- EIGR 10 GIU .0 I°EIO 4 EIGR
17- .EIGR MAX
18- GRID I000 ,0 .0 °0 123456
19- GRID 2000 1,73205 .0 °0 345
20- GRID 3000 3.46410 .0 .0 345
21- GRID 4000 5,19615 .0 .0 345
22- GRID 5000 6,92820 ,0 ,0 345
23- GRID 6000 8,66025 ,0 .0 345
24- HAT1 1 3,E.7 ,33 7,38E-4
25- PARAH COUPHASS1
26- PARAN OP SQUARE
27- PBAR 10 1 .7396 .0456 .0456

ENDDATA

Figure 3. Bulk Data Listing of Example 2



Table 5. Time Required for the Major Operations (VAX-II/780)

0PERATION/LINE TIME (SEC)
NUMBER SMALL MODEL* LARGE MODEL

12 0.5 755

13 0.5 761

14 1.0 31,487

15 1.0 5,935

16 1.0 8,650

MODAL

ANALYSIS 60 79,200

* Timesare onlyapproximatesincethe timingdata is printed
out roundedoff to integerseconds.
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CONCLUSIONS

In summary, it has been shown that a method exists that provides a useful,
cost effective method for estimating the error induced by the Guyan Reduction.
The method presented produces a single number for the error in each mode, mak-
ing it easy for the analyst to evaluate the accuracy of the reduced model that
will produce reliable results.

In addition, with a minor amount of additional computational effort, the
elgenvectors and elgenvalues can be improved dramatically in accuracy, the error
associated with the corrected modes being on the order of (A%/I)2.
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ON RESTARTS IN NASTRAN

P. R. Pamidi* and M. M. Lin
Computer Sciences Corporation

ABSTRACT

The checkpoint/restart capability available in NASTRAN is very
sophisticated. Many improvements and enhancements to this
capability have been made recently with a view to increasing its
efficiency and usefulness. Some important features resulting
from these changes are discussed in this paper. In particular,
the paper describes the different types of restarts available
in NASTRAN and explains how they are handled both in the Rigid
Format and DMAP environments. The paper also describes and
illustrates the output of restart runs.

INTRODUCTION

The checkpoint/restart feature available in NASTRAN is a very
sophisticated and useful capability. The purpose of this
feature is to enable a user to checkpoint a NASTRAN run and
then restart it (with or without changes in data) by execu-
ting only those modules that need to be executed for the re-
start.

Thereare several situations in which the use of the checkpoint/
restart feature may be desirable. Some of these are listed be-
low:

i. The user may wish to perform his analysis task in two
or more stages by specifying scheduled exits in one
or more runs.

2. The user may want to ensure that unscheduled exits
(resulting from such causes as data errors, insufficient
time, insufficient core or hardware failures) will
not require him to repeat his entire analysis.

3. The user may wish to rerun his problem by making
limited changes in his data.

The checkpoint/restart feature is referenced in several places
in the NASTRAN documentation. The user may refer to Sections
2.2 and 3.1 of Reference i, Sections i.i0 and 7.1 of Reference 2
and.Sections 6.4, 11.4.3, 13.5.3 and 13.5.6 of Reference 3 for
discussions of the various items related to the use of this
feature.

* Present affiliation: RPK Corporation
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Many improvements and enhancements to the checkpoint/restart
capability have been made recently with a view to increasing
its efficiency and usefulness. These are all incorporated in
the latest release of NASTRAN (Release Apr. 1982). Some
important features resulting from these changes are discussed
in this paper. In particular, the paper describes the different
types of restarts available in NASTRAN and explains how they are
handled both in the Rigid Format and DMAP environments. It is
hoped that this discussion will result in a better understanding
of the checkpoint/restart capability in NASTRAN and lead to more
widespread and effective use of this excellent feature.

AUTOMATED CHECKPOINTING IN RIGID FORMATS

The Rigid Format DMAPs no longer employ explicit CHKPNT in-
structions to checkpoint specific data blocks. Instead, a
single PRECHK ALL instruction is used in each Rigid Format
to automatically checkpoint all output data blocks from each
functional module and PURGE instruction and all secondary
data blocks from each EQUIV instruction (see page 5.7-i0a
of Reference I). This elegantly accomplishes two important
and distinct objectives:

a. Every output data block is checkpointed.*

b. Every output data block that is checkpointed is
checkpointed immediately after the DMAP instruction
that generated it.

It should be noted that the above two objectives are prerequi-
sites for efficient and satisfactory execution of restarts,
particularly unmodified restarts. (A detailed discussion on the
types of restarts is given later in the paper). These objectives
were not achieved consistently in earlier versions of NASTRAN
thereby resulting in inefficient and unsatisfactory restarts.

INCREASED CHECKPOINTING BY USE OF
PURGE INSTRUCTIONS IN RIGID FORMATS

All Rigid Formats have been revamped by the addition of PURGE
instructions in several appropriate locations in the DMAP.
These PURGE instructions in conjunction with the PRECHK ALL in-
struction discussed earlier result in increased checkpointing in
all Rigid Formats. As a matter of fact, checkpointing is now done
right till the very end of the DMAP in all Rigid Formats. The

* The only exceptions to t_is are the CASESS, CASEI and CASECC
data blocks appearing as output in substructure analyses.
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net result of this in a checkpoint run is to push the reentry
point as far downstream into the DMAP in each Rigid Format as
practicable. This ensures that, when a restart is made, the
restart run will result in the execution of as few modules as
possible thus contributing greatly to the efficiency of the
restart.

TYPES OF RESTART

The type of a restart is determined automatically by the pro-
gram by comparing the input data of the restart run with that
of the checkpoint run. The user need not be concerned about
the manner in which this is done, but may be interested in
knowing the resulting type.

The types of restarts presently recognized in NASTRAN
(Release Apr. 1982) are summarized in the following
table.

Types of Restarts in NASTRAN

Restart data Resulting Type Applicable Environment

compared to of restart Rigid Format DMAP
checkpoint
data
j ,,,

No effective Unmodified Yes Yes
changes Restart

Effective Modified Yes Yes
changes only Restart
to Case Con-
trol Deck and/
or Bulk Data
Deck

Change in Modified Re- Yes No
Rigid Format start with

Rigid Format
Switch

In earlier versions of NASTRAN, an additional type of restart,
called the Pseudo Modified Restart, was recognized for cases
involving changes only in output requests. This is no longer
done since it can now be quite elegantly handled as a special
case of the Modified Restart.
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The manner in which a restart is handled by the program
depends on its type and on its environment (Rigid Format
or DMAP environment). This is discussed in the following
sections.

RESTARTS IN RIGID FORMAT ENVIRONMENT

Module Execution Decision Table (MEDT) and Mask Word

The heart of the restart logic in the Rigid Format envirOnment
is the Module Execution Decision Table (MEDT) associated with
each Rigid Format. The MEDT for each Rigid Format can be
looked upon as a "matrix" with m "rows" and n "columns" where
m is the number of DMAP instructions in the Rigid Format and
n is the number of "bits,'used to control the restart logic.
Thus, each "row!'of this matrix corresponds to a DMAP instruc-
tion in that Rigid Format and each "column" corresponds to a
restart bit. The value of m is different for different Rigid
Formats. At present, n is taken to be 155. Bits 1 through 62
are assigned to represent changes in Case Control and Bulk Data
Decks, bits 63 through 93 are assigned to represent Rigid Format
switches and bits 94 through 155 are assigned to represent file
or data block requirements. The actual assignment of the spec-
ific bits for eachRigid Format is determined by the Card Name
Restart Table, the Rigid Format Change Restart Table and the
File Name Restart Table associated with that Rigid F0rmat.
(See Sections i.i0 and 7 of Reference 2).

Each "element" in the above MEDT "matrix" is set to 1 if the
change represented by the corresponding bit (for bits 1 through
93) affects the corresponding DMAP instruction or if the file
or data block corresponding to that bit (for bits 94 through
155) is generated by the corresponding DMAP instruction.
Otherwise, the "element" is set to 0.

when the data for a restart run is processed by the program,
a mask word that is 155 bits long is first constructed. The
Card Name and Rigid Format Change Restart Tables are used to
turn on bits in the 1-93 bit portion of this word to represent
corresponding changes in data. The 94,155 bit portion of this
mask word is initially set to 0.

The MEDT is always used in conjuncti0n with the mask word.
The manner in which it is used depends upon the type of re-
start. This is discussed in detail below.
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Unmodified Restart

An unmodified restart involves no effective changes to the
data. The execution in this type of restart resumes at the
reentry point*. The MEDT data is not used in this Case.

It is useful to distinguish between two types of unmodified
restarts. These are described below.

• Unmodified restart in which the reentry point is not
within a DMAP loop

This is the simplest type of restart possible. In this case,
the execution flags for all DMAP instructions prior to the
reentry point are turned off and the execution flags for all
DMAP instructions from the reentry point onwards are turned
on. All input files or data blocks required for the restart
already exist on the @PTP (Old Problem Tape) and will be re-
trieved. Appendices i, 2, and 4 illustrate the typical out-
put for this type of restart.

• Unmodified restart in which the reentry pont is with-
in a DMAP loop.

In this case, initially, the execution flags for all DMAP
instructions prior to the reentry point are turned off and
the execution flags for al! DMAP instructions from the re-
entry point onwards are turned on. This is so indicated in
the DMAP source listing. However, subsequently, the DMAP
instructions prior to the reentry point and within the DMAP
loop are recognized and their execution flags are turned on.
The user is informed about this in the output as shown in
Appendix 3. Note, however, that the execution does resume
at the reentry point, even though DMAP instructions prior to
this point are turned on. DMAP instructions within the DMAP
loop and prior to the reentry point are executed only if
additional passes in the loop need to be executed. If the
restart is within the last pass of the DMAP loop, obviously
DMAP instructions within the loop and prior to the reentry
point are not executed though their execution flags are
on.

All input files or data blocks required by the restart already
exist on the _PTP and will be retrieved.

* The reentry point for a restart is the last reentry point
specified in the restart dictionary. It is an integer equal
to the instruction number of the DMAP instruction at which
the restart will resume execution. (See Section 2.2 of
Reference i).
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Appendices 1 through 4 illustrate the typical output for this
type of restart.

Modified Restart

This type of restart involves one or more effective changes
to the data in the Case Control Deck and/or in the Bulk Data
Deck. In this case, all DMAP instructions from the reentry
point onwards have their execution flags turned on. In
addition, this type of restart generally requires that certain
DMAP instructions prior to the reentry point be also turned
on, depending on the specific data changes involved. The
DMAP instructions that need to be so turned on are determined
by comparing the 1-62 bit portion of the mask word with the
corresponding portion of each "row" of the MEDT "matrix" prior
to the reentry point. The DMAP source listing provided in
the output indicates all the DMAP instructions whose execution
flags are initially turned on by the above procedure.

Once the DMAP instructions are initially turned on as described
above, the program checks to see if all the required input
data blocks are either being generated by prior modules or
are available on the _PTP for retrieval. If so, no additional
DMAP instructions need to be turned on. If, however, there
are any input data blocks that are neither being generated by
prior modules nor are available on the @PTP, the program turns
on bits corresponding to these data blocks in the 94-155 bit
portion of the mask word by using the File Name Restart Table
associated with the Rigid Format. This portion of the mask
word is then compared with the corresponding (94-155 bit)
portion of each "row" of the MEDT "matrix" prior to the re-
entry point in order to determine the additional DMAP instruc-
tions that need tobe turned on to generate the data blocks
in question.

After the additional DMAP instructions are turned on'as
described in the above paragraph, the process is repeated
until it is ensured that all the required input data blocks
are either generated by prior modules or can be retrieved
from the _PTP.

All the DMAP instructions that are turned on as per the above
logic (by the use of the File Name Restart Table) are identi-
fied and listed in the restart output just after the DMAP
source listing. This is shown in Appendix 7.

Those input files or data blocks that are needed for the re-
start and that are available on the @PTP are retrieved.

Appendices 5, 6, 7 and 4 illustrate the typical output of a
modified restart.
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It should be noted that the execution in a modified restart
will start at the first module in the DMAP sequence whose
execution flag is turned on. Generally, this is before the
reentry point.

Modified Restart with Rigid Format Switch

This type of restart involves a switch from one Rigid Format
to another. It may or may not involve effective changes to
the data in the Case Control Deck and/or in the Bulk Data Deck.

The most important point to recognize in this type of restart
is that the reentry point is quite meaningless since it was
determined in relation to another Rigid Format. This is
handled in the program by resetting the reentry point to an
extremely high value which, for all practical purposes, can
be considered to be infinite. As a result, all DMAP instruc-
tions in the restart are considered to be before the reentry
point and no DMAP instructions are considered to exist after
the reentry point.

Once this important change is made, this type of restart is
handled in the program in exactly the same manner as a modified
restart. Thus, all the required DMAP instructions are turned
on by a consideration of the mask word and the MEDT data for
the restart Rigid Format as per the logic described earlier
for modified restart.

Appendix 8 in conjunction with Appendices 6 and 7 and 4 illus-
trates the typical output for this type of restart.

Use of DMAP ALTERs in Restarts

Because different types of restarts are handled differently
by the program, the user should be careful in the use of
DMAP ALTERs in restarts.

In the case of an unmodified restart in which the reentry
point is not within a DMAP loop, the only DMAP instructions
that are flagged for execution are those that are beyond (and
include) the reentry point. Hence, a DMAP ALTER will be
flagged for execution only if it is beyond the reentry point
and will be ignored if it is before the reentry point.*

* The user can ensure that a DMAP ALTER in an unmodified re-
start is flagged for execution by suitably deleting the latter
part of the restart dictionary so that the reentry point is
before the DMAP ALTER. This, of course, will, in general,
cause more modules to be executed in the restart.
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In the case of an unmodified restart in which the reentry point
is within a DMAP loop, the only DMAP instructions flagged for
execution are those that are beyond (and include) the reentry
point and those that are before the reentry point but within
the DMAP loop. Hence, a DMAP ALTER will be flagged for
execution only if it is beyond the reentry point or before it
but within the DMAP loop. Otherwise, it will be ignored.*

In the case of a modified restart and a modified restart with
Rigid Format switch, a DMAP ALTER will be flagged for execu-
tion regardless of its position in the DMAP with respect to
the reentry point.

RESTARTS IN DMAP ENVIRONMENT

Restarts in DMAP environment are much easier to handle than
restarts in Rigid Format environment. Unlike a Rigid Format,
the modules and their sequence in a DMAP are, by definition,
not predetermined. Hence an MEDT is meaningless for a DMAP.
There is therefore also no need for using a mask word in handling
a restart in DMAP environment.

Unmodified Restart

An unmodified restart in DMAP environment is handled by the
program exactly like an unmodified restart in Rigid Format
environment. This applies to both types of unmodified re-
starts - those in which the reentry point is not within a
DMAP loop and those in which the reentry point is within a
DMAP loop.

Modified Restart

The effect of changes in the Case Control Deck and/or in the
Bulk Data Deck on particular modules in a modified restart in
DMAP environment cannot be determined since the DMAP itself is
not predefined. Hence, it is assumed that the changes will
affect the entire DMAP which, therefore, needs to be re-executed.
This is accomplished in the program by re-setting the reentry
point to zero and treating this case as an unmodified restart.
This causes the entire DMAP to be re-executed. Because of
this, the need for a modified restart in DMAP environment is
questionable except to reuse a large Bulk Data Deck from the
 PTP.

* See footnote on the previous page.
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OUTPUT FROM RESTART RUNS

The output resulting from restart runs has been made much more
meaningful to the user. Specific items are discussed below:

• _Unsorted and sorted Bulk Data Deck eclho

ECH@=B@TH (in the Case Control Deck) has been made the default
for restart runs. •Since the onlylbulk data cards that the user
submits in a restart run are those that represent deletions from
and/or additions to the Bulk Data Deck already on the @PTP, the
unsorted echo of the Bulk Data Deck is the only way of identifying
these deletions and/or additions. (The user can,_of course, over-
ride the default by specifying, •forexample, ECH_=S@RT or ECH@=N_NE).

• Automatic output of the DMAP source listing

The LIST option on the XDMAP card (see page 5.7-14 Of
Reference l) has been made the default for restart'runs.
This causes the DMAP source listing to be automatically
output on the Print file. There is no longer any need,
therefore, to turn on DIAG 14 (in the Execution Control
Deck) for this PurPose. The DMAP source listing is useful
in a restart run since the user can identify the DMAP in-
structions that are flagged for execution as described
earlier in the paper. (The user can suppress the output of
the DMAP source listing by ALTERing in an XDMAP card with
N_LIST oPtion).

• Identification of the type of restart

The output of the restart run clearly identifies the restart
by type (see earlier discussion in the paper) and also lists
the effective data changes (if any) that control the restart.
The output dist£nguishes between effective changes made to the
Case Control Deck and those made to the Bulk Data Deck.
Appendices i, 5 and 8:illustrate this Output for all possible
types of restart. •

• Identification (in the DMAP source listing) Of DMAP
instructions initially flagged for execution in the
restart

The DMAP source listing (that is automatically output by de-
fault in a restart) identifies those DMAP instructions that
are initially flagged for execution by the symbol * on the
left of the DMAP instruction names. (It should be emphasized
that a DMAP instruction marked with the symbol * is only flagged
for execution; whether it actually gets executed or not is
decided by the logic in the DMAP).
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The DMAP source listing also identifies those DMAP instruc-
tions that are processed only at DMAP compilation time, but
are not actually executed. These instructions are identified
by the symbol + on the left of the DMAP instruction names.
(DMAP instructions BEGIN, FILE, LABEL, PRECHK and XDMAP are
the only instructions that belong to this category).

Messages output just after the DMAP listing inform the user
about the use of the above mentioned symbols. Appendices 2
and 6 illustrate this output.

• Identification of additional DMAP instructions
flagged for execution

The DMAP instructions flagged for execution and indicated by
the symbol * in the DMAP source listing (see discussion above)
are those that are initially flagged as such by the restart
logic. Additional DMAP instructions may need to be flagged
for execution in order to generate certain required data blocks
in the case of modified restarts or to accomplish looping
in unmodified restarts involving DMAP looping. Such instruc-
tions are appropriately identified in the output. Appendices
3 and 7 illustrate such cases.

• Listing of files or data blocks retrieved from the _PTP

The input files or data blocks that are required for the re-
start and that are retrieved from the @PTP are listed in the
output. Appendix 4 illustrates this type of output.

SUMMARY

The important features of the checkpoint/restart capability
resulting from recent improvements and enhancements are dis-
cussed. In particular, the types of restarts available in
NASTRAN are described and the manner in which they are handled
by the program is explained. The paper also describes and
illustrates the output of restart runs.
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TESTOY U_,_ODIFIED_TA_T FE_UAI_7I_,1932 RELEASE APR. 1982 PAGE 5

=_ USER I_FO_TIO_ _SAGE 41€3, THIS IS A_ 5_ODIFIED BY_T_JT.

O_

Appendix i. Output of an u_odified restart indicatingthe typ_ of restart



TEST OF b_ODIFIED I_..$TAKT _EBI'_U_Y 16, 19_2 RELEASE APR, 1982 PACE 8

LEVEL 2.0 I_a.STIIM_ D_AI' CO_'ILER - SOURCE LISTII_C

15 INPUTT2 /D... ,/

17 NATPIh'_ C,,, ,//

18 ]TATPP.'_ D,,, ,//

19 INPUTT2 /E.F,, ,/-3//

20 II&TPP_',_ E.F.,.//

21 I NPU'rT2 /T4BLE1,,, ,/-_//

22 I'L_,TPP_[ TABLE 1 .... //

23 I_;Pb"i"l_ /TABLE2,TABLE3,, ,/-6//

24 _tTP P_ TABLE2. TABLE3,,,//

t,o 25 INPtYI'_ /TABLE4_,TABLEI., ,/-7// $

25 _Lk%I'PB2"_ TABLE4,TABLEI,, ,// $

a. _7 LABEL LOOP S

28 INPUTT2 /t_:_TRIX, TABLES,, ,/-8//

29 NATP_LN NATRIX, TABLES,, ,// $

:_ 30 _PT LOOP,2

31 INPUT'I'2 /I'f_TKIX, TABLES, ,,/-_// S

82 E_D

+ I_DICATES D?IAP I_{STRUCTIONS THAT ARE PROCESSED 0I_Y AT D_I_P C0_IPILATIO_ TINE.

:€ INDICATES D_IAP INSTRUCTIONS THAT ARE FLAGGED FOB. EXECUTIO_ IN THIS U_HODIFIED B.ESTART.

Appendix 2. Output of an unmodified restart with the DMAP source listing



T'r_.'TOF b_F,ODIFIED P_ESTAFtT FEDI_UA!tY 16. 1982 P.ELEASE APR. 1932 PAGE 9

• _ USER II_.F01_TI0_ I_.SSAGE 4148
;_0TE T_£_T ADDITIONAL D_.£_u"_ I_STRUCTI0_$ (_0T II_DICATED BY A_W._- IN T_]Z D_D2 SOLrp_cE LISTING)
_;I-_EDTO BE _'LAGGED F0_ EY'_CUTIO'_ SII';CET_IS L_ODIFIED BY_.ST_u_.TI_VOL%X_S D_Ak.PLOOPII_G _.'_D
T_E FuEET;T?,YPOINT IS WITIII_ A D;'_P LOOP. SUCH I_STI_.UCTIONS A.'-__. IDENTIFIED BELO%!,
E0_'EVER, "fileEXEGUTION WILL IkESUI'._EAT THE LAST IIEEN"]tYPOINT (]EIAP II;_;TilUCTIONNO. 29).

28 Ir_P b-uI':_.

bo
o-,
t,o

Appendix 3. Output of an u_modified restart (with the reentry point within a DM_
loop) indicating the additional D_AP instructions that are flagged for
execution



,r_',* _r" u._:u:Jll" I_L_ IU;_I'ARI" FEI)_.UARY I0, I982 _E APR. I982 PACE I9

TEE FOLLO%'I.._GFILES FRO_ _ OLD PRODLE_ TAPE WERE USED TO I._ITIATERESTART

FILE _A_"_ REEL ,%'0.FILE _'0.

TABLE3 (PUP,GED )
V_.',.TRI X I 2T
XVPS 1 2_

_-_-_0EP_ORS FOU_JD- EXECUTE I_ASTRAI_PROGRAIT_

h_

to

Appendix 4. Output of a restart indicating the files (or data blocks) retrieved from
the _PTP (Old Problem Tape)



DF-LTA "_'I_G l'@k_T/LrIT M.t%CII I, 1989. PiEI,F21S_ APR. 198_. PAe_E II

LOAD O_ LEADI_,.'GEDGE

mm_ L'SE?,I:_FOR.'ilTIO__'?ZSS;:CE4144, THIS IS A _ODIFIEDRESTART.

C,_E CONTROLA_D BULKDATA DECK CKA-._'GESAFFECTI_CTHIS KESTART APsEI_DICATE9BELOW.

EFFECTI%_C._--_ECO:_Xq:_OLDECK CEANGES
...................................

_ASK ".OP_D- _IT FOSITIO_N.... FLAG _A_r_.... PACKED BIT POSITIO_

13
8 LOADS _9
17 POUTS 19
31 _;OLOOPS 31

EFYECTI%_BULK DATA DECK C"_;GES

_O:IE

bo

Appendix 5. Output of a modified restart indicating the type of restart



DELTA _'I_G F_START I%_,Ctt I. 1982 RELL_E APR. I982 FACJ_ I9
5AST_'_ DE._O_STRATIO_ PI_ODLE_ _0. I-I-IA

LOAD OF LEADI2_GEDCE

LEVEL 2.0 N:-_TR.,1/_D?_%FCOFL_'ILER- SOLRRCELISTIng

I40 PP,,_,,-L9G PLOTY_//

. I41 LABEL P2

+ 142 LABEL LOOPEND $

143 CO'.'D FI_IS. COUNT

144 KEPT LOOPTOP. $60 $

14_ JUF_P FINIS

+ 148 L_EL EPdlOILq$

I49 PRTFAr_'_ //-2/_:STATI CS_

+ I_O LABEL EP_qOR3 S

) . 152 LABEL EP_qOR4 $

in I_3 PRTPABa_ //-4/_STATICS_ S

. I_4 LABEL EI_{OR_ $

. 166 LABEL FINIS S

15_ PURGE DU,'_IY/I'I _h'US 1 S

1_8 END $

+ INDICATESD}LiPI._STRUCTI017STEATAKEPROCESSEDOi_LYAT DIIAPCOI_'_ILATIONTIldE.

INDICATESD,_L_PINSq_UCTI01NS_T AREFLAC_EDFOR EXECUTIO_IN T_IIS}IODIFIEDRESTAI_T.

Appendix 6. Output of a modified restart with the DMAP source listing



DELTA wi_ I_,START. _AL EICENVALU'_ AI_ALYSlS _I_CH I. I982 _L.EAS'_'- APR° 1982 PAC_'- 19
R'ASTI_ DE_IO._STKATIO_ PtlODLEM 1_0. I-I-IB

KIGID FOP_L_T S_'ITCIi FF_OI.I I TO 3

_ I,'SZRI:_FOPJL\TI0_¢_$$AGZ _14T
_¢OTE T_dAT ADDITIO;_AL D,':_IPI_STIIUCTIO_S (NOT II_DICATED BY _ • IN _ D_I._LP$OUP,CE LISTING)
7_EZD TO BE FLAGGED F01_ EYi_:CU'FI0_IN OILDER TO GE_EP_VI_ CE%TAIN II_:_UIP_D DATA BLOCKS.
SUCI! I:_S'I'I'_UC'I'IOT;S AND TIlE _,SSOC!ATED DATA BLOCKS A,RE IDENTIFIED BELO'd.

GET_EP_TE DATA BLOCK _Lil - TU._T ON TIIE EXECUTE FLAG FOIl TIIE FOLLOWING D_AP INSTRUCTIONS

60 ,_X_U 1V
61 C0"D
63 S:_2

TO' GENEPJ, TE DATA BLOCK _F - TURN OI_ITI_. EXECUTE FLAG FOR. TIIE FOLLOWII_IG" DI_AP II_STRUCTIONS

43' _UEGE

56 CO:_D
-_ SCEI

TO GENE_XATE DATA BLOCK li_N - TL_'_ ON _ EXECIJ'I_ FLAG F011 TII_ FOLLOWING DIw_I"INSTRUCTIONS

50 _QUIV
I CO_D

53 ,':dE2

I,o
TO GE:;EI_4TE DATA BLOCK _ - TUPu_TON _ EXECIFF£ FLAG FOR TEE FOLLOWING D_IAP INSTRUCTIONS

o_
65 COND
69 P_ HC,4

TO GE_EIL_TE DATA BLOCK l_ff_L - TffIL_TON TIlE EXECTYrE FLAG F0K TIIE FOLLOWING D_IAP INSTRUCT!0_S

66 ]IBHGI

Appendix 7. Output of a modified restart indicatingthe additiona!DM_P instructions
that are flagged for exezution



9fLT" WI_. P,F_C_TA_,{T.!IEAL EtC_L'_V',._,Ov. ANALYS S I%_C_ Io 1982 P,ELF_t_K APR. 1992 PACE l_
_.-,,_--P_,L'_DE:fO.'VS_TViTfOX FI:ODLE/I _'._C. I-I-f3

RIGID FORID_T S'_'ITCH FI_O?I I TO 3

e_-e USFF.E I7.'FOFJiITIOf_" ILESSAGE 4145, TI.[IS fS A _IODIFIED B.F_,STJ_F_TINVOLVING RIGID FOP,_IAT SWITCI_.

CASE cONTROL AI_D BULK DATA DECK CIIfu'_GES AFFECTING THIS _N.ES':AKT AP,E INDICATED BELOW'.

EFFECTIVE CASE CON"FAOL DECK CHANGES

_L_K _'OP,D - BIT POSITION .... FLAG NA_IE .... PACKED BIT PO.';ITION

4 h'ETH.ODS 62
17 POUTS 19

EFFECTIVE BULK DATA DECK CIIA.NGES

FD-SK ;qOBD - BIT POSITION - CA.t_/P.'u_A_I NAHE - PACKED BIT POSITION

3
23 EIGII 61

/,o
0",
",,.3

Appendix 8. Output of a modified restartwith Rigid Format switch indicating the
type of restart
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